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Abstract
Improvements to the thermodynamic model in the RTT Digital Imaging and Remote
Sensing Lab's synthetic image generation software model, DIRSIG, were made to account
for three forms of heat transfer: conduction, convection, and radiation from an internal heat
source. A validation was completed that collected truth data and evaluated the performance
of the modifications. The simulated contrast of the final temperature images was relatively
close to truth contrast. In addition, the exposed area term from the thermodynamic model
was modified with the DIRSIG shape factor calculation for four different scenarios to
improve background object temperature interactions. The best scenario was a replacement
of the exposed area with the shape factor in the sky/background temperature equation.
Finally, interpolation on weather data to decrease discrete shadow edges was performed
and evaluated. This approach significandy reduced edge effects, but due to incorrect scene
geometry, previous simulated imagery and previous truth imagery did not coincide, making
final conclusions difficult to predict.
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1.0 Introduction
Many areas of science today require realistic visualization to better understand
phenomenology. Synthetic image generation (SIG) is one way to achieve such visualization.
Real world environmental and meteorological conditions such as, air temperature, solar loading,
solar shadows, precipitation, and heat sources play an important role in understanding and
perceiving SIG images If one intends to observe how a car's engine dissipates heat over time
under certain wind speed conditions, then instead of conducting actual photo measurements with
a thermal infrared (IR) camera, a SIG image may be generated with control over environmental
and meteorological conditions. This control will allow an analyst to create many images over a
given period of time in order to interpret various phenomenology. SIG images can also be used
as a training aid to teach analysts how certain targets appear to different sensors by controlling
spectral response curves and atmospheric conditions.
The preceding examples show how realistic visualization is required in order to
effectively exploit imagery. The Digital Imaging and Remote Sensing Image Generation model,
DIRSIG, is capable of producing realistic imagery in all bandpass regions from 0.28pm to 28pm.
As scenes become more complex and computers become more advanced, realistic-
looking image generation is becoming more achievable. In the midwave-infrared, MWIR, and
longwave-infrared, LWIR, regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, heat flow is important and is
usually the primary factor affecting temperature variations within a scene. The kinetic
temperature variation in a LWIR image can be used for nighttime imaging where the visible
portion of the spectrum contains little information. An advantage of using the thermal portion of
the spectrum is apparent in daytime imagery such as a high contrast sand desert scene where hot
sand and a cool tent canvas show large temperature differences. In order to properly exploit an
airport scene it is necessary for an analyst to be able to recognize a hot spot on an engine that was
due to heat transfer as the plane was preparing for take-off. From a non-militaristic standpoint,
it would be necessary to view a hot spot on a building roof from an airborne sensor to study heat
loss. These real-world effects define the primary goal of this research which is to predict heat
transfer effects from internal heat sources.
DIRSIG presently uses THERM, which is part of the Air Force Infrared Simulated Image
Model (AIRSIM), as its thermal model. THERM is a linear differential temperature generation
model written by (DCS Corporation 1987). THERM contains a one-dimensional conduction
capability within a scene facet only. No surface conduction takes place mainly do to the absence
of facet connectivity. AutoCAD is used as the front-end to DIRSIG for scene generation. The
scene builder would be required to input specific self-generated power terms for all facets on, for
example, an automobile hood, to produce a thermal diffusion effect. This approach is very time
consuming and produces isothermal facets which yield a
"blocky" diffusion gradient. A large
rewrite ofTHERM would be necessary to create a two-dimensional or, more preferably, a three-
dimensional heat transfermodel.
This research consisted of enhancements to DIRSIG that focus on thermal
phenomenology. The heat transfer phenomena that were considered improved DIRSIG images
and therefore image exploitation. The approach consisted of determining the heat flow for each
pixel in an image based on the distance away from a predefined heat source in a part of an object
using conduction, convection, and radiation. The analysis is based on basic thermodynamic
equations using a temperature differential between the heat source, the medium, and the skin
material of an AutoCAD part. This analysis also allows for multiple heat sources in a part. This
proof of concept research yields imagery showing the diffusion of heat away from an internal
heat source and suggests steps for further upgrades to create a more sophisticated heat transfer
analysis model. The modified thermodynamic code can be approximately described as a 1 1/2
dimension model that preserves the simple scene construction features ofDIRSIG, while
allowing for diffusion effects from internal heat sources or heat sinks. The modifications use 2-
dimensions formost of the calculations, but since connectivity is not included for adjacent facets
it would not be correct to describe the modifications as a 2-dimensional model. The approach
and results for enhancing discrete thermal shadows and modifying sky/background temperature
are also included.
2.0 Background
There are a handful ofmodels for SIG application that deal with heat transfer and
conduction. Some models approximate conduction by using coefficients of conductivity with
detailed drawings that are created with a solid geometry renderer. Others use approximations
based on distance from a heat source on a facet level. Five models with approaches for
computing heat conductivity are discussed below. It should be noted that
almost none of the
models reviewed contained any information on radiometric validation.
2.1 Literature Review
The Physical Reasonable Infrared Signature Model, PRISM, (cf. Sullivan and Reynolds,
1988) was primarily developed for thermally modeling vehicles, although it has other
applications. This three-dimensional isothermal faceted model uses a first principles semi-
empirical approach for modeling thermal objects. Objects are composed of a collection of
isothermal facets. These facets have the ability to interact with each other in the three forms of
heat transfer: conduction, convection, and radiation.
When a temperature gradient exists across facets, conduction occurs and is represented by
heat transfer from a high temperature to a lower temperature. Since facets are assumed to be
isothermal, to simplify the mathematics, no temperature gradient exists within each facet.
Sullivan and Reynolds (1988) claim this assumption is fairly accurate for conductive materials.
The temperature gradient is assumed to be linear between facet centers when calculating the
conductive heat transfer between facets. This linear flow of heat assumption can only hold if the
temperature difference and distance between neighboring facets are small (cf. Zemansky, 1968).
PRISM uses databases of diurnal meteorological data in order to account for complex
target/background thermal interactions (cf. Gonda et. al., 1988). Basic textbook thermodynamic
heat flow equations are used in PRISM for engine modeling.
PRISM provides a somewhat intriguing thermal conductive temperature prediction
model across facets in a BRL-CAD environment (BRL-CAD is a product of the U.S. Army's
Ballistic Research Laboratories). Connectivity from facet to facet is not specified but is assumed
to be intrinsic to BRL-CAD facetized models which DERSIG currently cannot implement. Since
facets are isothermal in DIRSIG's THERM model, unless small facets are used, thermal
gradients will not be adequately modeled using the above assumptions. Also, there would be a
requirement from the user to define thermal conductivity between facets. This is most apparent
if the user was to build a car engine. The connectivity between the internal engine facets and the
internal structure connecting the engine to the frame of the car would need to be created. This
complex level of CAD drawing would require extremely skilled modelers and would severely
increase the time necessary to create a potential simple scene. Therefore, this model would not
provide any feasible improvements to the presentDIRSIG THERM model.
Spirits 2.0 (Spectral Infrared Imaging of Targets and Scenes) is a FORTRAN 77 code
used for the prediction of IR images (Stets et. al., 1988). The primary object database used by
Aerodyne Research, Inc. (ARI) consists of aircraft targets. The code will calculate infrared scene
radiance and spectral radiant intensities for aircraft in the 1.0 to 20.0 micron region. The aircraft
source modeled is the interior thermal conductance. The thermal airframe calculations consist of
three major interconnectedmodels that account for heat transfer by conduction, convection, and
radiation.
Conduction to the interior of an airframe is divided into two parts:
1. A time integral of the interior thermal mass temperature over the flight history from a
given initial value, and
2. Steady-state computation of the surface temperature using the
"present-time"
thermal
mass temperature, the resistance between the mass and the surface, and the convective
and radiative heat transfer rates. Heat transfer to and from the interior thermal mass is
approximated by conductance across the boundary layer, paint layer, and thermal
mass resistance, that is, between the thermal mass temperature and the air boundary
layer temperature (also a function of time). Radiative heating and cooling of the
thermal masses are neglected.
Convection and radiation are computed for all of the airframe facets. Some of the facets
within Spirits 2.0 also utilize a one-dimensional conduction model to account for conduction to
and from large thermal masses, as well as heat sources, in the aircraft interior. No information
regarding actual calculations and facet interaction is available. This paper is a good indicator of
what other groups are using to show the effects of heat sources, but not enough science is given
to make this a potential improvement to DIRSIG. It also seems as though the application is
strictly used for an aircraft and its vapor trail.
SIRIM ( Stewart et. al., 1989), Simulated Infrared Imaging, uses ray tracing tools to
automatically interrogate geometric target models which produce nodal networks
suitable for
thermal analysis. SIRIM can produce high fidelity, radiometrically accurate infrared signatures
from a variety of target types by appropriate use of easily available solid model and ray-tracing
software. BRL-CAD is used as the geometric modeler. BRL-CAD uses constructive solid
geometry (CSG) to form its objects. These CSG geometry's are broken up into boundary
representatives (B-reps). From these boundary representatives, connectivity is calculated.
The IR signature simulation software architecture is divided into four parts:
1. Geometric modeling/sampling
2. Phenomenological/sensor modeling
3. Imagery display/diagnostic tools
4. Menu driven user interface
The geometric modeling/sampling is based on CSG instead of faceted or wire frame
representation. CSG uses simple interaction, union, and subtraction operations (Boolean algebra)
to construct a complex, 3-D object.
SIRIM's IR sensor model generates a thermal model directly from a geometric solid
model. This model produces a thermal model, predicts surface temperatures, and generates a
radiance image. Using CSG, predicted temperatures are converted to an alternative
representation that facilitates temperature calculations. A uniform decomposition operator was
chosen to accomplish this task. The resulting conversion is a polyhedral database represented as
a set of uniformly spaced cubes referred to as voxels (volume elements). These elements are
labeled as either "target" or "non target". The steps to accomplish this task are as follows:
1. A ray is traced through an object, noting all intersections with the object.
2. The ray intersecting the object is modeled as a solid, square column. The length
of the column is equal to the length of the portion of the ray intersecting the object.
3. The column is subdivided into equal cubes. Each cube, or voxel, is represented in
a three-dimensional array by an "on/off flag that tells whether the voxel is part of
an object or not. Only those that are part of an object are stored in memory.
Only the voxels used are then put through a finite volume analysis. This was chosen because
boundary conditions can lead to difficulties such as non-linear radiative heat transfer. The
temperatures are predicted on a coarse voxel size.
SIRIM's radiance images include thermal reflections and emissions. The total radiance
image is created by conceptually overlaying the CSG model and the voxel representation of
temperature. When a ray hits a CSG object, the intersection point is converted to voxel table
look-up indices and the temperature is found. These surface temperatures are inserted into
Planck's law and are used with surface emissivities to calculate emitted radiance. Emitted and
reflected terms are summed to compute the total radiance. Atmospheric paths by LOWTRAN
can also be applied.
This model is one of the most robust due to its use of voxels which allows for heat
transfer through finite analysis. Output imagery looks very impressive. Since DIRSIG uses
facets, a finite analysis approach would have to be implemented only after the model building is
upgraded to CSG.
HEATX (Heat Transfer, HEATX, 1991), a heat transfer computer code, has a steady
state balance of heat transfer for radiation, convection, and conduction. The surface thermal
emissions are computed using a diurnal cycle(s) or a user-input time sequence much like that of
DIRSIG. The basic model deals with thermal conditions in two manners, static and dynamic.
Aerodynamic heating/cooling govern the static conditions while the dynamic conditions are
broken up into two forms: temperature at a given time of day for no change of target state
(diurnal history can be computed) or target in a changing state with time.
There are fourmain input files to HEATX, (1) atmospheric conditions, (2) vehicle
(target) definition, (3) camouflage, and (4) dynamic conditions. Presently, camouflage is not a
primary concern of implementation into DIRSIG, but is definitely an advantage and a possible
upgrade. Within HEATX, it is possible to set the reflectivity to zero and therefore not impose
any problems with the present DIRSIG model. The atmosphere input file and a thermal file are
created using APART (also from PRA). It appears that APART uses LOWTRAN in the
generation process in a manner similar to how MODTRAN (Schott and Salvaggio, 1992) is used
in the DIRSIG process. Environmental heating includes direct solar heating with shadowing, and
short/longwave earth and sky shine (downwelled radiance in DIRSIG) with clouds. The vehicle
input file is created by TARSIS, also created by PRA, Inc.
HEATX output files consist of a summary of the run with a vehicle file that has skin
temperatures defined per facet and a binary output file defining the parameters for adjacent
vehicle facet conduction and radiation transfer between vehicle facets. An output file is also
created for a dynamic case with temperature profile as a function of time for adjacent facets . It
is not apparent without further literature review whether this binary file may be implemented into
DIRSIG or whether its structure can be manipulated to conform. The structure of the adjacent
file defines the number of facets, number of radiators, and the type of calculation defined below:
0 No conduction and no radiation
1 - Conduction but no radiation
2 No conduction but radiation
3 - Conduction and radiation
A sample flow was given for calculation type number 2. An index to solid angle, solid angle
(deg), distance from the center of the facet to the midpoint of the common edge for reference
facet, and distance from the center of the facet to the midpoint of the common edge for adjacent
facets are used in this calculation. Presently, four coordinates are used to describe facets in the
DIRSIG model. Computation of a center point is trivial and could even be linked to the normal
to surface vector calculation currently being used in DB3.SIG. A new way of storing and
retrieving this information in a database format would need to be added to DIRSIG.
The heat source/sink part ofHEATX is intriguing due to the necessity of showing hidden
phenomena such as airplane gas bladders in wings and a vehicle's engine, both ofwhich are
difficult to model in DIRSIG without a substantial amount of side computations and model
specific adjustments. The only additional items needed in DIRSIG are the connectivity and
conductivity information and the inclusion of thermal masses to form heat source/sinks where
necessary. Some ideas presented in HEATX will be used to create the needed changes in
DIRSIG.
These thermal modeling approaches represent various levels of complexity. The THERM
model (cf. DCS, 1991) currently used in DIRSIG is a one-dimensional model that deals well with
environmental variables and can be adjusted using internal heat parameters to approximate
heated surfaces. Any lateral conduction, internal conduction, or radiation effects must be
estimated and built in by the model builder. The HEATX model, for example, has the potential
for inclusion of lateral conduction between facets in a surface facet model, and the SUIIM
approach allows for extensive internal conductivity and connectivity using voxels. This research
did not further investigate such extensive internal conductivity levels due to the complexity of
reconfiguring the computer code required for full implementation.
2.2 DIRSIG Thermal Submodel
The main purpose of the thermal submodel, which uses the thermodynamic code,
THERM, is to compute the kinetic temperature of each facet that is dependent upon the material
properties and environmental conditions of a given scene. Object temperatures are computed as
a function of time based on first principles models that determine the rate of heat transfer
corresponding to a specific temperature difference between an object (facet) and its environment.
The environment in THERM is defined as consisting ofmeteorological data only with no direct
influence from background or surrounding objects. A primitive surrounding background
influence exists due to the use of an exposed area term and the air temperature as explained in the
following sections. The model assumes that a facet is thermally independent of all other facets
and that each has an isothermal behavior across its entire surface.
Rankin (1992) has shown through a validation that THERM accurately predicts
temperatures of real world objects within respectable error bounds using a 15-minute increment
weather file. As described by Schott, et al. (1993), THERM uses location, material, and
meteorological parameters as input to generate temperature values as shown in Table 2.1-1.
Table 2.1 -1 THERM weather and object inputs to DIRSIG
Location Parameters Material Parameters
Latitude* Heat Capacity*
Longitude* Thermal Conductivity*
Date* Thickness*
Time (Difference from GMT)* Solar
Absorptivities*
Time Interval* Exposed
Area*
Time of Sunrise Self Generated
Power*
Time of Sunset
Meteorological Parameters
Direct Insolation
Diffuse Insolation
High Noon Transmission
Air Temperature-
Sunrise Air Temperature*
Peak Air Temperature*
Peak Air Temperature Time4
Air Pressure-
Relative Humidity-
Dew Point-
Wind Speed-
Sky Exposure-
Cloud Type-
Slope & Azimuth Angles*
Precipitation Type/Rate/Temperature-
* Required input parameter
- Input as a temporal file or as a single value for THERM to compute temporal values which
can be edited by the user
DCS Corporation (1991) describes the general heat transfer equation used in THERM as:
k kV y k J dt (2.2-1)
where
T = internal temperature of the object [C]
Qc = rate at which heat is generated internally per unit volume [Langleys/hr/cm]
Qs = net rate at which heat is entering through the surface per unit area [L/hr]
A = surface area of the facet [cm3]
V = volume of the facet [cm3]
k = thermal conductivity [cmL/hr/C]
p = mass density [gm/cm3]
c = specific heat [cal/gm/C]
t - time [hr]
The first term in equation 2.2-1,
D2!1
, is the Laplacian operator and is approximately zero for
facets with a high thermal conductivity because these facets cannot sustained a large thermal
gradient, which is intrinsic to this term. The term is initially set equal to zero. This
approximation fails under transient conditions for facets that can support a temperature gradient
at equilibrium. The insulating properties of these facets are characterized by the Biot number,
k (2.2-2)
where
Bi = Biot number
H = heat transfer rate (L/hr/C)
Th = characteristic thickness of the object (cm)
k = thermal conductivity (cmL/hr/C)
This equation represents a ratio between internal heat flow resistance and external heat flow
resistance. When the Biot number is large (Bi > 0.1) the above assumption of D2T - 0 is no
longer valid. A lengthy analysis into the temperature of the interior and exterior surface of a
facet is solved for in order to satisfy boundary conditions.
THERM can be computed on 15-minute time intervals due to the dependence of
equilibrium temperatures on environmental conditions that vary over time. The heat transfer rate
has a small influence on the equilibrium temperatures and may be treated as a constant over a
small time increment (15 minutes). This is valid for an equilibrium non-transient case, but for a
transient condition THERM applies the heat transfer equation throughout the volume of the facet.
The steady state temperature for a facet is constant over time and is linear with depth into the
facet. THERM determines boundary conditions of the facet by computing the exterior and
interior facet temperatures. The equilibrium relation is
+
T+-T~
= Bi^-z
(1 +Bi) (22.3)
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where
T+
= temperature at exterior surface [C]
T~
- temperature at interior surface [C]
7+
= equilibrium temperature under exterior conditions [C]
T~
= equilibrium temperature under interior conditions [C]
The facet temperature will split the difference between the exterior and interior temperatures if
the Biot number is zero. A complete separation between the exterior and interior conditions
occurs for an infinite Biot number. The above equation illustrates why THERM is limited to a
one-dimensional model. There is no consideration for exterior conditions from the neighboring
facets, just internal and external (air temperature) one-dimensional boundary conditions.
The transient part of the thermal response of the facet is assumed to be a product of a time
dependent part, F(t), and a depth dependent part, G(x). The depth dependent part of the thermal
response is within the facet thickness only. As THERM computes the equilibrium temperature
for a particular time step, it continually uses a temperature difference between temperature
(exterior and interior) and its respective equilibrium temperature. The surrounding facet
temperatures need to be used in these equations and the boundary equations to properly adjust
the heat transfer rate of a facet. This requires the use of two- or three-dimensional analysis. This
exceeds the scope of this research due to the complexity of computer code needed to complete
this task.
The solution for the first order linear differential equation in THERM is as follows:
7(0 = T'e-R{'-,') + R e-Ri-n \(eR{u-nTe(u))du
(2.2-4)
where,
7(0= final time dependent temperature being driven towards [C]
7'= previous known object temperature [C]
T= equilibrium temperature [C]
R= heat transfer rate divided by the thermal mass [sec-1]
t-t'= time difference between present and previous time (dt) [sec]
u = variable of integration (time)
After evaluating the integral, the equation relates the temperature of an object over time to
changes in the equilibrium temperature over time (DCS, Corp, 1991).
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THERM computes conductive heat transfer for one-dimensional analysis only. The net
conductive heat transfer across the exterior surface of a facet is determined by
Qf = ^TRPPmax(0,cos zn)RppTpp
where
A, = fraction of the facet's surface that is exposed to the sun and sky
TR = effective transmission of the precipitation rate (= 1, unless impeded by a
camouflage net)
z = angle between facet surface normal and zenith
R = precipitation rate (cmH20/hr)
Tpp = precipitation temperature [C]
Conduction in THERM is a function of the precipitation rate and temperature. No where in this
equation are adjacent facet temperatures or a defined heat source temperature considered.
The radiation equation in THERM deals with exterior meteorological conditions and is:
a = eAaiayi 7^ + (1 - avi)T4a - T4f)
(2.2-6)
where
th= thermal emissivity of facet (fraction)
a= Stefan-Boltzmann constant (4.87185xl0'9 [L/hr'C4])
Tf= temperature of the facet [C]
7 = air temperature [C]
avi- exposed area (fraction)
Tsky= effective sky temperature [C]
The effective sky temperature in THERM is equivalent to
(2.2-7)
where
tjf= effective transmission of diffuse insolation relative to an exposed horizontal surface
(= (1 + coszj / 2 unless impeded by a camouflage net)
= effective thermal emissivity of the sky (fraction)
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Ta= air temperature [C]
C= 273.15
A sample of THERM's predicted effective sky temperature is shown in Figure 2.2-1
for May 9th,
1994. The drop in temperature at hour 17 is a function of the weather file and not
due to the
sky/background equation within THERM.
Figure 2.2-1 THERM's predicted effective sky temperature
The sky/background temperature in THERM is defined as,
TAsb = avi-Tsk; + (\-avi)-T:
(2.2-8)
The THERM manual states that this equation assumes that the surrounding background has an
apparent temperature that is equal to the air temperature. The manual suggests that this is a
reasonable assumption formost outdoor environments.
The comprehensive approach described in this research diffuses heat source effects in the
final image on a pixel basis with significant payoff and limited technical or fiscal risk. It
involves computation of conductive, convective, and radiation effects on a facetizedmodel at the
time the thermodynamic model is executed preserving all environmental influences that have
been predicted correctly in the past. A more comprehensive approach would require THERM to
compute not only the temperature of the pixel of interest but also of its neighbors to determine
13
the amount of lateral conduction across pixels. This represents a rather complex reworking of
the THERM model and the ray-tracing logic. The DIRSIG model would need to store
temperature information for each facet for each time increment in the weather file. This change
would cause a large increase in run-time and storage needed for all facet temperatures.
14
3.0 Work Statement
Task 1 : The exposed area in THERM was modified with DIRSIG's shape factor variable to
better represent THERM's exposed area input parameter in order to correctly model
sky/background effects.
Task 2: New thermodynamic equations were used in THERM to allow for the
influence of a heat source based on the distance between a ray-traced surface hit
point and the distance to a heat source in conductive, convective, and radiative
mode. New routines were also written in DIRSIG to deal with the temperature of the
heat source and the percentage-of-power distributed from the heat source with a
temperature history.
Task 3: The weather file which contains all meteorological conditions necessary to
create a scene was interpolated at a user-specified number of hours prior to the final
scene's time of imaging at a user-specified number ofminutes to enhance discrete
thermal shadows caused by a discretely moved sun.
Task 4: A validation was conducted to compare the effects of a real heat source within a
closed box with the newly developed simulated internal heat source in DIRSIG.
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4.0 Approach
The major driving force behind modifying THERM came from a validation of the
DIRSIG model (Rankin, 1992). This previous validation examined the accuracy ofDIRSIG.
The validation concluded that the majority of the error in the model was derived from two major
models: the temperature predictor, THERM, and the radiative transfer model. One important
recommendation pertained to the influence of the temperature of neighboring objects.
Using the shape factor variable as defined in DIRSIG in conjunction with the above
equations (2.2-7 and 2.2-8), an attempt was made to better predict temperatures as influenced by
the surrounding environment.
4.1 Task 1 Exposed Area Enhancement Via Shape Factor
It was noticed that the background present under a truck in the first DIRSIG validation
scene (Rankin, 1992) did not appear as warm as that seen in the truth imagery. The expected
phenomenology implies that the exposed area under the truck is smaller, reducing the radiational
cooling to a cold sky. Therefore, the temperature of the underlying ground should increase. This
increase in temperature is assumed since the sky is considered to be a cold background radiator,
that is, a blackbody. A blackbody is defined as absorbing all radiation without reflection or
transmission.
DIRSIG version 2.2 was used for the past validation (Rankin, 1992) before any change to
exposed area was investigated. Exposed area simply existed as a fraction of approximately 0.5 in
value. THERM defines the exposed area as the portion of an object exposed to the environment,
half facing up and half facing down. In DIRSIG version 2.3 through 2.5 the exposed area term,
which exists in the materials file, was multiplied by the shape factor term as computed by
DIRSIG. This modification created a noticeable change underneath the truck, but overall
increased object temperatures. By multiplying the exposed area term by the shape factor term,
the area of the facet is reduced and therefore all (1-avi), exposed area, terms using this modified
variable were increased as in the radiation equation (2.2-6) and the sky/background equation
(2.2-8). This modification was taken out to better represent the physics behind the interaction of
the object's area and the environment.
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An attempt to better predict the physics of the exposed area in THERM included
replacing the air temperature term in the sky/background temperature equation (2.2-8) with an
average background temperature as computed by shape factor in DIRSIG. If the shape factor
equals 1, which implies no background objects exist, then the average background term does not
influence the final temperature. Consider this first modification CASE 1. The new equation is:
CASE 1:
T:b=avi-Tsky4
+ (l-avi)-Tb;
(4.1-1)
where
Tbg = average background temperature as computed by the shape factor calculation [C]
avi= exposed area as defined from the materials file (fraction > 0.5)
Tsky= effective sky temperature [C]
All of these cases are compared to the original validation image which represents the unaltered
equation (Equation 2.2-8).
In CASE 2, the exposed area term, avi, in THERM was replaced with DIRSIG's shape
factor variable, F. The equation is:
CASE 2:
(4.1-2)
where
F = shape factor (0->l, portion of visible sky dome)
It is believed that using shape factor fromDIRSIG would give a better indication of the
percentage of a facet exposed to environmental conditions.
CASE 3 attempted to better predict the true phenomenology by not replacing the exposed
area term in THERM but modifying it in the sky/background equation by the shape factor term.
The equation is:
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CASE 3:
7*=av/-FX;, K1-C7W />X
(4.1-3)
If the previous validation (Rankin, 1992) shows THERM predicting temperatures correctly
within 2.5C, then it may not make sense to completely replace a term and therefore create a
new effect that may differ from the validation.
CASE 4 simply substituted the exposed area term, avi, passed into THERM with the
shape factor term, F. This changed the exposed area wherever it was used in the thermodynamic
code. Changes in the Biot number, convection, and sky temperatures were all affected by this
substitution.
4.2 Task 2 Internal Heat Sources
Originally, THERM calculations employed a self-generated power (SGP) term as a
simple bias (+/-) to the total heat transfer equation. This was used in the previous validation to
optimize different material parameters, e.g., the side of the truck appeared too cold so it was
given a self-generated power term [L/hr] to increase its final predicted temperature. The new
modification replaced this term with the ability to internally conduct, convect, and radiate
between an enclosing part and any internal structure. No actual connectivity was needed for this
modification.
4.2.1 Heat Source Data
DIRSIG uses AutoCAD to generate scenes. The hierarchy consists of a scene which is
composed of objects which are composed of parts which are composed of facets. The
modifications made were at the part level, such that a part can be affected by an internal heat
source while a whole object can not. Simple modifications can be made to accommodate this if
desired. When an AutoCAD part contains internal SGP facets, the DIRSIG computer code
extracts the necessary information needed to pass to THERM. The following is a list of the SGP
facet information with a brief explanation as needed:
Number ofSGPfacets in a part
Number ofpercentage-of-power inputs - the number of percentage-of-power inputs,
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which describe the percentage of power (or heat) from a heat source, stored in a file created
by the user.
SGPfacet location (center point of each facet) - determined by the code as each facet is
read.
SGP geometry node (vertices of each facet and facet normal)
- a list of x,y,z points for
each facet vertex and an x,y,z for the facet outward normal.
Thermal conductivity of the SGPfacet - defined in the attribute list by the user.
? Array of temperaturesfor the SGPfacet - an array either precomputed by THERM as it
computes background temperatures or can be read in from an external file.
Filenameforpercentage-of-power inputs - defined in the attribute list by the user.
Array ofpercentage-ofpowers - read in from the external file labeled according to the
user specified name in the attribute list.
Time increments for the percentage-of-power/temperatures - defined at the top of the
percentage-of-power file.
Material code for the medium surrounding the SGP facet - defined in the attribute list by
the user.
Thermal conductivity of the surrounding medium - extracted from the materials file from
the code number defined in the attribute list by the user.
This information is stored in a structure called, sgp_facet_info (see Appendix B,
read_sgp_attribute_data) .
The larger the number of SGP facets in a part, the larger this list will grow. Ifmore SGP
facets are encountered in different parts of an object or of the same object, then a separate list is
created for that specific part. Each part is unique in DIRSIG and thus if a part contains at least
one SGP facet, then all facets of that part will have access to the above list.
The distance data is also computed at the time when ray tracing encounters a part
containing at least one SGP facet. The distance data consists of the linear distance between a
ray-traced hit point on the surface of a part containing a SGP facet and the closest internal SGP
facet center. The closest SGP facet number is stored for use in indexing the arrays listed above.
The area of the SGP facet(s) is also computed and stored in this array. The distance information
is as follows:
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Distance to closest SGP facet
Current/closest SGP facet number
Area of SGP facet
Once all of the SGP information is gathered, DIRSIG will compute the temperature of the ray-
traced hit point using THERM. Figure 4.2-1 shows the distance between the heat source and the
surface skin hit point.
Surface at Temp T as
computed by THERM
^^-^S^ \ \ / ^ ^
I i
' ^w V
1 ^%S^L
1
^
^*
r
^J
_T--^....^^.^TTT^r
Internal SGP facet at precomputed temperatures
Figure 4.2-1 Distance between the SGP facet and the surface skin.
In this research only one facet is used to show the effects of heat diffusion on the top
surface of the box. A six-sided box was used in initial calculations to represent the internal heat
source, but due to the distance calculation to the center of the nearest SGP facet, a large jump in
temperature was noticed as progress across the external box top moved from a side SGP facet to
the top SGP facet. To rectify this problem, computation is necessary to determine the closest
side of the closest facet instead of the center of the closest facet (cf. Figure 4.2-2). This figure
shows that a radial effect will result from such a treatment of internal SGP facets. This will
negate any awkward temperature transition from one facet center to another when more than one
internal SGP facet is used. It will also better reflect the structure of the internal SGP facets.
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Figure 4.2-2 Comparison of distance computation from external skin facet to internal SGP facet
4.2.2 Attribute List Modification
The AutoCAD attribute list was modified to contain the filename of the percentage-of-
power for each SGP facet and the material code for the SGP facet surrounding medium. It is
necessary for these to be defined as the user is creating the part, although, these two attributes
may be manually changed in the geometric database (.gdb) at a later time. Table 4.2-1 shows the
modified Attribute list with an example of each input.
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Table 4.2-1 Modified Attribute List
Material Type painted steel
Material Code 27
Facet name box
Facet temperature [C] -1 (DIRSIG computes)
Facet thickness [cm] 2
Facet Self-Generated Power
(SGP) [L/hr]
12.4
Facet Exposed Area -1 (DIRSIG computes)
SGP Percentage Filename box.sgp
SGP SurroundingMedium 50
Unused Field null
4.2.3 Percentage Inputs
Once the user has given the attribute list a SGP filename and the scene has been taken to
completion (see Appendix H), the file containing the percentage-of-power inputs to THERM
needs to be created. This is done using a separate program, create The program
usage is:
USAGE: create_sgp_f iles
geometric database
weather file
scene node
number of hours
minute increment
The geometric database is the first input to the program. This file determines which facet is a
self-generating power facet and creates a percentage-of-power input file for the percentage-of-
power filename given in that facet's attribute list. The weather file determines how many
percentage-of-power inputs there should be using the time of the scene from the scene node file.
(For a discussion ofTHERM's capability to create a weather file, see Appendix I). For example,
if a 15-minute increment weather file is used and the time of the scene is 12:00 (17:00 GMT)
with 1 hour of interpolation before imaging with 2-minute intervals, then the number of
percentage-of-power inputs will be 171 or:
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(scene, local hours) 60 ., . .
#percentages = : + - : (# hours) + 1
weather #minutes (4.2-1)
It is important to note that THERM runs a full 24 hour prediction history plus the number of
hours it needs to arrive at the time of the image. In this case, scene.local_time is equal to 36.0.
At the completion of this program, files will be created with filenames that correspond to
those given in the attribute list when the attributes were assigned in AutoCAD. Each SGP facet
has its own SGP percentage-of-power file. The format of these files is:
first line - number of percentage-of-power inputs
first column - local time second column - percentage-of-power for that time
This is best explained by example. If the user wants to demonstrate a car engine heating
up and then cooling off, the user could insert a known SGP value in the attribute list, such as
12.4 L/hr and then assign percentage-of-power values to the SGP percentage-of-power file. If
the user wanted the engine to turn on at 00:50 at 10% of the 12.4 L/hr, then the user would place
0. 1 in the second column at a time of 00:50 (first column). A sample of the percentage-of-power
file is given below.
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0.0 0.0
0.25 0.0
0.50 0.1
0.75 0.4
1.00 0.85
1.25 1.00
1.50 0.89
1.75 0.68
2.00 0.40
2.25 0.0
47.25 0.0
47.50 0.0
47.75 0.0
48.00 0.0
Instead of inserting a self-generated power term (like 12.4 L/hr), an external file can be
created that contains actual temperature values per time much like the percentage-of-power file
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contains percentages per time. The percentage-of-power file always needs to be created to
control the temperatures whether they are read in from a file or created from a SGP value.
4.2.4 Conductive Heat Transfer in THERM
Heat transfer is calculated for each hit point depending on (1) the distance away from the
heat source, (2) the conductivity of a hit point, (3) the material in the surrounding compartment
(e.g. air between an engine and car hood), (4) the heat source percentage-of-power, and (5) the
temperature differential between a surface hit point and the heat source. The material code
surrounding the SGP facet is defined in the attribute list by the user as noted in Section 4.2.2.
This allows for SGP facets to have different surrounding mediums (air, water, oil, etc.) as
defined in the materials file (see DIRSIG User's Manual). Figure 4.2-3 illustrates the heat flow
analysis.
ray traced hit point
THERM computed 1^^^^^^^^ surface skin (facets)
temperature heat exchange
air medium
Pre-run defined Effi&ffi&ffi&ffiffi heat source/sink
temperatures for
past 24 hour history
Figure 4.2-3 Heat exchange between a heat source facet and the surface skin hit
point.
A modification of the following equation obtained from basic thermodynamics is used to
calculate the conductive heat influence from a heat source.
7 -7
max min
cond
~~
D
(4.2-2)
where
QCOnd= neai transfer rate from SGP facet [L/hr]
7mM - 7^= temperature differential between heat source and skin temperaturefC]
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and
R = thermal resistance of the material(s) between the temperature
differential [Chr/L]
th
Ax
where
Ax= distance between the heat source and the surface hit point [cm]
k= coefficient of conductivity for each material [L cm/hr/C]
A= area perpendicular to heat flow [cm2].
Since THERM calculates the temperature of a hit point, the differential temperature as
stated in equation 4.2-2 is not used. If a heat source (SGP facet) is present in a part then the
minimum temperature will be solved for by THERM. Conversely, if a heat sink is present, then
the maximum temperature of equation 4.2-2 will be solved for by THERM. The actual
calculation within THERM is given as Equation 4.2-4.
1_
ns
- '-
ns
(4.2-4)Q-cond
~~
a h
* >'hs
where
^medium = conductivity of the medium between heat source and skin (usually air)
[cmL/C hr]
7fo= percentage-of-power of the heat source [0 > 1]
7fe= precomputed temperatures of the heat source [C]
T'= previous temperature of surface skin [C]
The precomputed temperatures of the heat source in this equation are created from the
preliminary background temperature computations ofTHERM before ray-tracing commences.
This is where the user may use an external file that contains SGP temperature values per time
instead of allowing THERM to calculate them for each SGP facet.
The unmodified THERM code originally set the conductive heat transfer equal to zero
and determined the final hit point temperature without conduction influence. If a facet contained
self-generated power, then THERM simply added the self-generated power to the total heat
transfer for that facet. Now, THERM adds the influence of the temperature differential between
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the heat source and the surface skin temperature modified by the distance between the two. It
also uses properties of the surrounding material and the percentage-of-power distributed by the
heat source to properly represent conduction. With this new equation introduced into the code,
proper attention to conduction from a heat source results in the expected small diffusion of heat
away from a heat source on a surface containing an internal SGP facet(s). The result is expected
to be small due mainly to the very low conductivity of the medium (usually air) surrounding the
internal facet. Larger effects are due to radiation from an internal heat source and the convective
effects of the internal surrounding medium.
4.2.5 Radiative Heat Transfer in THERM
All bodies radiate heat in the form of an electromagnetic wave. The heat radiated by a
body can be calculated from the equation:
Qrad =
OF4
(4.2-5)
where,
<r= Stefan-Boltzmann constant (4.871xl0"9 [L/hr'C4])
7= absolute temperature [K]
THERM currently computes the radiative heat transfer between a passive object and its
environment. Since an internal heat source is not defined in THERM equations, a new equation
was implemented that accounts for radiative heat exchange from a heat source towards an
enclosing surface.
E^I-cos,(d)
r2
(4.2-6)
where
/ = Radiant Intensity (/ = LA) [Lcm/hr/sr]
L = radiance computed over broadband spectrum
o74^
K j
[L/hr/sr]
A = area of hot plate [cm2]
9 = Angle between line from hit point to center of hot plate and hit point facet's normal
r = distance from hit point to center of hot plate [cm]
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The center of the heat source is used rather than determining the closest point of the heat source
to the hit point on the surface to decrease computation within the enclosed surface and run-time.
The correct way should use the closest distance to the heat source.
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Figure 4.2-4 Irradiance calculation from internal heat source towards outer skin
The newly computed irradiance term is simply added to the total heat transfer in
THERM. The external convective effects and the radiative effects described above are computed
in THERM. Conductive effects from an internal heat source were improved as described in
Section 4.2.4. The radiation effects from an internal heat source now exist as a bias to the total
heat input to the facet. The next section describes the third part of the total internal heat transfer,
convection.
4.2.6 Convective Heat Transfer in THERM
As a fluid (air) surrounding the heat source is heated, it rises due to its change in density
and therefore creates a buoyancy force. This buoyancy force is often referred to as natural or
free convection. When the temperature difference between two plates is small, the air resides in
a stationary state. As the temperature difference increases, streamlines begin to form which are
categorized as a cellular flow. As the temperature continues to rise, the streamlines change to
isotherms which are finally replaced with a turbulent flow (Mills, 1992). In order to evaluate the
effect from convection, two dimensionless quantities must be computed. The first is the
Rayleigh number, which is defined as the ratio of the forces due to buoyancy and inertia, over the
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forces due to viscosity and thermal diffusion (Karlekar, 1982). The equation used to determine
the Rayleigh number, Ra, is:
v2
(4.2-7)
where
P = coefficient of expansion (1/average absolute temperature) [1/C]
A7 = Temperature differential [C]
g = gravitational acceleration constant [9.81m/s2]
L = distance propagated through medium [m]
Pr = Prandtl number (0.69 for air 150K to 600K) [dimensionless]
v = viscosity of fluid [m2/s]
The second quantity that must be computed is the Nusselt number, Nu, which represents the
ratio of temperature gradients and is computed using:
Nu = 0.069 Ra113 Pr 074 (4.2-8)
From these two quantities, the coefficient of convection is computed as:
h = -Nu
L (4.2-9)
where k is the coefficient of conductivity of the fluid (e.g., air, water, oil). Once the coefficient
of convection is computed, the final convective heat transfer is calculated as:
Qconv = K&T (4.2-10)
where
A7 = (7/-7J
where
Tf
= external facet temperature [C]
7a = air temperature [C]
This temperature difference is between the external facet temperature and the air
temperature. In reality, the convective effect should reflect the internal air temperature as
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influenced by the heat source and the external facet temperature, not just the air temperature.
Since this quantity is not available and not easily computed, a first approximation uses the
air
temperature.
Now that all three thermal effects, conduction, radiation, and convection are computed
for an internal heat source, the correct final temperature may be predicted by influencing
THERM's total heat transfer equation with these internal heat transfer improvements. If a heat
sink is required, then by the governing sign convention, heat from the external surface will be
"absorbed"
by the internal heat sink. This governing sign convention is that radiation and
conductive forms of heat transfer will bias up the total internal heat transferwhereas the
convective effects will bias down the total internal heat transfer rate.
4.3 Task 3 Increased Thermal Shadow Resolution
As previously mentioned, thermal shadows in the 8-12jim bandpass imagery appear to be
blocky and discrete due to the discrete movement of the sun in the thermodynamic calculations.
It should be obvious that if DIRSIG is currently running on 15-minute intervals that decreasing
the interval to 5 minutes should shorten the distance between computed shadow edges. By
making the transition between intervals closer, the shadows will appear smoother. The difficulty
with this approach is that run time will increase dramatically. The equation to compute the run
time of THERM is,
x-1
# calculations = 2x +V 2x
tt (4.3-1)
where x is the number of weather entries. For example, if x = 192 weather entries for a 15
minute interval weather file containing 48 hours of weather history, the number of calculations
would equal 37,056. If x = 96 weather entries for a 30 minute increment weather file the number
of calculations would equal 9,312. If the weather file had an increased resolution to a 2 minute
interval, there would be 1,440 weather entries and the number of calculations would equal
2,0750,040. From these calculations, it is seen that this is a nonlinear process.
The most relevant portion of the thermal shadows is the last hour or two of sun position
history. This assumption is strongly dependent on the material that the shadow is cast on. A
material type that has a high thermal inertia such as concrete will show the effects of shadows for
a longer period of time than those produced on grass which has a low thermal inertia. Therefore,
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two environmental variables were created that allow the user to control the time at which the
weather file should increase its resolution (e.g. 1 hour before time of imaging), and what interval
or time increment to be used (smaller time increment, e.g. 15 minutes down to 2 minutes). These
two environmental variables are,
DIRS IG_WEATHER_NUMBER_OF_HOURS 1 . 0
DIRSIG_WEATHER_MINUTE_INCREMENT 2 . 0
and must be set before this version ofDIRSIG (v. 2.6) is executed.
These two values may be real numbers or integers and no special attention is needed if a
0.25 increment or a 0.5 increment weather file is used. Appropriate calculations are made on the
fly. When the computer code reads in the number of hours as 1.0 and the time increment as 2.0,
it interpolates the last hour ofweather data on two minute increments.
4.4 Task 4 Validation of Internal Heat Source
In order to validate the simulated internal heat source images, necessary data was
collected for input to DIRSIG. Since new images were created using the methods as described
above including conduction, convection, and radiation effects, there had to be some way of
qualitatively analyzing the imagery. This was done by comparing the simulated imagery to a
true scene. This true scene was acquired by means of a validation. The validation mimicked the
simulated scene by turning on an internal heat source within a steel box. The actual internal heat
source was a hot plate. The effect of the hot plate heating up and cooling down, and therefore
affecting the temperature of the external steel box, was captured by acquiring long-wave infrared
(LWIR) imagery with aWerner Frei digital imaging frame grabber and Inframetrics Infrared
Camera.
The validation experiment was set-up with the front end of the box (closest in images)
facing North (cf, Figure 4.4-1). The camera was positioned with a
40
zenith angle from the
horizontal surface while having a azimuth angle of
55 North-West. The dimensions of the box
were, 80.26 x 33.02 x 26.67 cm. The distance between the camera and the box was 175.26 cm.
Imagery was taken every 2 minutes for 2 full hours. The hot plate was turned on 6 minutes into
the collection and turned off 44 minutes into the collection.
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Zenith Angle
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Hot Plate 17.5 cm x 1.9 cm
Camera-box distance = 176.3 cm
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NW,
Azimuth Angle
0=
80.3 x 33.0 x 26.7 cm
Figure 4.4-1 Relative positions of the camera and box in validation design
The validation used an Inframetrics infrared camera (Model 600-L) with an 8-12pm
filter, a steel box, hot plate, 7 YSI Series 400 Thermistors (Model 409B), and an anemometer to
measure wind speed. The LWIR Inframetrics camera contained a single
Mercury/Cadmium/Telluride (HgCdTe) detector that was cooled with liquid nitrogen within a
cryogenic dewar. Images were taken every 2 minutes for two full hours on May 9, 1994 from
12:00am to 2:00am. Figure 4.5-2 depicts the scene imaged on the roof of the Center for Imaging
Science building at RIT (4 stories high, 0.236 km above sea level). Radiosonde data from
Buffalo, NY was used. A picture of the actual validation set-up is found in Appendix A, Figure
A. 16.
The hot plate was controlled with a variable transformer set at 45 Volts. This control was
needed in order to regulate the hot plate from cycling on and off as the temperature increased.
The image given by the Werner Frei digital imaging board had a gain too low to cover the
needed dynamic temperature range. The only explanation given by Werner Frei technical
support was that the board was very old. To correct for this, a time-based corrector was used to
increase the gain of the signal so that a full 255 grey levels were present.
The simulated images were calibrated using an in-scene two-point blackbody method. A
blackbody of emissivity equal to 0.97 0.02 (CI Systems, 1989) was set at 5C, 10C, 20C,
25C, and 30C during the collection under the assumption that 5C and 30C would cover the
full dynamic temperature range. UsingWerner Frei software to determine an average blackbody
digital count, the temperatures were converted to radiance values using Planck's equation (cf.
Equation 4.4-1).
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Figure 4.4-2 Validation Scene Design
L(A) =
2hc2 1
A5
exp(hc/MT)-l (4.4-1)
where
h = Planck's constant (6.6262xl0"34 [Js])
c = velocity of light (2.9979xl08 [m/s])
k = Boltzmann's constant (1.3806x10-23 [J/K])
T = absolute temperature [K]
Radiance values could then be converted to temperature values using the inverse of the Planck
equation with a spectral bandpass appropriate to the camera's sensor spectral response
(see Appendix F).
The plot of the blackbody temperature versus digital count is shown in Figure 4.4-3. This
approximately linear plot will allow for direct conversion of digital counts (DC) to temperature
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values using the slope and intercept determination as shown in Figure 4.4-4.
BB Temperature
Figure 4.4-3 Blackbody digital count versus temperature curve.
Since the material parameters were not exactly known for the box and concrete, average
textbooks values were used as shown in the materials data file (see Appendix G). Painted steel
(material code #1) and concrete (material code #6) were chosen due to known emissivity curves.
Digital
Count veins'
Ay
y -intercept (b) ^^ Ax
Radiance (L)
Ay
m = b = y-mx
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Figure 4.4-4 Digital count to radiance conversion
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5.0 Results
5.1 Exposed Area Enhancement Via Shape Factor Results
Temperature and radiance images were created using the past validation (Rankin, 1992)
AutoCAD drawing file and scene parameters wherein the exposed area from THERM and the
shape factor fromDIRSIG were modified for four different scenarios at three different times of
day, 0600, 1 100, and 1500. The previous validation created imagery that tested the overall
contrast prediction ofDIRSIG against truth imagery obtained in a similar manner as the
validation explained in Section 4.4 Since it was these simulated images that did not predict the
phenomena as seen in the truth imagery, these same images were used to test the modification for
improvement. Temperature and radiance images are included with truth radiance images for
visual comparison in Appendix A, Figure A.l 1-A.15.
5.1.1 0600 Results
When CASE 1 was implemented and temperature images were created, replacement of
THERM's air temperature (which comes from the weather file) with DIRSIG's average
background temperature in the sky/background calculation had a noticeable affect on the final
output. The temperature increased for objects that were near vertical and decreased for
horizontal surfaces. This phenomenology was due mainly to the cold background sky and the
portion of it exposed to a surface. In other words, the sky acts as a large heat sink. Therefore,
horizontal surfaces which are exposed to the cold sky will show a decrease in temperature.
Figure A. 1 shows the original temperature image with original THERM equations while the
CASE 1 image shows the effect of the air temperature substituted with the average background
temperature.
When CASE 2 was used in THERM, which replaced the exposed area with the shape
factor term, and temperature images were created, the temperature under the truck increased as
expected. It is also seen that the temperatures on the grass and asphalt dropped a considerable
amount. The temperature of the grass dropped from 10C to 0C or beyond while the
temperature of the asphalt was 4C and also dropped to 0C or beyond. This occurred due to the
large (relative to the exposed area term) shape factor term, approximately one for the open
surfaces such as grass and asphalt. When a large shape factor term was used, the average
background temperature approaches zero in equation 4.1-2 and in the radiation equation
(Equation 2.2-6). That is why such a large temperature drop is noticed.
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In any case, if the shape factor term is used in the sky/background equation, for
open
unobscurred surfaces such as grass and asphalt, the main temperature influence is the effective
sky temperature which drops the final predicted temperature. This follows the laws of physics,
but THERM's original sky/background equation seems to be driven more by air temperature.
With this in mind, CASE 3 was used to try to preserve the average background temperature
modified by one minus the exposed area which is multiplied by DIRSIG's shape factor term,
(1-avi'F).
CASE 3 shows the effect produced from this multiplication. The temperature under the
truck increased and on the grass and asphalt decreased. Most vertical surface temperatures
increased anywhere from 0.5C to 2.0C depending on the material type as expected when using
the average background temperature. The vertical panel on the asphalt (right side of image)
disappears due to a temperature increase equal to the asphalt.
When the exposed area variable was replaced with the shape factor term in the code that
calls THERM, it affected more than just the sky/background equation (CASE 4). Horizontal
surface temperatures decreased while vertical surfaces experienced a temperature increase (cf,
CASE 4). When comparing this last image to CASE 2, the grass is warmer in-between the car
and the surrounding objects as expected due to a smaller shape factor number.
CASE 2 seems to give the best visual results when comparing temperatures at 0600.
Table 5.1-1 shows actual temperature values extracted from temperature images for each case.
The truth values were obtained from thermistors used in the original validation (Rankin, 1992).
Asphalt indicates the far region away from the panels and truck, close to the bottom of the image
(right side). Shingles are those found on top of the house-like structure left and up from center.
White front indicates the right panel on the front of this same structure. Truck roof is the top of
the cab while truck side is to the right of the back tire. Different temperature changes occur
when these equations are used at 1 100, when solar loading plays a significant role in temperature
prediction.
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Table 5.1- 1 Temperature[C] Comparison forModiiied Exposed Area at 0600
Ashpalt Grass Truck Side Truck Roof Shingles White Front Ashpalt Shade RMS
Original 4 10 10 8 1 3 4 4.47
CASE1 3 9 10 7 0 3 4 4.20
CASE 2 0 0 10 4 0 5 9 2.73
CASE 3 3 8 11 8 2 6 7 4.12
CASE 4 0 0 9 6 3 6 10 3.07
Truth 2.6 NA 6 0 2 4 10
A simple root-mean-squared (RMS) error as shown in equation 5.1-1 was used to further the
claim that CASE 2 presents most acceptable visual results.
J2-1 \ sim "* truth j
(5.1-1)
Figure A.2 shows the radiance images for these four cases. Case 2 appears to match the
truth image the best.
5.1.2 1100 Results
The same comparison was used at 1 100 to determine which modification gives the best
results with tabulated temperatures in Table 5.1-2. The first image in Figure A.3 shows the
original temperature image before any modification. CASE 1 image shows the affect after the
average background temperature was replaced for the THERM's air temperature. CASE 2 image
shows the effect of replacing shape factor for exposed area. CASE 3 image shows the effect of
multiplying exposed area by shape factor. CASE 4 image shows the effect of replacing exposed
area with shape factor for all exposed area instances in THERM.
The most apparent change is in CASE 4 where the shape factor was used throughout the
thermodynamic code in place of the exposed area. Temperatures changed dramatically
throughout the image in an undesirable fashion and yielded a large RMS error. This is
unfortunate because this modification seemed to give a favorable visual improvement at 0600.
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Table 5.1-2 Temperature[C] Comparison for Modified Exposed Area at 1 100
Asphalt Grass Truck Side Truck Roof Shingles White Front Ashpalt Shade RMS
Original 34 20 49 49 51 36 34 3.72
CASE1 34 21 49 48 50 36 34 3.67
CASE 2 31 14 50 47 49 38 35 2.41
CASE 3 35 19 33 45 43 26 27 9.66
CASE 4 57 62 34 69 48 29 44 16.95
Truth 26 HA 48 48 50 40 31
CASE 2 appears to give the most favorable result in both time scenarios with a small
RMS error (see Tables). Fortunately, this modification which replaced the exposed area in the
sky/background equation with DIRSIG's shape factor term, coincides with the way that the
remote sensing community pictures a sky/background temperature interaction.
Figure A.4 shows the radiance images for these four cases at 1 100. Case 2 shows the best
visual match to the truth radiance image.
5.1.3 1500 Results
A third time of day was chosen to insure reasonable temperature prediction throughout
the image over the given diurnal cycle. See Figure A.5 for temperature images and Figure A.6
for radiance imagery. Table 5.1-3 supports the notion that CASE 2 gives the best improvement
towards the truth image temperatures when comparing only the four cases and not the original.
Table 5.1-3 Temperature[C] Comparison forModi ied Exposed Area at 1500
Asphalt Grass Truck Side Truck Roof Shingles White Front Ashpalt Shade RMS
Original 46 23 26 51 23 36 25 3.60
CASE1 43 16 27 49 25 35 27 3.76
CASE 2 43 16 27 49 25 35 27 3.76
CASE 3 47 24 27 51 25 36 28 3.93
CASE 4 71 54 25 68 22 36 22 13.63
Truth 45 NA 31 49 27 40 21
This is also evident when the RMS error is compared between the 3 different times of day.
It can be seen in the radiance imagery that CASE 2 appears to improve the imagery and
reflect the truth radiance image more closely. CASE 4 is considerably hotter than truth at 1 100
and 1500 and should not be considered for future improvements.
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5.2 Thermal Shadow Results
To test the effect of interpolating a weather file and using it as input to THERM original
imagery, 5-minute interpolation and 2-minute interpolation radiance imagery were created
(Figure A.7-A.10). Two different shadows were tested, both from the past validation imagery
(Rankin, 1992). The first shadow analyzed is due to the sun beginning its decline behind the
truck (see Figure A.7). A line was drawn extending from just underneath the truck out and
beyond the shadow edge(c/, Figure 5.2-1).
Truck
Shadov
Evaluation
Line
Panel m Evaluation
Line
Figure 5.2-1 Evaluation lines used to analyze the digital counts for the truck and panel
shadows
As seen in Figure 5.2-2, as the time increment decreased so did the predicted temperature.
The discrete stepped nature of the 15-minute increment line is reduced upon interpolation
creating a smoother line (2-minute and 5-minute). Unfortunately, the temperature of the shadow
decreased more than expected. This is not to say that it was a wrong or untrue prediction, but it
was difficult to validate against truth when the truth shadow was very different from even the
original un-interpolated image. A possible explanation for this temperature lag follows from the
first order linear differential equation in THERM (equation 2.2-4). In this equation, as the time
difference decreases so does the temperature predicted. As the code runs in an iterative mode
using the previous predicted temperature to assist in computing the current predicted
temperature, the final temperature slowly decreases over time. This lag is seen in Figure 5.2-2
when looking at the shadow on the side of the truck.
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15 min
5 min interp
2 min interp
Truth
Pixel
Figure 5.2-2 Shadow brightness progressing away from truck, 1500 Radiance
Another shadow in the same validation image was used to further test the interpolation
results. Figure 5.2-3 shows the curves for the shadow created on the side of the 4 quadrant
panel
(see Figure A.8).
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Figure 5.2-3 Shadow brightness progressing away from panel, 1 100 Radiance (a 10
DC change in radiance is equivalent to approximately 3C)
In this scenario the interpolated curves (5, 2 minutes) did not follow the same pattern as
in the truck shadow. The interpolated predicted temperatures started out warmer than the
original 15-minute curve, then dropped colder and then warmer again. A possible explanation
for this may be due to the geometry of the scene. Again, since the predicted image shadows did
not exactly mimic truth shadows, it was difficult to validate. The original scene was created on a
completely flat surface whereas the actual validation scene was assembled on a sloped asphalt
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and grass surface. This inconsistency between simulated and truth caused a large error in the
actual shadow calculation.
A second, more probable explanation for the lack of fit for the interpolated curves may be
an actual effect due to increased knowledge of the position of the sun. Since the interpolated
weather data locates the sun on finer time increments, it will have a better indication of whether a
ground pixel is actually sunlit or shadowed. This change in the temperature prediction may be a
reflection of better prediction. It will not be strictly proven until scene geometry matches actual
validation geometry. The sun position is defined by a user input Longitude and Latitude.
To insure that object temperatures were not being over or under predicted beyond
explanation when interpolation was used, signed-percentage difference images were created for
15 minute - 5 minute and 15 minute - 2 minute truck and panel images (see Figure A.9). The
only difference in the truck images was seen in the shadows from the truck, the wooden house
structure, and the panel on the asphalt. The overall grey of the image represented a 0% change
whereas the darkest grey in front of the wooden house structure indicated a -12% change in the
15 minute - 5 minute image. The length of the shadow essentially shrunk because a finer time
resolution was used allowing for increased knowledge of the sun's position. The asphalt had an
overall change of -1%. The 15 minute - 2 minute difference image showed a percentage change
of -15% at the wooden house structure shadow edge. The truck shadow showed a -13% while
the panel shadow shows a -12% to +4% change. The asphalt showed a -2% change. The reason
why a positive change occurred only in the panel shadow was most likely due to scene geometry.
The difference images for 1 100 showed a range of -2% to +5% for the 15 minute - 5
minute image and a -5% to +10% for the 15 minute - 2 minute difference image. The most
positive percentage change occurred in the high thermal inertia objects, asphalt and concrete.
This caused the 3C change in the asphalt at the end of the panel analysis line in Figure 5.2-3.
Figure A. 10 depicts an image of a truck on a concrete slab in the shadow of a building at
1600. This image was created simply as a qualitative example of the smoothing shadows since
no truth imagery is available. The three images shown are the original 15-minute increment, a
5-minute interpolation on the last hour and a 2-minute interpolation on the last hour. Process
times are as follows:
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300x300 pixel image
SUN4 SPARC Station
15 minute: 3.6 hr
5 minute: 4.0 hr
2 minute: 4.6 hr
The increase in run-time was due to the extra calculations for interpolation and was a small price
to pay for a large improvement in the final output imagery.
5.3 Validation Results and Evaluation
In order to evaluate the results of the heat source validation, a measure of contrast was
used to compare truth and simulated temperature images. Since the Inframetrics camera's output
is a radiance image, digital counts were converted from radiance values to temperature values as
defined in Section 4.4. Five images were chosen for comparison, 00:00, 00:20, 00:44, 01:14,
and 02:00 (see Figure A.11-A.15). Temperature and contrast curves are shown here for the truth
and simulated images for these five image scenarios.
The contrast calculation is found by subtracting the lowest base point of the curve from
each point divided by the addition of the lowest base point to each point (cf. Figure 5.3-1).
<u
b
I
H
Individual
pixels
Base point
Pixel
Contrast =
Individual Pixels - Base Point
Individual Pixels + Base Point
Figure 5.3-1 Determining contrast calculation for a given curve.
The contrast calculation is derived from the photographic process (Mees, 1954).
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Figure A.l 1, image 00:00 represents the start of the imaging process before the hot plate
had been turned on at 00:06. Figure A. 12, image 00:20 shows the heating-up process 14 minutes
after the hot plate was turned on. Figure A. 13 image 00:44 shows the maximum heating of the
box when which the hot plate was turned off. Figure A. 14, image 01:14 shows the cooling down
effects while Figure A. 15, image 02:00 shows the box returning to equilibrium.
Figure 5.3-2 shows the temperature curves for image 00:00. DIRSIG's temperature
prediction is approximately one degree off from the truth image. The jagged truth curve is due to
noise in the imaging system. Since the time it takes to capture and process one frame is more
than one minute, and images were taken every two minutes in this validation study, image
averaging could not take place by sampling two or three images. Therefore, only one image was
acquired for each 2 minute interval. A contrast curve was not generated for this time due to its
irrelevance.
00:00 Temperature
t ' i ' i ' i ' r
0 25 50 75 100 125 150
Pixel
Figure 5.3-2 Truth and synthetic temperature plot at 00:00
When the apparent blackbody radiance image values were converted to temperature
values, the procedure did not account for background temperature influence. That is, by simply
converting the blackbody radiance values to temperature values, this does not fairly represent the
actual temperature of the box. This became apparent when the thermistor values were compared
to the converted temperature values. The correct way to convert the blackbody radiance values
to temperature values would be to multiply the blackbody temperature by the responsivity of the
camera which will yield the effective spectral response curve. From this, the area under the
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curve can be calculated to obtain the effective blackbody radiance. This is done for a random
selection of pixels on the radiance image until enough points are gathered to create an apparent
vs. effective radiation curve. The gain and bias of this curve can then be used in the manner
discussed in Section 4.4 to adjust the apparent radiance image to an affective temperature image.
Figure 5.3-3 shows the temperature curves for Image 00:20 where the hot plate has been on for
14 minutes. The THERM model over-predicted by about 3C at the center of the box. Only a
1C over-prediction is seen at the edges of the box. Figure 5.3-4 shows the contrast curves at the
same time. The contrast curve appears very similar to the temperature curve as expected.
00:20 Temperature
Figure 5.3-3 Truth and synthetic temperature plot at 00:20
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00:20 Contrast
50 75 100 125 150
Pixel
Figure 5.3-4 Truth and synthetic contrast plot at 00:20
Figure 5.3-5 shows the temperature curves for time 00:44. This is the time when
maximum heating occurs and when the hot plate was turned off (but not removed). It is seen that
temperature prediction is closer to truth as compared to the last image. The simulated image
contrast, as shown in Figure 5.3-6, almost completely matches the truth contrast.
00:44 Temperature
- i ' i i r
25 50 75 100 125 150
Pixel
Figure 5.3-5 Truth and synthetic temperature plot at 00:44
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00:44 Contrast
0 25 50 75 100 125 150
Pixel
Figure 5.3-6 Truth and synthetic contrast plot at 00:44
Figure 5.3-7 shows the temperature curves for time 01:14 after maximum heating has
occurred and the box is returning to equilibrium. The predicted temperatures from THERM are
too hot in the center of the box while the temperatures at the ends of the box are too cold. The
contrast curves also show the over prediction in temperature near the center and under prediction
near the edges.
01:14 Temperature
Synthetic
Truth
Figure 5.3-7 Truth and synthetic temperature plot at 01:14
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01:14 Contrast
T 1 ' 1
' T I
50 75 100 125 150
Pixel
Figure 5.3-8 Truth and synthetic contrast plot at 01:14
Figure 5.3-9 shows the last image in the sequence, 02:00, when the truth image has come
close to equilibrium with the surrounding air temperature with very little influence from the hot
plate. The predicted simulated image still shows a large contribution from the heat source. The
contrast curves also show this phenomena.
02:00 Temperature
t ' i i i i r
0 25 50 75 100 125 150
Pixel
Figure 5.3-9 Truth and synthetic temperature plot at 02:00
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02:00 Contrast
-i r
0 25 50 75 100 125 150
Pixel
Figure 5.3-10 Truth and synthetic contrast plot at 02:00
Overall, the predicted contrast was close to the actual truth contrast whereas the
temperature prediction seem to vary. The amount that the temperature prediction was off varied
from 1C in the center of the box to the worst case in the center, 5C in the last image set. It
should be kept in mind that the actual temperatures used were converted from radiance values,
therefore they are apparent temperatures and not actual temperatures. The 4 thermistors used on
the top surface of the box gave a maximum reading at the center of the box of 20.83C at 00:44
(Appendix D). This is a large difference from the apparent temperature of 17C. Since only 4
thermistors were used, a direct comparison could not be made between the two. By using the
apparent temperatures against simulated THERM temperatures, a general understanding of how
well correlated they are is achieved.
THERM over-predicted the heat transfer rate. Since the largest contributing factor to the
heat transfer is radiation, a new radiation equation should be considered to try to lower the
influence from the radiation. Textbook equations exist that describe the radiational heat transfer
between two infinite parallel plates. Equation 5.3-1 shows an example of this parallel plate
analysis.
QF(7-,4-7-24)
~
f 1 1 ^
+ 1
V!
(5.3-1)
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where
ct= Stefan-Boltzmann constant (4.87185xl0"9 [L/hrC4] )
F = shape factor [unitless]
Tl-T2 = temperature differential between two surfaces [C]
= emissivity of each surface[unitless]
This equation should reduce the amount of radiational heat transfer due to the emissivity
values in the denominator.
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6.0 Conclusions andRecommendations
As indicated by the contrast plots for the steel box validation, DIRSIG predicts contrast
relatively close to truth. There are still limitations in the THERM model and also in the internal
heat transfer improvements that cause discrepancies between the two. Such limitations in the
THERM model are directional wind effects and the effects of wind gusts, and an overall inability
to know the effects of surrounding objects and adjust for them. Limitations in DIRSIG also
cause undesirable effects such as sun/shadow computations, discrete shape factor computation,
and lack of a bi-directional reflectance computation.
THERM presently uses an omni-directional wind to model wind effects. The wind
affects only the original convection equation by increasing the convective heat transfer. On the
night of imaging, unforeseen wind gusts occurred throughout the night reducing the apparent
temperature of the box. DIRSIG simulated images do not have knowledge of these gusts or even
the direction of the wind and therefore predicted a hotter temperature. A second limitation is that
THERM does not know about surrounding objects and how they effect temperature prediction.
By changing and modifying the exposed area in THERM with DIRSIG's shape factor and by
using an average background temperature in place of the air temperature in the sky/background
equation, this problem was compensated for. A future validation could take place in a controlled
laboratory where a heat source may be contained in a box where a fan could supply a convective
effect on the boundary layer to measure the contribution of wind. Also, neighboring warmer
objects may be placed to determine surrounding temperature influences.
Limitations of the internal heat source are due to its current inability to correctly model
multifaceted internal heat sources and model interactions between surrounding objects and the
heat source. Since the model used in this simulation contained only 1 internal SGP facet, proper
heat transfer to the sides were not displayed. In order to solve these problems, a
"smart"
method
of determining the closest SGP facet edge must be developed. The number of computations to
determine this will increase run-time since each pixel that hits a part that contains a SGP facet
will have to locate where the closest internal object resides. Another reason why the box sides
did not seem to warm up as much as truth is due to the lack of information about the internal air
temperature. The convective equation simply uses a differential between the box surface and the
air temperature. This first approximation is not far from truth in the beginning of imaging, but,
as seen by the inside box air temperature thermistor data (Appendix D), the internal air
temperature increased from 8.34C at the beginning to 25.08C at the time ofmaximum heating.
Since the final convective equation is determined by taking a temperature differential between
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the enclosing facet and the internal temperature, this better representation will cool down the box
surface.
It appears that THERM is over predicting the heat transfer effect from the heat source.
Future efforts need to focus on the main contributor, the radiational exchange between the
surface skin and the heat source. One possible modification can be a replacement of the internal
heat source radiation equation with a radiation equation that is strictly defined for two infinite
parallel plates.
In general, the DIRSIG model temperature prediction could undergo a major change if
temperature exchanges due to reflection are incorporated into the model. Photons striking an
asphalt ground and reflecting on a neighboring brick wall could substantially, on a sunny day,
influence the final temperature of the wall. Since the emissivity of the asphalt and brick wall are
known parameters in DIRSIG, this would be an effortless modification that would result in
improved temperature prediction.
Since normals are assigned to all facets, including SGP facets, there is no further
complication with allowing surrounding objects to be influenced directly by the internal heat
source if it were partially exposed to the environment. The problem lies in DIRSIG's processing
of sequential pixels. There is no memory of past object temperatures, just an overall average
temperature. If an object contains a SGP facet and the external skin temperature is computed by
using the improvements as defined above, an adjacent object will not be affected properly by the
newly computed skin temperature, for example, the concrete surrounding the box did not reflect
a warmer temperature as the box heated up because it did not have access to that information.
This is because DIRSIG simply casts a secondary ray (by the laws of reflection, if specular) to a
background object and uses the outer facet's precomputed background temperature before any
internal heat source influenced it. The only conceivable way to know this warmer outer skin
temperature is to precompute the SGP objects temperatures, which would gready increase run
time.
Other contributing errors to temperature prediction include the assumptions made about
the steel box. The box was coated using a flat black paint with an assumed emissivity value
-0.85. The inside of the box was unfortunately finished with a gloss paint which caused an
internal reflection of total heat transfer. The steel box material was assumed to be made up of
1% carbon and the thermodynamic properties were obtained from textbooks. The simulated box
properties did not exactly match the true box, and therefore introduced error in the final imagery.
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The discrete nature of the sun/shadow and shape factor computations in DIRSIG cause
obvious undesirable affects which are most obvious in the temperature images. Shape factor
casts 84 rays (12 azimuth, 7 zenith) in a spiral manner in order to determine the number of object
interactions and the average background temperature of these objects. This limited number of
rays does not give a fair representation of surrounding objects because of the strong possibility of
completely missing an entire object.
The discrete nature of the sun was compensated for by using an interpolated weather
database at a user-specified number of hours before imaging at a user-specified minute
increment. This created varying results for varying minute increments. One reason that shadows
in simulated imagery do not match shadows in truth imagery is due to the scene geometry. For
future validations, more attention must be focused on building scenes in AutoCAD exactly as
they exist in the real world. This measure of
"exactness"
resides in positioning the scene with
respect to true north and any topographical variations as observed in the past validation. By
misrepresenting the position of an object in both azimuth (with respect to north) and zenith
(ground slope) it can be seen when viewing the length, why DIRSIG shadows do not match truth.
The limitation of the strict specular or diffuse material types create undesirable effects in
temperature prediction. This is most noticeable in the sharp edge reflection of the box on the
DIRSIG specular concrete.
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Appendix A Simulated and Truth Imagery
Exposed Area Modification
Figure A. 1 Temperature Images at 0600
Original: Original temperature image
Case 1: Replace air temperature with average background temperature in
sky/background eq. only
Case 2: Replace exposed area with shape factor in sky/background eq. only
Case 3: Multiplied exposed area by shape factor in sky/background eq. only
Case 4: Replace exposed area with shape factor in THERM everywhere
Figure A.2 Radiance Images at 0600
Figure A.3 Temperature Images at 1 100
Figure A.4 Radiance Images at 1 100
Figure A.5 Temperature Images at 1500
Figure A.6 Radiance Images at 1500
Figure A.7 Truck Shadow interpolation Radiance Images
15 minute original image
5 minute interpolation on the last hour before imaging
2 minute interpolation on the last hour before imaging
Truth image taken from Validation (Rankin, 1992)
Figure A.8 Panel Shadow interpolation Radiance Images
15 minute original image
5 minute interpolation on the last hour before imaging
2 minute interpolation on the last hour before imaging
Truth image taken from Validation (Rankin, 1992)
Figure A.9 Difference Images
Difference Images for full scenes.
2 Times of day: 1100 and 1500
Figure A. 10 Airport Truck Example
Truck on Concrete showing large shadow interpolation effect, 1600
Steel Box Validation
Figure A.l 1 - A. 15 SimulatedHeat source inside steel box - Temperature Images
00:00 Box at Equilibrium
00:20 Hot Plate on for 14 minutes
00:44 Maximum heating, hot plate turned off
01:14 Temperatures cooling down
02:00 Temperatures returning to equilibrium
Figure A. 16 Photograph of Real Validation Set-up
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AppendixB Computer Code
ReadWeather Data
The subroutine read_weather_data has been modified to (1) retrieve
environmental variables, DIRSIG_WEATHER_DATA_HOURS and
DIRSIG_WEATHER_MINUTE_INCREMENT (2) assign these two variables to the weather
structure and (3) compute the new weather data resolution based on these two variables by
calling the subroutine compute_weather_data_resolution .
This subroutine also computes the number of same lines and the number of new
lines in the new weather file. The number of same lines indicates how many lines of the
weather file have not been interpolated on, i.e., how many are the same. The number of
new lines is the total number of lines in the new interpolated weather file. It is important to
note that a new interpolatedweather file is not actually a file, but stored in the weather
structure for DIRSIG to use. Also important to note here is that the
ptr_scene_node->local_time used in this equation has already been altered by
rearrange_weather_data routine. For example, for an input local time of noon, 12,
rearrange_weather_data changes ptr_scene_node->local_time to be 36, or, 24
hours history plus the 12 noon input hours.
number_of_same_lines = (ptr_scene_node->local_time -
number_of_hurs) /weather_delta_time + 0.9
number of_new_lines = number_of_same_lines +
( (60/minuteXncrement) *
(number of hours) + 1
#include "ray_tracer.1V
void read_weather_data ( char
struct
struct
{
FILE
FILE
unsigned short
unsigned short
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
*weather_f ile_name,
weather_data weather [MAX_WEATHER_TIMES]
scene_node *ptr_scene_node )
*weather_f ile;
*fp_angle;
int number_of_weather_ent ries;
int time_index;
time;
time_dif ference;
weather_delta_time;
cloud_type;
precipitation_type;
cosine_of_zenith_angle;
azimuth_angle_f rom_North;
saved_input_t ime ;
scene_node_time_index;
disregard_this_temperature;
float heap 0.8702;
float tconc 464.4;
float thick 0.3;
float evi 0.64;
float eth 0.90;
float avi 0.5;
float dp 0.0;
float zn = 0.0;
float azn = 0.0;
double shape_factor ;
struct object_data
struct distance_data
null_object ;
null distance;
long number_of_same_lines;
long munber_of_new_lines;
float number_of_hours;
float minute_increment ;
char *full_path_to_number_of_hours;
char *full_path_to_minute_increment ;
shape_factor 1 ;
saved_input_time = ptr_scene_node->local_time;
weather_file = fopen ( weather_f ile_nanie, "r- );
if ( weather_file == NULL )
(
printf
(" \nError opening weather data file: %s\n", weather_f ile_name )
release_lock( BINARY_NAME );
exit( 1 ) ;
}
fscanf( weather_file, "%hd %f,
&nuinber_of_weather_entries, &weather_delta_time) ;
I *************** *** new resolution data **********************************/
if ( ( full_path_to_number_of_hours
(char *) getenvf "DIRSIG_WEATHER_DATA_HOURS ' ) ) == NULL ) {
printf (
printf (
printf (
printf (
printf (
\n- );
\n' ) ;
*** ERROR *** Environmental variable DIRSIG_WEATHER_DATA_HOURS\n" )
not defined, exiting );
\n" ) ;
release_lock( BINARY_NAME );
exit ( 1 ) ;
if ( ( full_path_to_minute_increment
(char *) getenv( "DIRSIG_WEATHER_MINUTE_INCREMENT" ) ) == NULL ) {
printf ( " \n" ) ;
printf ( " \n" ) ;
printf ( "*** ERROR *** Environmental variable DIRSIG_WEATHER_MINUTE_INCREMENT\n"
printf ( not defined, exiting );
printf ( "\n" ) ;
release_lock ( BINARY_NAME ) ;
exit ( 1 ) ;
}
weather ->number_of_hours number_of_hours
atof( full_path_to_number_of_hours );
weather ->minute_increment minute_increment
atof( full_path_to_minute_increment );
number_of_same_lines = (ptr_scene_node->local_time number_of_hours)
/weather_delta_time + 0.9;
if( weather->number_of_hours != 0 ){
number_of_new_lines number_of_same_lines +
( (60/minute_increment) *number_of_hours) + 1.9;
}else{
number_of_new_lines number_of_same_lines + 1 ;
weather->number_of_weather_entries number_of_new_lines;
}
if( weather->ntimber_of_hours != 0 ){
compute_weather_data_resolution( &ptr_scene_node,
weather_f ile,
weather,
weather_delta_time,
number_of ies ,
number_of_same_lines,
number_of_new_lines ) ;
)
else!
ptr_scene_node->delta_time weather_delta_time;
time -weather_delta_time;
for( time_index 0;
time_index <= number_of_weather_entries;
time_index++)
{
time time + weather_delta_time;
f scanf (weather_f ile, "%f", iweather [ time_index] . time ) ;
f scanf (weather_f ile, "%f", kweather [ time_index] .air_temperature ) ;
fscanf (weather_f ile, "%f", &weather ( time_index] .air_pressure ) ;
fscanf (weather_f ile, "%f", &weather [ time_index] . relative_humidity );
fscanf (weather_f ile, "%f", &weather ( time_index) .dew_point ) ;
f scanf (weather_f ile, "%f", iweather [ time_index] . wind_speed ) ;
f scanf (weather_f ile, "%f", kweather [ time_indexj .direct_insolation );
f scanf (weather_file, "%f", kweather ( time_index] .dif fuse_insolation ) ;
fscanf (weather_f ile, "%f", kweather [ time_index] . sky_exposure );
fscanf (weather_file, "%f, &cloud_type ) ;
fscanf (weather_file, "%f", &precipitation_type );
weather [ time_index] . cloud_type (int) cloud_type;
weather [ time_index] .precipitat ion_type (int) precipitation_type;
fscanf (weather_file, "%f". &weather [ time_index] .precipitation_rate ) ;
fscanf (weather_f ile, "%f,
kweather ( time_index] .precipitation_temperature ) ;
time_dif ference (double) fabs ( (double) (ptr_scene_node->local_time
if( time_dif ference <= (weather_delta_time / 2.0 ) )
(
scene_node_time_index =
ptr_scene_node->time_index time_index;
)
)
fclose ( weather_file );
null_object .ptr_heat_capacity khcap;
null_object .ptr_thermal_conductivity ktcond;
null_object .ptr_thickness - &thick;
null_object .ptr_visible_emissivity = &evi;
null_object .ptr_thermal_emissivity = &eth;
null_object .ptr_exposed_area &avi ;
null_object .ptr_self_generated_power = s,dp;
null_object ,ptr_slope &zn;
null_object .ptr_azimuth &azn;
if( weather- >number_of_hours != 0 ){
for ( time_index 0 ;
time_index < number_of_new_lines ;
time_index++)
{
ptr_scene_node->local_time weather ( time_index] .time;
rearrange_weather_data( ptr_scene_node, weather);
disregard_this_temperature airsim_therm( ptr_scene_node,
weather,
&null_object ,
&cosine_of_zenith_angle,
4azimuth_angle_from_North,
shape_factor,
0.0,
(struct sgp_facet_info *)NULL,
&null_distance) ;
weather [ time_index] . sun_position_vector . i
cos( (360 . 0-azimuth_angle_f rom_North) * DEGREES_TO_RADIANS );
weather [ time_index) . sun_position_vector . j
sin( (360.0-azimuth_angle_from_North) * DEGREES_TO_RADIANS );
weather! time_index] . sun_position_vector .k
(double) cosine_of_zenith_angle;
}
ptr_scene_node->local_time saved_input_time;
ptr_scene_node->time_index number_of_new_lines-l ;
}
else{
for ( time_index=0 ;
time_index<number_of_weather_entries ;
time_index++ ) (
ptr_scene_node->local_time weather ( time_index] .time;
rearrange_weather_data ( ptr_scene_node, weather);
disregard_this_temperature airsim_therm( ptr_scene_node,
weather,
&null_object ,
&cosine_of_zenith_angle,
&azimuth_angle_from_North,
shape_factor,
0.0,
(struct sgp_facet_info *)NULL,
&null_distance) ;
weather (time_index) . sun_position_vector . i -
cos( (360.0-azimuth_angle_from_North)
* DEGREES_TO_RADIANS ) ;
weather [time_index) . sun_position_vector . j =
sin( (360.0-azimuth_angle_from_North)
* DEGREES_TO_RADIANS ) ;
weather [time_index] . sun_position_vector .k -
(double) cosine_of_zenith_angle;
ptr_scene_node->time_index scene_node_time_index;
ptr_scene_node->local_time saved_input_time;
Compute Weather Data Resolution
This subroutine takes the input weather file and modifies the last
DIRSIG_WEATHER_DATA_HOURS with a DIRSIG_WEATHER_MINUTE_INCREMENT.
The flow of the program is as follows:
Read in weather data from weather file
Interpolate the weather data starting at DiRSiG_WEATHER_DATA_HOURS before the
end of the file on DIRSIG_WEATHER_MINUTE_INCREMENT increments.
Write out the new weather data information to the weather array in the weather_data
structure.
/**************************** ************. t************4
Compute Weather Data Resolution
Description
This DIRSIG subroutine takes the input weather file and creates the
last NUMBER_OF_HOURS (as defined by the environmental variable
DIRSIG_WEATHER_DATA_HOURS) hours with a DIRSIG_WEATHER_MINUTE_INCREMENT
increment (as defined by the environmental variable DIRSIG_WEATHER_MINUTE_
INCREMENT) . The new weather data is read directly into the weather
structure. The weather data can be thought of consisting in two sections,
the first having the same lines and delta time as the old weather and the
second having a new weather delta time as defined by
DIRSIG_WEATHER_MINUTE_INCREMENT/60
Author
Joseph D. Sirianni
Date
3/28/94
***************************************************************************/
# include "ray_tracer . h"
void compute_weather_data_resolution( struct scene_node **ptr_scene,
FILE *weather_f ile,
struct weather_data weather [MAX_WEATHER_TIMES]
float weather_delta_time,
long number_of_weather_entries,
long number_of_same_lines,
long number_of_new_lines )
{
FILE *fp_int;
long x;
long y ;
long z ;
long i ;
long u ;
long number_of_inputs;
float **old_weather;
float **new_weather;
float temp;
float slope;
float hours;
float time;
number_of_inputs = 13;
u 0;
/* number of columns in the wth file */
/****.**.***.********** calloc to hold the old wth file data *************/
old_weather = (float **)calloc( number_of_weather_entries,
sizeof (float *) )
for( x 0; x < number_of_weather_entries; x++){
*(old_weather + x) - (float *)calloc(
number_of_inputs, sizeof ( float ) );
}
/******.**.***.***...** calloc to hold the new wth data ***.**************/
new_weather (float **)calloc( number_of_new_lines, sizeof (float *) ) ;
fori x 0 ; x < number_of_new_lines ; x++)(
* (new_weather + x) = (float *)calloc( number_of_inputs, sizeof ( float ) ) ;
/*************************** read in old wth data ***************************/
for( x 0; x < number_of_weather_entries ; x++) {
fort y 0; y < number_of_inputs; y++){
fscanf (weather_f ile, "%f", &temp ) ;
old_weather [x] [y ] temp;
/************************* calculate new wth *******************************/
t ime 0.0;
i 1;
for( y _ 0; y < number_of_inputs; y++){
fori x = 0; x < number_of_new_lines; x++){
if( x <= number_of_same_lines ){
new_weather [xj ly] old_weather [x] ly] ;
}
else(
time = number_of_same_lines*weather_delta_time +
i* (weather->minute_increment/60 . 0) ;
i+ 4- ;
fori z 0 ; z < number_of_weather_entries; z++ ){
ifl old_weather [z] [ 0) > time ){
break;
}
)
new_weather|x] [y] ( ( (old_weather [z] ly] old_weather [ z-1 ] [y] ) *
(time old_weather[z-l] [0] ) ) /
lold_weather[z] [0] old_weather [ z-1 ] [ 0 ] ) ) +
old_weather [ z-1] [y] ;
t ime 0.0;
i 1;
)
/**. ******** write new weather data to the weather stucture *************.*/
fp_int fopen (" interp_weather. data" , "w" ),
fori u = 0; u < number_of_new_lines; u++){
weatherfu] .time new_weather [u] [0] ;
weather[u] .air_temperature new_weather [u] 11] ;
weather [u] .air_pressure new_weather |u] [2] ;
weather(u) . relative_humidity new_weather lu] [3] ;
weather[u] .dew_point new_weather [u] [4] ;
weather [u] .wind_speed new_weather [u] [5] ;
weather lu] .direct_insolation = new_weather [u] [ 6] ;
weather [u] .dif fuse_insolation = new_weather lu] [7 ] ;
fprintf (fp_int, "%lf %lf %lf %lf\n", weather [u] .time, weather [u] .wind_speed, weather [u] .
direct_insolat
weather lu] . sky_exposure new_weather [u] [8];
weather[u) .cloud_type new_weather [u] [9] ;
weather[u] .precipitation_type new_weather [u] [10] ;
weather [u] .precipitation_rate new_weather [u] 111);
weather [u] ,precipitation_temperature new_weather [u] 1 12 ] ;
weather [u] .number_of_weather_entries number_of_new_lines; /*MAX*/
}
fclose ( fp_int ) ;
Read SGP Attribute Data
This routine is called from read_facet_data which is called from
read_geometric_database.
read_geometric_database:
The only change made to this routine was an addition in the PART loop. The
ptr_to_SGP_facet_info is set/reset to NULL and the function read_facet_data has two more
variables passed to it:
1. SGP facet information
2. A flag indicating whether or not to open the SGP files. This is needed because the
program create_SGP_files also uses these subroutines to create the files. Therefore,
it would not be correct to open a file when the program is trying to create it.
read_facet_data:
If a facet contains a self-generated power then it begins to calloc (memory allocation, clear)
the needed space for all of the SGP information (see Section 4.2.1) which includes:
-SGP facet structure itself
-SGP facet location
-SGP facet geometry
-SGP facet thermal conductivity
-SGP facet area
-surrounding thermal conductivity
-SGP facet temperature
This subroutine also determines the total number of SGP facets and Reallocates the needed
space for these additional facets. The facet center and area are called and calculated from
this routine for each SGP facet.
#include "ray_tracer
void read_geometric_database( char *geometric_database_f ile_name,
struct scene_node *ptr_scene_node,
struct material_node materials [MAX_MATERIALS]
short open_sgp_f iles )
{
FILE *geometric_database_f ile;
char string [MAXJMAME] ;
unsigned long time;
unsigned long facet;
unsigned long total_number_of_parts 0;
unsigned long total_number_of_facets 0;
struct object_node *ptr_object_node;
struct part_node *ptr_part_node;
struct facet_node *ptr_facet_node;
struct sgp_facet_info *ptr_to_sgp_facet_info;
geometric_database_file fopen ( geometric_database_f ile_name, "r" );
if ( geometric_database_f ile == (FILE *) NULL ) (
fprintf ( stderr, "\n" ) ;
fprintfl stderr, "Error opening geometric database file: %s\n",
geometric_database_f ile_name ) ;
fprintfl stderr, "\n" );
release_lock( BINARY_NAME );
exit ( 1 ) ;
}
ptr_scene_node->number_of_objects 0 ;
fscanfl geometric_database_file, "%s". string );
while ( istrcmpl "OBJECT", string ) ) {
ptr_object_node (struct object_node *)
Calloc! (size_t) 1, sizeof ( struct object_node ) );
read_string ( geometric_database_f ile,
(long) MAX_NAME,
ptr_object_node->name ) ;
ptr_object_node->id read_id( geometric_database_file ) ;
ptr_object_node->number_of_parts 0;
ptr_scene_node->ptr_objectsl
(ptr_scene_node->number_of_objects)++ ]
pt r_obj ect_node ;
if ( (ptr_scene_node->number_of_objects) >
MAX_OBJECTS ) (
fprintfl stderr,
"\n" );
fprintfl stderr,
"read_geometric_database: too many object in
scene\n" );
fprintfl stderr, "\n" );
release_lock( BINARY_NAME ) ;
exit ( 1 ) ;
}
fscanf ( geometric_database_f ile, "%s", string );
while ( !strcmp( "PART", string ) ) (
ptr_to_sgp_facet_info NULL;
ptr_part_node (struct part_node *)
Calloc ( (size_t) 1, sizeof ( struct part_node ) );
read_string ( geometric_database_f ile,
(long) MAX_NAME,
ptr_part_node->name ) ;
ptr_part_node->id read_id( geometric_database_f ile );
ptr_part_node->number_of_facets 0;
ptr_object_node->ptr_parts( (ptr_object_node->number_of_parts) ++ ]
ptr_part_node;
if ( (ptr_object_node->number_of_parts) > MAX_PARTS ) {
fprintfl stderr, "\n" );
fprintfl stderr,
"read_geometric_database; too many parts in object
#%d\n"
.
ptr_scene_node->number_of_objects ) ;
fprintfl stderr, "\n" ) ;
release_lock( BINARY_NAME );
exit ( 1 ) ;
}
while ( fscanf ( geometric_database_f ile, "%s " , string ) &&
Istrcmpl "FACE", string ) ) (
ptr_facet_node (struct facet_node *)
Callocl (size_t) 1, sizeof ( struct facet_node ) );
*ptr_facet_node read_facet_data ( geometric_database_f ile,
materials,
&ptr_to_sgp_facet_info,
open_sgp_f iles ) ;
facet_check( ptr_facet_node ) ;
ptr_part_node->ptr_facet I (ptr_part_node->number_of_facets)++ ] =
ptr_facet_node;
if ( (ptr_part_node->number_of_facets) > MAX_FACETS ) {
fprintfl stderr, "\n" );
fprintfl stderr, " read_geometric_database: " ) ;
fprintfl stderr,
"too many facets in object #%d, part #%d\n",
ptr_scene_node->number_of_objects,
ptr_object_node->number_of_parts ) ;
fprintfl stderr, "\n" ) ;
release_lock( BINARY_NAME );
exit ( 1 ) ;
)
if( ptr_to_sgp_facet_info != NULL )(
for ( facet=0; facet<ptr_part_node->number_of_facets; facet++ ) {
ptr_part_node->ptr_facet[ facet ]->ptr_sgp_facet
ptr_to_sgp_facet_info;
}
}else
I
for ( facet=0; facet<ptr_part_node->number_of_facets ; facet++ ) {
ptr_part_node->ptr_facet [facet] ->ptr_sgp_facet = NULL;
}
total_number_of_facets += ptr_part_node->number_of_facets ;
if ( strcmpl "PART", string ) ) break;
}
total_number_of_parts += ptr_object_node->number_of_parts;
if ( strcmpl "OBJECT", string ) ) break;
}
fprintfl stdout, "\n" );
fprintfl stdout, "Number of objects: %u\n",
ptr_scene_node->number_of_objects ) ;
fprintfl stdout, "Number of parts: %u\n". total_number_of_parts ) ;
fprintfl stdout, "Number of facets: %u\n\n". total_number_of_facets )
( strcmpl "END" ,
fprintfl stderr,
fprintfl stderr,
fprintfl stderr,
fprintfl stderr,
if "END", string ) ) (
"Error in data sequence of scene file.\n");
"\n" ) ;
Offending entry: %s\n", string );
"\n" ) ;
print_object_information( ptr_object_node ) ;
print_part_information( ptr_part_node );
print_facet_information( ptr_facet_node ) ;
fprintfl stderr, "Aborting process ... \n" ) ;
fprintfl stderr, "\n" );
release_lock( BINARY_NAME );
exit ( 1 ) ;
?include ray_t racer
struct facet_node read_facet_data ( FILE *f ile_pointer ,
struct material_node materials! MAX_MATERIALS ],
struct sgp_facet_info **ptr_to_sgp_facet_info,
short open_sgp_f iles )
{
struct facet_node facet;
struct geometry_node *ptr_geometry_node;
struct orientation_node *ptr_orientation_node;
struct attribute_node *ptr_attribute_node;
struct sgp_facet_info *ptr_sgp_facet ;
char extra_data[1024] ;
short time;
read_string( f ile_pointer , (long) MAX_NAME, facet. name );
facet . id read_id( file_pointer );
ptr_attribute_node (struct attribute_node *)
Calloc( (size_t) 1, sizeof ( struct attribute_node ) );
*ptr_attribute_node read_attribute_data ( file_pointer, materials) ;
facet .ptr_attribute ptr_attribute_node;
if ( ptr_attribute_node->self_generated_power != 0 ) (
if ( *ptr_to_sgp_facet_info == NULL ) (
*ptr_to_sgp_facet_info =
(struct sgp_facet_info *)
Calloc ( (size_t) 1, sizeof ( struct sgp_facet_info ) );
( **ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .ptr_sgp_facet_location
(struct point3d *)
Callocl (size_t) 1, sizeof ( struct point3d ) );
(**ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .ptr_sgp_geometry_node
(struct geometry_node *)
Callocl (size_t) 1, sizeof ( struct geometry_node ) );
( **ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .ptr_sgp_facet_thermal_conductivity
(float *)
Callocl (size_t) 1, sizeof ( float ) ) ;
( **ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .ptr_sgp_facet_area =
(float *)
Callocl (size_t) 1, sizeof ( float ) );
( **ptr_to_sgp_facet_info)
ptr_thermal_conductivity_surrounding_sgp_facet =
(float *)
Callocl (size_t) 1, sizeof ( float ) );
(**ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .ptr_sgp_facet_temperature
(float *)
Callocl (size_t) MAX_WEATHER_TIMES , sizeof ( float ) );
)
if ( ptr_attribute_node->self_generated_power != 0 ) {
(**ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) . number_of_sgp_facets_in_part
( **ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .number_of_sgp_facets_in_part + 1;
fprintf (stdout , "\n" );
fprintf (stdout, "SGP Facet %d\n", ( **ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .
number_of_sgp_facets_in_part ) ;
read_sgp_attribute_data ( f i le_pointer ,
materials,
(**ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .
number_of_sgp_facets_in_part,
*ptr_to_sgp_facet_info,
open_sgp_f iles ) ;
if ( (**ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) . number_of_sgp_facets_in_part > 0 ) (
(**ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .ptr_sgp_facet_location
(struct point3d *) Reallocl
(char *)
(**ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .
ptr_sgp_facet_location,
(size_t )
( ( **ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .
number_of_sgp_facets_in_part+l) *
sizeof ( struct point3d ) );
( **ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .ptr_sgp_geometry_node
(struct geometry_node*) Reallocl
(char *)
(**ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .ptr_sgp_geometry_node,
(size_t )
( (**ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .
number_of_sgp_facets_in_part+l ) *
sizeof ( struct geometry_node ) );
( **ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .ptr_sgp_facet_thermal_conductivity
(float *) Reallocl
(char *)
(**ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .
ptr_sgp_facet_thermal_conductivity,
(size_t )
( (**ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .
number_of_sgp_facets_in_part+l)
*
sizeof ( float ) ) ;
( **ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .ptr_sgp_facet_area
(float *) Reallocl
(char *)
( **ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .
ptr_sgp_facet_area,
(size_t )
( (**ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .
number_of_sgp_facets_in_part+l)
*
sizeof ( float ) ) ;
(**ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .
ptr_thermal_conductivity_surrounding_sgp_facet
(float *) Realloc(
(char *)
(**ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .
ptr_thermal_conductivity_surrounding_sgp_facet,
( size_t )
( ( **ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .
number_of_sgp_facets_in_part+l)
*
sizeof ( float ) ) ;
( **ptr_to_sgp_facet_info)
(float *) Reallocl
(char *)
( **ptr_to_sgp_facet_info)
ptr_sgp_facet_temperature,
(size_t )
( ( **ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .
number_of_sgp_facets_in_part+l)
*
MAX_WEATHER_TIMES *
sizeof ( float ) ) ;
else(
fgets( extra_data, 1024, file_pointer )
fgets ( extra_data, 1024, file_pointer )
fgets( extra_data, 1024, file_pointer )
fgets ( extra_data, 1024, file_pointer )
)
ptr_geometry_node (struct geometry_node *)
Calloc( (size_t) 1, sizeof ( struct geometry_node ) ) ;
*ptr_geometry_node read_geometry_data ( file_pointer ) ;
facet .ptr_geometry ptr_geometry_node;
ptr_orientation_node (struct orientation_node *)
Calloc( (size_t) 1, sizeof! struct orientation_node ) );
*ptr_orientation_node read_orientation_data ( file_pointer );
facet .ptr_orientation ptr_orientation_node;
if ( ptr_attribute_node->self_generated_power != 0 ) (
* ( ( **ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .ptr_sgp_facet_location +
( **ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .number_of_sgp_facets_in_part-l )
compute_facet_center ( ptr_geometry_node );
* ( (**ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .ptr_sgp_facet_area +
( **ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .number_of_sgp_facets_in_part-l)
compute_sgp_facet_area ( ptr_geometry_node ) ;
* ( (**ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .ptr_sgp_facet_thermal_conductivity +
( **ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .number_of_sgp_facets_in_part-l)
ptr_attribute_node->
ptr_material->
thermal_conductivity ;
for ( time=0; t ime<MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ; time++ ) (
* ( ( **ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) .ptr_sgp_facet_temperature +
( ( **ptr_to_sgp_facet_info) . number_of_sgp_facets_in_part-l ) *
MAX_WEATHER_TIMES + time)
-273.15;
}
return! facet ) ;
read_sgp_attribute_data:
This completely new subroutine reads in the SGP information in the attribute list.
Memory allocation for the SGP percentage files is followed by reading in the percentage
information within these files. If no file exists (user forgot to create it, or doesn't want
SGP effects) the code will automatically set percentages equal to zero. The material code
surrounding the SGP facet is also read in from the attribute list.
?include "ray_tracer.lv
void read_sgp_attribute_data( FILE *f ile_pointer ,
struct material_node materials [MAX_MATERIALS] ,
int sgp_facet_number,
struct sgp_facet_info *ptr_sgp_facet_info,
short open_sgp_f iles )
{
Char sCring_of_percentages [MAX_SGP_PERCENT_CHARACTERS]
char extra_data |MAX_NAME] ;
unsigned short material_code;
int
int
int
number_of_percentage_inputs ;
t emp ;
i ;
FILE *percentage_file_pointer;
float sgp_delta_time;
flat internal_power;
f loac t ime | MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ] ;
if ( ptr_sgp_facet_info->ptr_percentage_of_sgp_vector == (float *) NULL )
ptr_sgp_facet_info->ptr_percentage_of_sgp_vector (float *)
Callocl (size_t) MAX_WEATHER_TIMES,
(size_t) sizeof ( float ) );
ptr_sgp_facet_info->ptr_percentage_time (float *)
Callocl (size_t) MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ,
(size_t) sizeof ( float ) );
}
else {
ptr_sgp_facet_info->ptr_percentage_of_sgp_vector (float *)
Reallocl (char *)ptr_sgp_facet_info->
ptr_percentage_of_sgp_vector,
(size_t) (sizeofl float ) *
sgp_facet_number *
MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ) ) ;
ptr_sgp_facet_info->ptr_percentage_time = (float *)
Reallocl (char *)ptr_sgp_facet_info->
ptr_percentage_time,
(size_t) (sizeofl float ) *
sgp_facet_number *
^4AX_WEATHER_TIMES ) ) ;
}
if ( ptr_sgp_facet_info->ptr_percentage_f ilename == (char **) NULL ) {
ptr_sgp_facet_info->ptr_percentage_f ilename (char **)
Callocl (size_t) 1 ,(size_t) sizeofl char * ) )
}
else (
ptr_sgp_facet_info->ptr_percentage_f ilename = (char **)
Reallocl (char *) ptr_sgp_facet_info->
ptr_percentage_f ilename,
(size_t) (sizeofl char * ) *
sgp_facet_number) ) ;
}
*( ptr_sgp_facet_info->ptr_percentage_f ilename + ( sgp_facet_number 1))
(char *) Callocl (size_t) MAX_NAME, (size_t) sizeofl char ) ) ;
fscanf ( file_pointer, "%s", * (ptr_sgp_facet_info->ptr_percentage_filename
+ ( sgp_facet_number-l) ) ) ;
if! open_sgp_f iles == 1 ) (
ifl (percentage_f ile_pointer
foperil *( ptr_sgp_facet_info->ptr_percentage_f ilename +
( sgp_.facet_number 1 ) ), "r")) == NULL ) (
printf ( " \n" ) ;
printf ( "Error opening SGP file %s\n", *( ptr_sgp_facet_info->
ptr_percentage_f ilename i
(sgp_facet_number 1)));
printf ( "\n" ) ;
printf ( "Assuming No SGP influence
(SGP=0.0)\n" );
printf ( " \n" ) ;
for ( i 0; i <. MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ; i++ )
(
* (ptr_sgp_facet_info->ptr_percentage_of_sgp_vector +
(sgp_facet_number-l)*MAX_WEATHER_TIMES+i ) 0.0;
elsel
printf ( "Opening SGP file %s\n", *( ptr_sgp_facet_info->
ptr_percentage_f ilename +
( sgp_facet_number 1) ) ) ;
printf ( " \n" ) ;
fscanf ( percentage_f ile_pointer, "%d".
& (ptr_sgp_facet_info->
number_of_percentage_inputs) ) ;
for ( i 0;
i < (ptr_sgp_facet_info->number_of_percentage_inputs) ;
i + + )
(
fscanf ( percentage_f ile_pointer, "%f %f",
(ptr_sgp_facet_info->ptr_percentage_time +
(sgp_facet_number-l) *MAX_WEATHER_TIMES+ i ) ,
(ptr_sgp_facet_info->ptr_percentage_of_sgp_vector
(sgp_facet_number-l)*MAX_WEATHER_TIMES+i ) );
)
fclosel percentage_f ile_pointer ) ;
if ( ptr_sgp_facet_info->ptr_material_code_surrounding_sgp_facet ==
(unsigned char *) NULL ) {
ptr_sgp_facet_info->ptr_material_code_surrounding_sgp_facet
(unsigned char *) Callocl (size_t) 1,
(size_t) sizeofl unsigned char ) );
}
else {
ptr_sgp_facet_info-:-ptr_material_code_surrounding_sgp_facet
(unsigned char *) Reallocl (char *)ptr_sgp_facet_info->
ptr_material_code_surrounding_sgp_facet ,
(size_t) (sizeof! unsigned char ) *
sgp_facet_number ) ) ;
fscanfl f ile_pointer, "%d", &temp );
* (ptr_sgp_facet_info->ptr_material_code_surrounding_sgp_facet +
(sgp_facet_number-l ) ) temp;
* (ptr_sgp_face t_info->ptr_thermal_conductivity_surrounding_sgp_facet
(sgp_facet_number-l) ) materials [ temp] . thermal_conductivity ;
/* Extra Variable */
fscanf I f ile_pointer, "%s", extra_data )
return;
Compute Hit to SGP Distance
This subroutine accepts the primary ray, which is the intersecting point on the part
that contains the SGP facet(s) and the current primary facet information. Using this
information, the distance from the surface hit point and the SGP facet is calculated and
stored in the distance structure as is the current SGP facet number. The angle between the
line made from hit point to the center of the current SGP facet and the SGP facet's normal
is also calculated and stored in the distance data.
/**************************************************************************
Subroutine Compute hit to sgp distance
This subroutine computes the distance from a surface hit point which is
determined by the ray-tracer and hits.c to the center of the closet sgp
facet within a part containing a sgp facet (s)
The distance structure is filled with the actual distance and the index
of the closet sgp facet .
Joseph D. Sirianni
2/94
A***************************************************************************/
?include" ray_tracer
struct distance_data compute_hit_to_sgp_distance( struct ray_type *primary_ray,
struct facet_node *ptr_current_primary_facet ,
struct point3d target_point )
(
struct distance_data distance;
struct vector hit_point;
float min HUGE_VAL;
long i ;
float length;
double angle;
fori i 0;
i ; (ptr_current_primary_facet->ptr_sgp_facet->
number_of_sgp_facets_in_part ) ;
i++) {
length
sqrtl ( ( (primary_ray->d.x
(ptr_current_primary_facet ->ptr_sgp_facet ->
ptr_sgp_facet_location+i) ->x)
*
(primary_ray->d.x
(ptr_current_primary_facet->ptr_sgp_facet->
ptr_sgp_facet_location+i) ->x) ) +
( (primary_ray->d.y
(ptr_current_primary_facet ->ptr_sgp_facet ->
ptr_sgp_facet_location+i ) ->y) *
(prima ry_ray- >d . y
(ptr_current_primary_facet ->ptr_sgp_facet ->
ptr_sgp_facet_location+i ) ->y) ) +
( (primary_ray->d. z
(ptr_current_primary_facet ->ptr_sgp_facet ->
ptr_sgp_facet_location+i) ->z)
*
(prima ry_.ray->d. z
(ptr_current_primary_facet ->ptr_sgp_facet ->
ptr_sgp_facet_location+i ) ->z) ) ) ) ;
if ( length < min ) {
distance. distance_to_sgp_facet length;
distance . current_sgp_facet_number i ;
min = length;
}
hit_point.i primary_ray->d ,x;
hit_point.j primary_ray->d.y ;
if( primary_ray->d.z < (ptr_current_primary_facet->ptr_sgp_facet->
ptr_sgp_facet_location +
distance . current_sgp_facet_number) ->z ) (
hit_point.k 0.0;
}else(
hit_point . k primary_ray->d. z- (ptr_current_primary_facet ->ptr_sgp_facet ->
ptr_sgp_facet_location +
distance . current_sgp_facet_number ) ->z ;
}
angle
angle_between_vectors ( hit_point,
(ptr_current_primary_facet->
ptr_sgp_facet->
ptr_sgp_geometry_node+
distance . current_sgp_facet_nuinber ) ->
facet_normal ) ;
if( RADIANS_TO_DEGREES*angle > 90 ) {
distance. sgp_angle 90.0;
}
elsef
distance . sgp_angle angle;
}
return! distance ),
)
Move Origin To Target Point.c
Additions to this subroutine are if the ptr_sgp_facet is active and there exists a self-
generated power term greater than zero to assign the geometry information to the sgp facet
information. In other words, the sgp facet structure will now have die sgp facet vertices
and the facet normal information. This is necessary to determine the distances away from
the surface hit point, the closest SGP facet, and the correct angle.
[include "ray_tracer.IV
void move_origin_to_target_point
struct
struct
{
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
struct
struct
struct
scene_node *ptr_scene,
point3d target_point )
short obj ect_number ;
short part_number ;
short facet_number;
char point_number ;
object_node *ptr_current_objec
part_node *ptr_current_part ;
facet_node *ptr_current_facet ;
short i = 0;
fori object_number=0 ;
obj ect_number<p t r_scene- >
number_of_objects ;
object_number++)
(
ptr_current_object ptr_scene->ptr_objects [object_number ) ;
for (part_number=0 ;
part_number -. ptr_current_object->
number_of_parts;
part_numbei'4-+ )
(
ptr_current_part ptr_current_object->
ptr_parts [part_number ] ,
for ( facet_number=0 ;
facet_number < ptr_current_part->
number_of_facets;
facet_number++ )
(
pt r_cu r ren t_ facet ptr_current_part->
ptr_facet 1 facet_number ] ;
fori point_numtier 0;
point_number ptr_current_facet->
ptr_geometry->
number_of_points ;
point_number++ )
ptr_current_facet->
ptr_geometry->
node[point_number J .x +-
target_point .x;
ptr_current_facet->
ptr_geometry->
node[point_number) .y +=
target_point .y ;
ptr_current_facet->
ptr_geometry->
node[point_number] . z +=
target_point .z;
ifl lptr_current_facet-,>ptr_sgp_facet != NULL) &&
(ptr_current_facet->ptr_attribute->
self_generated_power != 0) )(
(ptr_current_facet->
ptr_sgp_facet->
ptr_sgp_geometry_node+i) ->node [point_number ] ,x
ptr_current_facet->ptr_geometry->node[point_number] .x;
(ptr_current_facet->
ptr_sgp_facet->
ptr_sgp_geometry_node+i) ->node [point_number ) .y
ptr_current_facet->ptr_geometry->node[point_number] .y;
(ptr_current_facet->
ptr_sgp_facet->
ptr_sgp_geometry_node+ i ) ->node [point_number ] .z =
ptr_current_facet->ptr_geometry->node [point_number ] . z ;
(ptr_current_facet->
ptr_sgp_facet->
ptr_sgp_geometry_node4-i) ->number_of_points
ptr_current_facet->ptr_geometry->number_of_points;
(ptr_current_facet->
ptr_sgp_facet->
ptr_sgp_geometry_node+i ) ->facet_normal
ptr_current_facet->ptr_geometry->facet_normal;
)
/* end point_number loop */
ifl (ptr_current_facet->ptr_sgp_facet != NULL) &&
(ptr_current_facet->ptr_attribute->
self_generated_power \= 0) ){
(ptr_current_facet ->ptr_sgp_facet ->
ptr_sgp_facet_location+i) ->x +=
target_point . x;
(ptr_current_facet ->ptr_sgp_facet ->
ptr_sgp_facet_location+i) ->y +=
target_point .y ;
(ptr_current_facet ->ptr_sgp_facet ->
ptr_sgp_facet_location+i) ->z +=
targt_point . z ;
i++ ;
}
} /* end facet loop */
i 0;
} /* end part loop */
} /* end object loop */
Create SGP Files
Once the user has given the attribute list a SGP filename and the scene has been
taken to completion (see AppendixH), the list of percentage inputs to THERM has to be
created. This is done via a separate program, create The programs usage is as
follows:
USAGE: create_sgp_files
geometric database
weather file
scene node
number of hours
minute increment
The geometric database is the first input to the program. This file is necessary because it
determines which facet is a self-generating power facet and creates a percentage input file
for the percentage filename given in that facet's attribute list. The weather file is necessary
because it determines with the use of the time of the scene from the scene node file how
many percentage inputs there should be. For example, if a 15 minute increment weather
file is used and the time of the scene is 12:00 pm (17:00 GMT) with 1 hour of interpolation
before imaging with 2 minute intervals then the number of percentage inputs will be 171
or:
(scene, local hours) 60 ,, . ,
#percentages = 1 (# hours) + 1
weather #minutes
It is important to keep in mind that THERM runs a full 24 hour prediction history plus the
number of hours it needs to arrive at the time of the image, therefore in this case,
scene.local_time is equal to 36.0.
/?????A**********************************************************************
CREATE SGP FILES
Description
This routine will produce the desired self generated power file (.sgp)
for each facet in the geometric database that contains a self generated
power term greater than zero. Within the attribute list, the user should
have entered a name for the sgp file. This is the file that is
automatically created.
The weather file and scene node are also required inputs in order to
determine the correct number of weather entries. There will exists one
percentage value for each weather entry.
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+**************************#************************?************************/
?include " ray_tracer
void print_usage( void) ;
main( int argc, char *argv|] )
{
FILE *tp;
FILE *geomet ric_database_f ile;
FILE *weather_f ile;
FILE *scene_node_f ile;
char filename [MAX_NAME] ;
int i, j ;
struct scene_node scene;
struct material_node materials [MAX_MATERIALS] ;
long sgp_facet_number_in_part ;
long number_of_same_lines ;
struct object_node *ptr_current_object ;
struct part_node *ptr_current_part ;
struct facet_node *pt r_current_acet ;
struct object_data object;
unsigned short object_number ;
unsigned short part_number;
unsigned short facet_number;
short open_sgp_f iles;
int f ile_counter ;
rnt
int
number_of_weather_entries ;
number_of_percentages ;
float
float
float
float
float
float
weather_delta_t ime;
percent ;
time;
time_index;
number_of_hours;
minute_increment ;
struct weather_data weather ] MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ]
/*************************************************************************
check the number of command line arguments and report usage if necessary
**************************************************************************/
ifl argc != 6 ) {
print_usage ( ) ;
exit (0) ;
)
/*************************
open input data files
************** ***************
********** ******** ***************
if ( (geometric_database_f ile fopen ( argv|l]
}
fprintfl stderr,
fprintfl stderr,
fprintfl stderr,
fflushl stderr )
exit ( 0 ) ;
"\n" );
'Error opening file %s\n"
\n" );
'r")) NULL ) {
argv[l] )
if ( (weather_f ile - fopen I argv[2
fprintf! stderr, "\n" );
fprintfl stderr,
fprintfl stderr,
f flush! stderr )
exit I 0 ) ;
}
r-)) ==
"Error opening file
%s\n"
"\n" ) ;
NULL ) (
, argv[2] ) ;
if ( (scene_node_f ile fopenl argv(3]
fprintfl stderr, "\n" ) ;
fprintfl stderr, "Error opening file %s\n
fprintfl stderr, "\n" ) ;
fflushl stderr ) ;
exit ( 0 ) ;
}
if ( number_of_hours == NULL ) {
r") ) == NULL ) {
fprintfl stderr,
fprintfl stderr,
fprintfl stderr,
fflushl stderr )
exit ( 0 ) ;
)
\n" ) ;
'Error %s\n"
\n" ) ;
argv[4] ).
argv[3] ) ;
if ( minute_increment == NULL )
fprintfl stderr,
"\n" );
fprintfl stderr, "Error
%s\n" argv[5] )
fprintfl stderr, "\n"
f flush ( stderr ) ;
exit ( 0 ) ;
'/
/*********************************************************************'**"
read weather info, scene node, and geometric database
*************************************************************************/
number_of_hours atofl argv[4] );
minute_increment atofl argv[5] );
fscanf ( weather_f ile, "%d %f",
&number_of_weather_entries, &weather_delta_time) ;
read_scene_node ( argv[3], (.scene );
open_sgp_f iles 0;
read_geometric_database ( argv [ 1 ] ,
iscene,
materials,
open_sgp_f iles );
file_counter 0;
fori object_number=0 ;
object_number < scene .number_of_objects;
object_number++ ) (
ptr_current_object = scene .ptr_objects [object_number] ;
fori part_number=0 ;
part_number < ptr_current_object->number_of_parts;
part_number++ ) {
ptr_current_part ptr_current_object->ptr_parts [part_number ] ;
sgp_facet_number_in_part 0;
fori facet_number=0 ;
facet_number < ptr_current_part->number_of_facets ;
facet_number++ ) (
ptr_current_facet ptr_current_part->ptr_facet [ facet_number ] ;
ifl (ptr_current_facet->ptr_attribute->self_generated_power) != 0 )(
fprintfl stdout, "%d-", ptr_current_facet->id. object ) ;
fprintf! stdout, "%d--, ptr_current_facet->id.part );
fprintfl stdout, "%d\n", ptr_current_facet->id . facet );
fprintf! stdout, "SGP Value %.lf [L/hr]\n",
ptr_current_facet->ptr_attribute->self_generated_power ) ,
fprintf! stdout, "SGP filename to be created: %s\n",
* (ptr_current_facet->ptr_sgp_facet->ptr_percentage_f ilename -
file_counter ) ) ;
strcpy! filename, * (ptr_current_facet-:ptr_sgp_facet->
ptr_percentage_t ilename + f ile_counter) ) ;
fp fopenl filename, "w" );
number_of._same_lines ( scene . local_time number_of_hours) /
weather_delta_time +- 0.9;
ifl minute_increment != 0.0 )(
number_of_percentages number_of_same_lines +
( (60/minute_increment) *
number_of_hours) + 1.9;
}else
I
number_of_percentages number_of_same_lines t 1;
fprintfl fp, "%d\n", number_of_percentages) ;
/* print out the time and a zero percentage value in the file for all lines */
/* that have the same weather_delta_time as the input weather_file */
time -weather_delta_time;
fori time_index 0;
time_index <= number_of_same_lines;
t ime_index++ )
(
percent _ 0.0;
time time + weather_delta_time;
fprintfl fp, "%f %f\n", time, percent );
/* print out the time and a percentage value of 0 and some l's in the file */
/* for all lines that have the delta_time as defined by the environmental */
/* variable DIRSIG_WEATHER_MINUTE_INCREMENT/60 from read_weather_data */
fori time_index number_of_same_lines;
time_index < number_of_percentages-l ;
time_index++ )
(
if ( time_index > (number_of_percentages
|60/minute_increment ) ) )
{
percent 1.0;
}
else
(
percent 0.0;
)
time time + minute_increment/60;
fprintf! fp, "%f %f\n", time, percent );
}
fclose! fp ) ;
f ile_counter++ ;
fprintf! stdout,
"\n" );
file counter 0;
void print_usage ( void)
fprintfl stderr,
fprintfl stderr,
fprintfl stderr,
fprintfl stderr,
fprintfl stderr,
fprintfl stderr,
fprintfl stderr,
fprintfl stderr,
fflushl stderr ) .
\n" );
USAGE :
\n" ) .
create_sgp_f
iles\n\n" ) ;
geometric_database_f
ilename\n" )
weather_f
ilename\n" ) ;
scene_node_f
ilename\n" ) ;
number_of_hours\n") ;
minute_increment
\n" ) ;
Airsim THERM.c
Changes made to this routine are:
1. The sun_shadow history is saved at the beginning and replaced at the end.
2. If the sgp facet information is active, then assign the current sgp facet number, the
distance, conductivity, surrounding conductivity, and a flag indicating if the present part
has a sgp facet or not, (this flag is used in TXETMP.f to execute the new
thermodynamic equations; they will not be used when initially computing facet
temperatures) and the temperature and percentage data to arrays that will be sent to
THERM.
3. If the sgp facet information is not active, then the code must be computing initial
temperatures and therefore the sun must be turned off and the part_has_sgp_facet flag
is set to zero.
4. If the sgp facet information is active, then the code will compute the irradiance values
(radiation) from the hot plate using its temperature, distance away from the current hit
point, and angle. This is accomplished by calling bb_radiance .
?include " ray_t racer . h"
float airsim_therm I struct scene_node *scene,
struct weather_data weather!],
struct object_data *object,
float *cosine_of_solar_zenith,
float *solar_azimuth,
double shape_factor ,
float average_background_temperature,
struct sgp_facet_info *ptr_sgp_facet_info,
struct distance_data *sgp>_distance_info )
(
short
short
float
float
1 ;
x;
temperature;
temp;
static float stop_time;
static float
static float
static long
static long
static long
static float
static float
static float
static float
static float
static long
static float
static float
static float
static float
static float
static float
static float
static float
static long
alat ;
alon;
iyy;
imm
idd
dt
sf
h [ MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ] ;
hu | MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ] ;
af i |MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ] ;
iptype [MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ]
pra te [ MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ]
ptemp[MAX_WEATHER_TIMES]
ta [MAX_WEATHER_TIMES]
pa [ MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ]
td [MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ]
ws |MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ]
aiv[MAX_WEATHER_TIMES] ;
se[MAX_WEATHER_TIMES] ;
ictype |MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ]
unsigned long
static float
static float
static float
static float
static float
static float
static float
static float
static float
static float
static long
static short
static double
save_sun_shadow[MAX_WEATHER_TIMES] ;
sgp_temperature(MAX_WEATHER_TIMES]
sgp_percentage[MAX_WEATHER_TIMES] ;
irradiance|MAX_WEATHER_TIMES] ;
distance;
sgp_facet_conductivity ;
sgp_surrounding_conductivity ;
sgp_area;
sgp_angle;
min_wave;
max_wave ;
cur rent_sgp_facet_number ;
part_has_sgp_facet ;
radiance;
static float
static float
static float
static float
static float
heap;
tcond;
thick;
evi ;
eth;
static float avi;
static float dp;
static float zn;
static float azn;
fori i 0; i< MAX_WEATHER_T1MES ; i++ )(
save_sun_shadow [ i ] weather li] .sun_shadow;
}
alat - scene->lat;
alon scene->lon;
iyy - scene->year;
imm scene->month;
idd scene->day;
stop_time scene->local_time;
dt scene->delta_t ime;
sf ( float ) shape_factor ;
if! ptr_sgp_facet_info != NULL )(
current_sgp_facet_number ( sgp_distance_info->current_sgp_facet_number ) ;
fori i=0; i<MAX_WEATHER_TIMES; i++ ) (
sgp_temperature [ i ) * (ptr_sgp_facet_info->
ptr_sgp_facet_temperature+i+
(current_sgp_facet_number*MAX_WEATHER_TIMES) ) ;
sgp_percentage [ i 1 * (ptr_sgp_facet_info->
p tr_percentage_of_sgp_vector+ i+
(current_sgp_facet_number*MAX_WEATHER_TIMES) ) ;
}
distance = (sgp_distance_info->distance_to_sgp_facet) ;
sgp_angle = ( float )( sgp_distance_info->sgp_angle) ;
sgp_area = * (ptr_sgp_facet_info->
ptr_sgp_facet_area+current_sgp_facet_number) ;
sgp_facet_conductivity
* (ptr_sgp_facet_info->
ptr_sgp_facet_thermal_conductivity+
current_sgp_facet_number) ;
part_has_sgp_facet 1 ;
sgp_sur rounding_conduct ivi ty
* (pt r_sgp_facet_info->
ptr_thermal_conduct ivi ty_surrounding_sgp_facet+
current_sgp_facet_number) ;
min_wave = 0.4;
max_wave = 2 0.0;
fori x 0; x < weather [ 0 ] .number_of_weather_entries; x++ ){
ifl sgp_percentage[x] != 0 )(
temp sgp_temperature[x] + 273.15;
radiance bb_radiance( min_wave, max_wave, temp );
irradiance |x] radiance*sgp_area*cos (sgp_angle) / (distance*di stance)
/* convert from W/cm2 to W/m2 and then to L/hr and multiply */
/* by the combined emissivity of the skin surface and hot plate */
irradiancelx] irradiance I x] * (10000.0*0.0862) * 0.7;
else(
irradiance(x) 0.0;
}
}
else{
/* compute initial temperatures or null_object from read_weather_data */
/* turn off the sun for the sgp facets themselves for temp computation */
ifl * (object->ptr_self_generated_power) )(
fori i 0; i< MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ; i++ ){
weather [ i ] . sun_shadow 0 ;
)
}
part_has_sgp_facet 0 ;
)
fori i = 0; i<MAX_WEATHER_TIMES; i++ ) (
h[i] weather I i ]. time;
hu[i] = weather [ i] . relative_humidity;
afi[i] = weather [ i] .dif fuse_insolation;
iptype[i] = weather [ i] . precipitation_type;
prate! i] weather [i] .precipitation_rate;
ptemp[i] weather(i) .precipitation_temperature;
ta[i) weather[i] .air_temperature;
pa[i] weather [ i] .air_pressure;
td[i] weather [ i J .dew_point;
ws[i] weather [ i ] .wind_speed;
aiv[i] weather ( i ] . sun_shadow * weather [ i ] .direct_insolation;
se[i] weather | i ] . sky_exposure;
ictype[i] weather | i ]. cloud_type;
heap * (object->ptr_heat_capacity) ;
tcond * (object->ptr_thermal_conductivity)
thick * (object ->ptr_thickness) ;
evi * (object->ptr_visible_emissivity) ;
eth * (object->ptr_thermal_emissivity ) ;
avi = * (object->ptr_exposed_area) ;
dp = * (object->ptr_self_generated_power ) ;
zn = * (object ->ptr_s lope) ;
azn * (object->ptr_azimuth) ;
?ifdef VMS
compute_airsim_temperature (
?endif
?ifdef AUX
COMPUTE_AIRSIM_TEMPERATURE (
?endif
?ifdef mips
compute_airsim_temperature_(
?endif
?ifdef alpha
compute_airsim_temperature_(
?endif
?ifdef sun
compute_airsim_temperature_(
?endif
?ifdef paragon
compute_airsim_temperature_ (
?endif
&stop_time,
cosine_of_solar_zenith,
solar_azimuth,
^temperature,
&alat,
&alon,
&iyy,
&imm,
&idd,
&dt ,
h,
hu,
afi,
iptype,
prate,
ptemp,
ta,
pa,
td,
ws,
aiv,
se,
ictype,
ihcap,
itcond,
ithick,
&evi,
&eth,
&avi,
&dp,
&zn,
&azn,
sgp_temperature,
sgp_percentage,
^distance,
&sgp_facet_conductivity,
&sgp_surrounding_conductivity,
&part_has_sgp_facet ,
&average_background_temperature,
isf ,
irradiance ) ;
ksgp_area,
&sgp_angle ) ;
fori i 0; i< MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ; i+4 )(
weather [ i ] . sun_shadow save_sun_shadow [ i ]
return! temperature );
}
Txetmp.f
This Fortran subroutine has been modified to include the thermodynamic
conduction, radiation, and convection equations as defined in section 4.2. Important to note
are the six additional entries into common block \C5V
1. SGPTEMP(MAX_WEATHER_TIMES) (self-generated power temperatures)
2. SGPPERCT(MAX_WEATHERXnMES) (self-generated power percentage power
values)
3. DS (distance)
4. SGPCOND (self-generated power conductivity)
5. SGPSURCOND (surrounding material conductivity)
6. SGPPART (flag indicating using the new equations or not)
Common block \C5\ also exists in routines:
txinp.f
txtgen.f
txtrap.f
compute_airsim_temperature.f
MAX_WEATHER_TIMES has been hard coded since the code was acquired. There now
exists an easier way to change this number. There is an include file, fortran.inc that allows
the user to manually change this number without having to go through each FORTRAN
subroutine. The include file is simply,
PARAMETER ( MAX_WEATHER_TTMES = 185 )
**IMPORTANT**
If the value MAX_WEATHER_TIMES is changed in the fortran.inc file, then it must also
be changed in the ray_tracer.h header file. These are the only two places of concern.
Included in common block \C8\ is the current predicted temperature Til but is
called INT_TEMP in this common block for the intermediate temperature. This is the
temperature that is subtracted from the hot plate temperature in the conduction equation and
the convection equation. Although, in the convection equation the air temperature is
subtracted from it.
SUBROUTINE TXETMP
C
C 'TXETMP' generates equilibrium temperatures for zero mass objects.
C
C ARGUMENT :
C K Object index
C
C INPUTS :
C inow time index
C ZR Radiative transfer rate (L/hr/C)
C TA(I) Air temperature (deg C)
C WS(I) Wind speed (meters/second)
C IPTYPE(I) Precipitation type (0-1: None, Rain)
C PRATE(I) = Precipitation rate (cm/hr equivalent H20)
C PTEMP(I) Precipitation temperature (deg C)
C HU(I) Relative humidity (fraction, if AIV(I) = -1)
C SE(I) Sky exposure (fraction, if AIV(I) -1)
C YS(I) Effective sky emissivity**0 .25 (if AIV(I) <> -1)
C CZS(I) Cosine of sun angle from zenith
C AIV(I) Direct insolation (L/hr, -1 unknown)
C AFI(I) Diffuse insolation (L/hr, -1 unknown)
C HCAP(K) Heat capacity (density*sp .heat , L/cm/C)
C TCOND(K) Thermal conductivity (L*cm/hr/C, or -l*Biot^)
C THICK(K) Thickness (volume/area, cm, <0=bottom surface)
C EVI(K) Visible emissivity (fraction)
C ETH(K) Thermal emissivity (fraction)
C AVI(K) Exposed area (fraction, <0=no convection at bottom)
C DP(K) Self generated power (L/hr)
C OUTPUTS :
C YS(I) Sky emissivity**0.25 (if AIV(I) -1)
C ZC(K,I) Convective transfer rate (L/hr/C)
C ZE(K,I) Convective + conductive transfer rate (L/hr/C)
C FR(K,I) Effective sky temperature from object POV (deg C)
C FG(K,I) Zero mass gray body object temperature (deg C)
C
INCLUDE 'fortran.inc'
C PARAMETER! MAX_WEATHER_ TIMES 577 )
INTEGER*2 SGPPART
REAL*4 RADIANCE
C REAL* 4 IRRADIANCE
REALM IRRADIANCE (MAX_WEATHER_TIMES)
REAL*4 RAD_INTENSITY
REAL*4 TEMP
REAL* 4 MIN_WAVE
REAL*4 MAX_WAVE
REAL*4 SGP
REAL*4 RA
REAL* 4 QCONV
REAL* 4 COEFF
REAL*4 NU
COMMON /Cl/ ALAT, ALON, TDIF, NVALUE, IYY, IMM, IDD, DT,
HTIME (MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ) , H (MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ) ,
TA (MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ) , PA (MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ) , AIP ,
AIV(MAX_WEATHER_TIMES) , AFI (MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ) ,
CZS (MAX_WEATHER_TIMES) , SZS (MAX_WEATHER_TIMES) ,
AZS (MAX_WEATHER_TIMES) , SO
COMMON /C2/ HSR,HSD,TR,FI,TU,TP,HP, AVBGT,SF
COMMON /C3/ HU(MAX_WEATHER_TIMES) ,WS(MAX_WEATHER_TIMES) ,
SE(MAX_WEATHER_TIMES) , IPTYPE (MAX_WEATHER_TIMES) ,
PRATE (MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ) , PTEMP (MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ) ,
TD(MAX_WEATHER_TIMES) , YS (MAX_WEATHER_TIMES ) ,
I CTYPE (MAX_WEATHER_TIMES )
COMMON /C4/ NOW, NEW, NTI, NOB, IDF, INOW, ISNGL, IDIURNAL, IFLAG
COMMON /C5/ ZR,ZC(MAX_WEATHER_TIMES) , ZE (MAX_WEATHER_TIMES) ,
FR(MAX_WEATHER_TIMES) , FG (MAX_WEATHER_TIMES) ,
SGPTEMP(MAX_WEATHER_TIMES) ,
SGPPERCT(MAX_WEATHER_TIMES) ,DS, SGPCOND, SGPSURCOND,
SGPPART, IRRADIANCE (MAX_WEATHER_TIMES )
COMMON /C6/ TB(MAX_WEATHER_TIMES) ,HB
COMMON /C7/ HCAP, TCOND, THICK, EVI.ETH, AVI, DP, DEPTH, ZN, AZN, AZR, NTYPE, TRN,
NLYR
COMMON /C8/ BW(0:5) , TM ( 0 : 5 ) ,BIOT,TMASS, AVX, INT_TEMP
COMMON /CIO/ TRW,TRP,TDF,TRX,CNS
DATA C/273 .15/. SB/4 . 87185E-09/
SAVE
REAL* 4 INT_TEMP
SGP =0.0
ZR 4 .0*ETH*SB*( (TP + TU)/2.0 + C)**3.0
C Convective transfer rate (L/hr/C) :
I INOW
AVIAB ABS (AVI)
C Calls TXCAMO routine to obtain net transmission
CALL TXCAMO
IF (AVI .GE. 0.0) THEN
ZC(I) 0.5 + TRW*AVIAB*WS ( I ) /3 .0
ELSE
ZC(I) - 0.25 + TRW*AVIAB*WS(I) /3 .0
END IF
C Check for any precipitation temperatures
IF (IPTYPE (I) .EQ. 1) THEN
r***************
************************************************
C Conductive transfer rate as a function of precip rate (L/hr/C) :
IF (SGPPART .EQ. 1 ) THEN
ZF = TRP*AVIAB*PRATE(I)*(SGPSURCOND/DS)*SGPPERCT(I)
EF = ZF*PTEMP(I) *(SGPTEMP(I) )
ELSE
ZF = TRP*AVIAB*PRATE(I)
EF - ZF*PTEMP(I)
END IF
ELSE
C Conductive transfer rate from heat source/sink and surrounding
C medium(L/hr/C) . ZF is the inverse of the thermal resistance of the
C heat sink/source and surrounding medium. This is the medium in
C which the heat (lack of) must travel through towards the skin
C of the part .
IF (SGPPART .EQ. 1 ) THEN
ZF (SGPSURCOND/DS) *SGPPERCT(I)
C Conductive heat input from heat source/sink (L/hr) . EF is the
C Energy flow rate at a specific time due to the temperature of
C the heat source/sink divided by the thermal resistance.
C The previous temperature is subtracted from the present where
C INT_TEMP is the previous temperature as computed in txtrap (Til)
EF ZF*(SGPTEMP(I) INT_TEMP)
C Convective effects
IF ( SGPPERCTII) .EQ. 0 ) THEN
QCONV 0 . 0
ELSE
IF! (INT_TEMP TAID) . LT . 0 ) THEN
QCONV 0 . 0
ELSE
C Compute Rayleigh number
RA = ((INT_TEMP TA ( I ) ) / ( ( INT_TEMP+TA 1 1 ) ) 12 . 0 ) *9 . 81 *
l(DS/100)**0.333)*0.69)/ (18E-6)**2
C Compute Nusselt number
NU = 0. 069*(RA**0. 333) *(0. 69**0. 074)
C Compute Coefficient of convection
COEFF - (0.0267/ (D3/100) ) *NU
C Compute Convection effect
QCONV = COEFF* ( INT_TEMP TA ( I ) ) *0 . 0862
END IF
END IF
ELSE
ZF 0.0
EF 0.0
QCONV 0 . 0
END IF
END IF
Q* ***************************************** * ******* * ******* *
C Adjustments for non-zero Biot#:
IF (TCOND .LE. 0.0) THEN
BIOT ABS (TCOND)
ELSE
BIOT (ZR + ZC(I) + ZF) *ABS( THICK) /TCOND
END IF
IF (THICK .GE. 0.0) THEN
BFAC BIOT/ (1.0+BIOT)
ELSE
BFAC -BIOT/ (1.0+BIOT)
END IF
IF (AVI .GE. 0) THEN
ZC(I) = ZC(I) + BFAC*(ZC(I)-0.5)
ELSE
ZC(I) ZC(I) + BFAC-ZC(I)
END IF
ZF = ZF + BFAC*ZF
EF = EF + BFAC*EF
AVIAB AVIAB 4 BFAC'AVIAB
C Convective + conductive transfer rate (L/hr/C)
ZE(I) ZC(I) + ZF
C Total transfer rate (L/hr/C) :
Z = ZR + ZE(I)
IF (AIV(I) .LT. 0.0) THEN
C Effective emissivity of air:
EA 0.53 + 0.047*SQRT(HU(I) *4 . 44 *EXP ( 0 . 06509*TA ( I ) ) )
C Effective sky emissivity**0 .25 :
YS(I) (1.0 SE(I)*(1.0 EA))**0.25
END IF
C Effective sky temperature from object Point Of View (deg C) :
FR(I) (TDF*YS(I)**4 + ( 1 . 0-TDF) ) **0 . 25 * (TA(I) + C) C
C Sky/background temperature**4 :
C FB4 AVIAB*(FR(I) + C)**4 + ( 1 . 0-AVIAB) * (TA ( I) + C)**4
C FB4 AVIAB*(FR(I) + C)**4 + ( 1 . 0-AVIAB) * ( AVBGT + C) -*4
FB4 SF*(FR(I) + C)**4 + ( 1 . 0-3F) * (AVBGT + C) **4
C FB4 AVIAB*SF*(FR(I) + C)**4 + ( 1 . 0-SF*AVIAB) * (AVBGT t- C) **4
C Sky/air/precip heat input (L/hr) :
EE = ETH*SB*FB4 + ZC(I)*TA(I) + EF
C Total insolation (L/hr) :
XS = EVI*AVIAB*TDF*AFI(I)
IF (AIV(I) .GT. 0.0 .AND. CZS ( I ) .GT. 0.0)
$ XS XS + EVI*AVIAB*TRX*CNS*AIV(I)
Q-k******* * * * * * * * ******* * ******** * * * * * ****** * ******* * * * * * *********
C old therm EN EE 4 XS t DP
C Add the influence of the radiation (irradiance) which was
C calculated in airsim_therm. c and subtract the convection
C effect from the total heat transfer
IF( SGPPART .EQ. 1 ) THEN
EN = EE + XS + DP + IRRADIANCE (I) QCONV
ELSE
EN EE + XS + DP
END IF
C********************** **************************** *************
90 TEX = TA(I)
C Heat inputs minus heat losses (L/hr) :
100 A EN ETH*SB*(TEX + C)**4 ZE ( I ) *TEX
IF (ABS(A) .GT. 0.01) THEN
TEX = TEX + A/Z
GO TO 100
END IF
FG ( I ) TEX
C
RETURN
END
Appendix C Airsim THERM Program Flow
The main flow of the THERM program is described below.
Set default weather values and read inputs for the weather history (from 0 to 24 hours
plus time of scene generation),
Initialize a 24 hour cycle with correct delta time,
Calculate illumination angles of the sun and insolation from the sun and sky for each
time increment for the past 24 hours,
Start at first time input and,
generate an equilibrium temperature for zero mass object,
generate an equilibrium temperature for non-zero mass object (new equations),
Locate next time (delta time) to compute a temperature,
find next equilibrium temperature for zero and non-zero (new equations) mass
objects
average between the two temperatures using a Biot condition,
Locate next weather input and delta time and compute the temperatures as described
above averaging between the previous time and the present time.
Appendix D Thermistor Data
YSS SERIES 400
PROBES
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
YSI Series 400 probes are recommended for direct tempera
ture measurement and control with YSI Tele-Thermometers, tem
perature controllers, or with other instruments specifically
designed for use with these probes. Three classes of probes are
offered: Standard, Disposable, and Super-Stable. All YSI Series
400 probes are electrically interchangeable.
Standard Series 400 probes come in many designs for a wide
variety of applications. Probe modifications to suit specific pur
poses may be specially ordered for many of these probes.
Disposable probes are designed for single-use applications.
They are furnished in packages of 25 probes, each in a separate
sterile pouch.
Super-Stable probes are usable as secondary or transfer stan
dards and for those applications where long-term stability is es
sential. See individual descriptions.
Maximum measurement temperatures or measurement lem-
peiaiure ranges are indicated in tne individual descriptions for
each probe.
Construction
The thermistor, which is the temperature sensing element in
each probe, is a small sintered metallic oxide disk that decreases
in electrical resistance as the temperature increases. Thermistors
are located within the tips of the flexible and tubular probes. In
probes with a disk-shaped tip, the thermistors are near the
centers of the disks: some of these probes have epoxy on one
side of the disk; the other, metal side should be used for making
measurements.
Probes have vinyl-jacketed leads, unless otherwise specified.
Leads are terminated with a phone plug, except for the disposable
models which plug into a
10'
reusable instrument cable. Standard
probe leads are 10' long. Disposable probe leads are 3', and Super-
Stable probe leads are 5' long. The vinyl-covered lead wires and
phone plugs should not be exposed to temperatures above 100C.
Except as otherwise indicated in the individual descriptions,
probes are constructed with the thermistor electrically isolated
from the outer probe surfaces. However, since this isolation could
be lost if the probe is damaged by abuse or mishandling, the in
strument with which it is used must provide ground fault isolation.
(Consult instrument specifications.) In medical use, the patient
should be isolated from accidental electrical grounds.
PROBE CHARACTERISTICS
Interchangeability and Stability
YSI's unique manufacturing process produces thermistors with
matching temperature/resistance characteristics. Standard
Series 400 probes are interchangeable to within 0.1 C at mea
surement temperatures between 0 and 70C, increasing to
0.25C at -40C and 0.4C at +150C. All probes are warranted
to remain within interchangeability tolerances for a year.
Super-Stable probe models are typically stable within 0.01 5C, and
warranted to an interchangeability within 0.06C, for three years at
use and storage temperatures between 0 and 70C. At temperatures
between 70 and 150C, their stability is typically within 0.03C for at
least a year.
Disposable probe models are interchangeable within 0.2C
between 34 and 41 C. and within 0.5C from 20 to 34C and
from 41 to45C.
Time Constant
Time constant, the standard measure of probe response time, is
the time required for a probe to read 63% of a newly impressed
temperature change. YSI time constants are derived from measure- .
ments in water moving past the probe at 3 ft/sec, except in the case
of air or gas temperature probeswhich aremeasured in air at standard
conditions flowing past the probe at 3 ft/sec (equivalent to 12 to 15
LVmin. through a standard 22 mm respiratory airway.) The time con
stant in air decreases as humidity increases. Approximately five time
constants are required for a probe to reach 99% of the total change
Time constants are representative values and are subject to variation
because of small differences in probe construction.
Stem Effect
Stem effect refers to the potential error in measurement caused
by heat transfer through the body or leads of a probe. The leads of
some probes are relatively more massive for the sake of handling
ruggedness; such leads introduce potentially greater stem effects.
These effects may be lessened by minimizing the difference be
tween probe tip temperature and lead temperature by means of
appropriate insulation, isolation or immersion^as each application
dictates.
Temperature/Resffstance Characteristics
The table below lists the temperature/resistance characteristics
for YSI Series 400 probes with standard leads. Probes with leads
hundreds of feet long can be provided, but it may then be neces
sary to consider errors introduced by lead resistance, which is ap
proximately 1 .6 ohms per hundred feet. Generally, this is only sig
nificant at high temperatures.
YSI probes are calibrated against reference standards trace
able to NBS or to accepted values of natural physical constants.
Temperature Versus Resistance: -40 to +150C
Temp. Res. Temp. Res. Temp. Res. Temp. Res.
C Ohms C Ohms C Ohms C Ohms
-40 75.80K + 10 4484 + 60 560.5 + 110 115.2
39 70.94K 11 4275 61 5-10.7 , 111 112.0
38 66.42K 12 4076 62 521.7 " 112 109.0
37\ 62.22K 13 3888 63 503.5 113 106.1
36 58.31 K 14 3710 64 486.1 114 103.2
35 54.66K 15 3540 65 469.3 115 100.5
34 51.27K 16 3380 | 66 453.1 116 97.8
33 48.11K 17 3227 67 437.7 117 95.2
32 45.17K 18 3083 68 422.8 118 92.7
31 42.42K 19 2945 69 408.5 119 90.3
-30 39.86K +20 2815 + 70 394.8 + 120 87.9
29 37.47K 21 2691 71 381.5 121 85.6
28 35.23K 22 2573 72 368.8 122 83.4
27 33.15K 23 2461 73 356.6 123 81.3
26 31.20K 24 2354 74 344.9 124 79.2
25 29.37K 25 2253 75 333.5 125 75.2
24 27.67K 26 2157 76 322.7 126 75.2
23 26.07K 27 2065 77 312.2 127 73.3,
22 24.57K 28 1978 78 302.1 128 71.5
21 23.17K 29 1894 79 292.4 129 69.7
-20 21.86K +30 1815 + 80 283.1 +130. 68.0
19 20.63K 31 1740 81 274.1 131 66.3
18 19.48K 32 1668 82 265.4 132 64.7
17 18.40K 33 1599 83 257.1 ' 133 63.1
16 .... 17.38K 34 1534 84 249.0 134 61.5
15 16.43K 35 1472 85 241.3 135 60.0
14 15.53K 36 1412 86 233.8 136 58.6
13 14.69K 37 1355 87 226.6 137 57.2
12 13.90K 38 1301 88 219.7 138 55.8
11 13.16K^ 39 1249 m 89 213.0 139 54.5
-10 12.46K +40 1200 + 90 206.5 + 140 53.2
9 11.80K 41 1153 91 200.3 141 51.9
8 11.18K 42 1108 92 194.3 142 50.7
7 10.60K 43 1065 93 188.5 143 49.5
6 10.05K 44 1023 94 182.8 144 48.4
5 9534 45 984.1 95 177.4 145 47.3
4 9045 46 946.5 96 172.2 146 46.2
3 8586 47 910.4 97 167.2 147 45.12 8152 48 876.0 98 162.3 148 44.1
1 7742 49 843.0 99 157.6 149 43.1
* 0 7356 +50 811.5 + 100 153.1 + 150 42.1
+ 1 6991 51 781.3 101 148.7
2 6646 52 752.4 102 144.4"
3 6320 53 724.7 103 140.3
4 6012 54 698.1 104 136.4
5 5721 55 672.7 105 132.56*
5446 56 648.3 106 128.8
7 5185 57 625.0 107 125.3 -
121.88 4939 58 602.6 108
9 4705 59 581.1 109 118.4
5CRIPTI0N
(00 probes are recommended for direct tempera-
nentand control with YSI Tele-Thermometers, tem-
Irollers, or with other instruments specifically
ise with these probes. Three classes of probes are
lard, Disposable, and Super-Stable. All YSI Series
[electrically interchangeable.
eries 400 probes come in many designs for a wide
lications. Probe modifications to suit specific pur-
specially ordered for many of these probes.
probes are designed for single-use applications.
ished in packages of 25 probes, each in a separate
ile probes are usable as secondary or transfer stan-
those applications where long-term stability is es-
dividual descriptions.
measurement temperatures or measurement tem
ps are inaicatea in the individual descriptions for
Stem Effect
Stem effect refers to the potential error in measurement caused
by heat transfer through the body or leads of a prcJae. The leads of
some probes are relatively more massive for the sake of handling
ruggedness; such leads introduce potentially greater stem effects.
These effects may be lessened by minimizing the difference be
tween probe tip temperature and lead temperature by means of
appropriate insulation, isolation or immersion as each application
dictates.
Temperature/Resistance Characteristics
The table below lists the temperature/resistance characteristics
for YSI Series 400 probes with standard leads. Probes with leads
hundreds of feet long can be provided, but it may then be neces
sary to consider errors introduced by lead resistance, which is ap
proximately 1 .6 ohms per hundred feet. Generally, this is only sig
nificant at high temperatures.
YSI probes are calibrated against reference standards trace
able to NBS or to accepted values of natural physical constants.
fetor, which is the temperature sensing element in
U small sintered metallic oxide disk that decreases
distance as the temperature increases. Thermistors
pin the tips of the flexible and tubular probes. In
a disk-shaped tip, the thermistors are near the
e disks: some of these probes have epoxy on one
pk; the other, metal side should be used for making
|s.
fe vinyl-jacketed leads, unless otherwise specified.
minated with a phone plug, except for the disposable
plug into a
10'
reusable instrument cable. Standard
re
10' long. Disposable probe leads are 3', and Super-
leads are 5' long. The vinyl-covered lead wires and
should not be exposed to temperatures above 100CC.
(otherwise indicated in the individual descriptions,
Constructed with the thermistor electrically isolated
er probe surfaces. However, since this isolation could
probe is damaged by abuse or mishandling, the in-
i which it is used must provide ground fault isolation.
Irument specifications.) In medical use, the patient
ilated from accidental electrical grounds.
RACTERISTICS
ability and Stability
lie manufacturing process produces thermistors with
pnperature/resistance characteristics. Standard
!obes are interchangeable to within 0.1 C at mea-
nperatures between 0 and 70C, increasing to
C and 0.4C at +150C. All probes are warranted
in interchangeability tolerances for a year.
lie probe models are typically stable within 0.01 5C, and
ian interchangeability within 0.06C, for three years at
be temperatures between 0 and 70C. At temperatures
nd 150C, their stability is typically within 0.03C for at
,
fe probe models are interchangeable within 0.2C
and 41C, and within 0.5C from 20 to 34C and
'sc.
it
lant, the standard measure of probe response time, is
liired for a probe to read 63% of a newly impressed
Change. YSI time constants are derived from measure-
i moving past the probe at 3 ft/sec, except in the case
wperature probeswhich are measured in air at standard
wing past the probe at 3 ft/sec (equivalent to 12 to 15
p a standard 22 mm respiratory airway.) The time con-
icreases as humidity increases. Approximately five time
I required for a probe to reach 99% of the total change.
Its are representative values and are subject to variation
hall differences in probe construction.
YSI Incorporated
YellowSprings Instrument Co., Inc., Yellow Springs, Ohio 45387 USA
Temperature Versus Resistance: -40 to +150C
Temp. Res. remp. Res. Temp. Res. Temp. Res.
c Ohms C Ohms C Ohms C Ohms
-40 75.80K + 10 4484 + 60 560.5 I + 110 115.2
39 70.94K 11 4275 61 5t0.7 I
521.7 '
111 112.0
38 66.42K 12 4076 62 112 109.0
37 . 62.22K 13 3888 63 503.5 113 106.1
36 58.31 K 14 3710 64 486.1 114 103.2
35 54.66K 15 3540 65 469.3 115 100.5
34 51.27K 16 3380 66 453.1 116 97.8
33 48.1 1K 17 3227 67 437.7 117 95.2
! 32 45.17K 18 3083 68 422.8 118 92.7
31 42.42K 19 2945 69 408.5 119 90.3
-30 39.86K +20 2815 + 70 394.8 + 120 87.9
29 37.47K 21 2691 71 381.5 121 85.6
28 35.23K 22 2573 72 368.8 122 83.4
27 33.15K 23 2461 73 356.6 123 81.3
26 31.20K 24 2354 74 344.9 124 79.2
25 29.37K 25 2253 75 333.5 125 75.2
i 24 27.67K 26 2157 76 322.7 126 75.2
23 26.07K 27 2065 77 312.2 127 73.3
22 24.57K 28 1978 78 302.1 128 71.5
21 23.17K 29 1894 79 292.4 129 69.7
-20 21.86K +30 1815 + 80 283.1 + 130 68.0
19 20.63K 31 1740 81 274.1 131 66.3
18 19.48K 32 1668 82 265.4 132 64.7
17 18.40K 33 1599 83 257.1 133 63.1
16 17.38K 34 1534 84 249.0 134 61.5
15 16.43K 35 1472 85 241.3 135 60.0
14 15.53K 36 1412 86 233.8 136 58.6
13 14.69K 37 1355 87 226.6 137 57.2
12 13.90K 38 1301 88 219.7 138 55.8
11 13.16K^ 39 1249 -. 89 213.0 139 54.5
-10 12.46K +40 1200 + 90 206.5 + 140 53.2
9 11.80K 41 1153 91 200.3 141 51.9
8 11.18K 42 1108 92 194.3 142 50.7
7 10.60K 43 1065 93 188.5 143 49.5
6 10.05K 44 1023 94 182.8 144 48.4
5 9534 45 984.1 95 177.4 145 47.3
4 9045 46 946.5 96 172.2 146 46.2
3 8586 47 910.4 97 167.2 147 45.1
2 8152 48 876.0 98 162.3 148 44.1
1 7742 49 843.0 99 157.6 149 43.1
** 0 7356 +50 811.5 + 100 153.1 +150 42.1
+ 1 6991 51 781.3 101 148.7
2 6646 52 752.4 102
144.4"
3 6320 53 724.7 103 140.3
4 6012 54 698.1 104 136.4
5 5721 55 672.7 105 132.5
6"
5446 56 648.3 106 128.8
7 5185 57 625.0 107 125.3 -
8 4939 58 602.6 108 121.8
9 4705 59 581.1 109 118.4
Time End Box Thermistor 2 Thermistor 3 Center Box Box Air Temp Hot Plate Temp Air Temp
12:00 AM 6.97 6.72 6.77 6.97 8.34 10.80 9.23
12:02 AM 7.14 6.94 6.96 u 7.23 8.29
10.72 9.42
12:04 AM 7.10 6.86 6.91 7.13 8.29 10.79 9.26
12:06 AM 7.05 6.88 6.96 7.39 8.32 18.16 9.30
12:08 AM 6.93 6.85 7.22 8.08 8.96 29.05 9.14
12:10 AM 7.01 7.05
_J
7.68 8.96 9.98 38.70 9.10
12:12 AM 7.16 7.36 8.32 9.92 11.27 47.76 9.14
12:14 AM 7.35 7.71 8.94 10.77 12.55 55.51 9.20
12:16 AM 7.51 8.07 9.52 11.91 13.70 63.14 9.16
12:18 AM 7.83 8.51 10.18 12.68 15.01 69.24 9.23
12:20 AM 7.92 8.71 10.68 13.51 15.93 76.06 8.98
12:22 AM 8.03 9.00 11.28 14.17 17.02 81.16 9.09
12:24 AM 8.27 9.33 11.78 15.20 18.04 86.94 8.98
12:26 AM 8.41 9.59 12.31 15.91 19.02 94.78 8.91
12:28 AM 8.51 9.83 12.88 16.95 19.96 100.39 _j 8.65
12:30 AM 8.70 10.13 13.38 17.60 20.84 106.18 8.81
12:32 AM 8.80 10.47 14.06 18.65 21.57 111.21 8.57
12:34 AM 8.93 10.70 14.50 19.08 22.33 115.11 8.64
12:36 AM 9.12 10.93 14.78 19.56 22.88 124.67 8.49
12:38 AM 9.22 11.04 14.94 19.32 23.60 122.49 8.38
12:40 AM 9.23 11.12 14.99 19.12 24.28 124.67 8.44
12:42 AM 9.33 11.32 15.46 20.15 24.67 124.67 8.37
12:44 AM 9.45 11.47 15.72 20.83 25.05 130.82 8.45
12:46 AM 9.58 11.62 15.81 19.90 25.08 130.09 8.54
12:48 AM 9.51 11.36 15.23 18.73 24.46 117.76 8.52
12:50 AM 9.30 10.93 14.32 17.56 23.63 104.38 8.53
12:52 AM 9.20 10.72 14.11 17.26 22.72 99.46 8.53
12:54 AM 9.06 10.29 13.39 16.17 21.63 94.54 8.50
12:56 AM 8.85 10.13 13.11 15.91 20.99 87.99 8.40
12:58 AM 8.60 9.79 12.53 15.34 20.27 83.66 8.27
1:00 AM 8.47 9.55 12.12 15.68 19.32 78.29 8.20
1:02 AM 8.29 9.31 11.65 14.98 18.51 75.34 8.26
1:04 AM 8.18 9.00 11.09 13.95 17.76 71.12 8.40
1:06 AM 7.94 8.75 10.85 13.79 17.13 68.47 8.17
1:08 AM 7.77 8.52 10.43 13.21 16.58 64.85 8.16
1:10 AM 7.76 8.40 10.17 12.89 15.95 62.36 8.43
1:12 AM 7.57 8.12 9.91 12.63 15.41 59.78 8.24
1:14 AM 7.46 8.01 9.61 12.19 14.97 57.39 8.17
1:16 AM 7.28 7.82 9.35 11.56 14.54 54.68 8.10
1:18 AM 7.20 7.63 9.01 11.14 14.06 52.58 8.11
1:20 AM 7.06 7.51 8.88 10.96 13.61 50.47 8.21
1 :22 AM 6.98 7.36 8.68 10.53 13.28 48.45 8.20
1:24 AM 6.81 7.19 8.48 10.29 12.87 46.42 8.07
1:26 AM 6.62 6.95 8.30 9.96 12.57 44.73 8.06
1:28 AM 6.53 6.87 8.09 9.74 12.24 43.09 8.20
1:30 AM 6.61 6.94 8.03 9.89 11.94 41.76 8.33
1:32 AM 6.58 6.80 7.89 9.23 11.67 40.20 8.16
1:34 AM 6.52 6.73 7.72 9.06 11.32 38.75 8.16
1:36 AM 6.26 6.48 7.57 8.88 11.13 37.52 7.87
1:38 AM 6.38 6.64 7.62 9.11 10.88 36.28 8.04
1:40 AM 6.31 6.51 7.46 8.66 10.62 35.03 8.03
1 :42 AM 6.32 6.53 7.42 8.57 10.59 33.70 8.20
1:44 AM 6.37 6.54 7.35 8.64 10.39 32.84 8.18
1:46 AM 6.46 6.62 7.43 8.44 10.31 31.98 8.23
1:48 AM 6.46 6.51 7.28 8.34 10.09 30.85 8.26
1:50 AM 6.35 6.47 7.15 8.18 9.97 29.85 8.31
1:52 AM 6.39 6.37 7.09 8.10 9.74 29.07 8.35
1:54 AM 6.37 6.36 6.98 7.94 9.65 28.14 8.07
1:56 AM 6.41 6.42 7.01 7.93 9.59 27.50 8.21
1:58 AM 6.31 6.24 6.83 7.66 9.42 26.56 8.20
2:00 AM 6.36 6.30 6.80 7.67 9.26 25.83 8.26
Wind Speed (m/s)
2.74
3.54
2.54
3.75
3.72
3.30
2.05
2.56
3.33
3.15
3.22
3.07
3.39
2.36
3.12
2.35
2.97
2.61
2.30
3.20
3.10
1.33
3.20
1.35
3.07
2.93
2.62
2.50
2.91
2.03
2.72
1.42
2.49
2.53
1.73
2.26
3.10
1.65
2.44
2.08
2.56
3.13
2.28
2.77
2.25
2.44
1.98
2.62
2.40
2.62
2.76
2.02
1.89
2.80
2.32
2.36
2.99
1.77
0.78
1.30
2.28
05-08- 1994
23:53: 02
DC VALUE
# 1 1069.2 7.26,
'
degrees
# 2 1081.8 6 9/
7^02
degrees
# 3 1079.6 degrees
# 4 1054.0 /7.60 degrees
# 5 1014.3 / 8.54 degrees
# 6 911.3 / 11.14 degrees
# 7 977.1 / 9.44 degrees
# 8 873X 2.44 m/s
05-08--1994
23:55::02
DC VI>j!!ue
# 1 1068.6 7.2/ degrees
# 2 1079.0 7/03 degrees
# 3 1071.8 Z7.20 degrees
# 4 1047.0 / 7.77 degrees
# 5 1017.6 / 8.46 degrees
# 6 916.2 / 11.01 degrees
# 7 969.3/ 9.64 degrees
# 8 915/6 2.56 m/s
05-09--1994
00:00 :24
DC VALUE
# 1 1082.7 6.95 degrees
# 2 1093.1 6.72 degrees
# 3 1090.8 6.77 degrees
# 4 1082.0 6.97 degrees
# 5 1022.4 8.34 degrees
# 6 924.2 10.80 degrees
# 7 985.7 9.23 degrees
# 8 980.6 2.74 m/s
05-09 -1994
00:02 :24
DC VALUE
# 1 1074.3 7.14 degrees
# 2 1083.1 6.94 degrees
# 3 1082.1 6.96 degrees
# 4 1070.3 7.23 degrees
# 5 1024.7 8.29 degrees
# 6 926.9 10.72 degrees
# 7 978.0 9.42 degrees
# 8 1269.6 3.54 m/s
05-09--1994
00:04 :24
DC VALUE
# 1 1076.0 7.10 degrees
# 2 1086.7 6.86 degrees
# 3 1084.6 6.91 degrees
# 4 1074.8 7.13 degrees
# 5 1024.7 8.29 degrees
# 6 924.3 10.79 degrees
# 7 984.4 9.26 degrees
# 8 908.6 2.54 m/s
05-09-1994
00:06:24
DC VALUE
li 1078.2 7.05 degrees
12 1085.9 6.88 degrees
13 1082.1 6.96 degrees
M 1063.5 7.3 9 degrees
15 1023.4 8.32 degrees
16 682.5 18.16 degrees
17 982.9 9.3 0 degrees
18 1344.8 3.75 m/s
05-09-1994
00:08:24
DC VALUE
11 1083.7 6 . 93 degrees
12 1087.0 6.85 degrees
13 1070.8 7.22 degrees
14 1033.6 8.08 degrees
15 996.6 8.96 degrees
16 435.9 29.05 degrees
f 7 989.4 9 . 14 degrees
H 1331.0 3 .72 m/s
05-09-1994
00:10:24
DC VALUE
11 1080.3 7.01 degrees
(2 1078.5 7 . 05 degrees
13 1050.8 7.68 degrees
14 996.6 8.96 degrees
15 955.7 9.98 degrees
16 292.9 38.70 degrees
17 991.1 9.10 degrees
18 1180.7 3 .30 m/s
15-09-1994
10:12:24
DC VALUE
11 1073.5 7 . 16 degrees
12 1064.5 7.36 degrees
13 1023.2 8.32 degrees
14 958.1 9 . 92 degrees
15 906.4 11.27 degrees
16 201.7 47.76 degrees
17 989.5 9 . 14 degrees
IB 735.0 2.05 m/s
05-09-1994
10:14:25
DC VALUE
11 1065.0 7.35 degrees
12 1049.4 7.71 degrees
13 997.5 8 . 94 degrees
14 925.0 10.77 degrees
5 859.7 12.55 degrees
6 146.6 55.51 degrees
7 986.9 9.20 degrees
8 917.2 2 .56 m/s
05-09--1994
00:16::25
DC VALUE
# 1 1058.2 7.51 degrees
# 2 1033.9 8.07 degrees
# 3 974.0 9.52 degrees
# 4 882.7 11.91 degrees
# 5 819.9 13.70 degrees
# 6 107.1 63.14 degrees
# 7 988.5 9.16 degrees
# 8 1191.3 3 .33 m/s
05-09--1994
00:18 :25
DC VALUE
# 1 1044.4 7.83 degrees
# 2 1015.4 8.51 degrees
# 3 947.9 10.18 degrees
# 4 855.1 12.68 degrees
# 5 777.0 15.01 degrees
# 6 83.3 69.24 degrees
# 7 985.7 9.23 degrees
# 8 1129.2 3 .15 m/s
05-09 -1994
00:20 :25
DC VALUE
# 1 1040.2 7 . 92 degrees
# 2 1007.2 8.71 degrees
# 3 928.7 10.68 degrees
# 4 826.6 13.51 degrees
# 5 748.1 15.93 degrees
# 6 62.9 76.06 degrees
# 7 995.9 8.98 degrees
# 8 1152.4 3 .22 m/s
05-09--1994
00:22 :26
DC VALUE
# 1 1035.8 8.03 degrees
# 2 995.0 9.00 degrees
# 3 905.9 11.28 degrees
# 4 804 .4 14 . 17 degrees
# 5 715.2 17.02 degrees
# 6 51.0 81.16 degrees
# 7 991.5 9.09 degrees
# 8 1101.6 3.07 m/s
05-09--1994
00:24: 26
DC VALUE
# 1 1025.3 8.27 degrees
# 2 981.6 9.33 degrees
# 3 887.5 11.78 degrees
# 4 770.9 15.20 degrees
# 5 685.8 18.04 degrees
# 6 40.2 86.94 degrees
# 7 996.0 8.98 degrees
# 8 1213.2 3.3 9 m/s
05-09- 1994
00:26:26
DC VALUE
U 1019.4 8.41 degrees
12 971.2 9.59 degrees
|3 868.5 12 .31 degrees
14 748.8 15.91 degrees
15 658.6 19 . 02 degrees
16 29.1 94.78 degrees
17 998.8 8.91 degrees
18 845.3 2 .36 m/s
05-09 -1994
00:28 26
DC VALUE
11 1015.4 8.51 degrees
(2 961.6 9 . 83 degrees
13 848.2 12 .88 degrees
(4 717.2 16.95 degrees
15 633.8 19.96 degrees
16 23.1 100.39 degrees
17 1009.4 8.65 degrees
18 1118.7 3 .12 m/s
05-09 -1994
00:30 :26
DC VALUE
1 1 1007.6 8.70 degrees
12 950.0 10 . 13 degrees
(3 830.9 13.3 8 degrees
14 698.3 17 . 60 degrees
1 5 611.2 2 0.84 degrees
1 6 18.2 106.18 degrees
(7 1002.8 8.81 degrees
1 8 842 .4 2 .35 m/s
15-09 -1994
00:32 :26
DC VALUE
1 1 1003.5 8.80 degrees
12 936.7 10.47 degrees
13 807.8 14.06 degrees
14 668.8 18 . 65 degrees
15 593.1 21.57 degrees
16 14.8 111.21 degrees
17 1012.7 8.57 degrees
18 1065.1 2.97 m/s
15-09-
-1994
00:34 27
DC VALUE
11 998.0 8 . 93 degrees
12 927.9 10.70 degrees
13 793.4 14.50 degrees
14 657.1 19.08 degrees
t5 574.8 22.33 degrees
16 12.6 115.11 degrees
7 1008.2 8.68 degrees
18 935.0 2.61 m/s
05-09--1994
00:36: 27
DC VALUE
# 1 990.1 9 . 12 degrees
# 2 919.1 10.93 degrees
# 3 784.5 14 .78 degrees
# 4 644.1 19.56 degrees
# 5 561.9 22.88 degrees
# 6 8.5 124.67 degrees
# 7 1016.4 8.4 9 degrees
# 8 824.1 2.30 m/s
05-09--1994
00:38 :27
DC VALUE
# 1 986.3 9.22 degrees
# 2 914.9 11.04 degrees
# 3 779.2 14 . 94 degrees
# 4 650.5 19.32 degrees
# 5 545.4 23.60 degrees
# 6 9.3 122.49 degrees
# 7 1020.9 8.3 8 degrees
# 8 1145.3 3.20 m/s
05-09 -1994
00:40 :27
DC VALUE
# 1 985.9 9.23 degrees
# 2 911.8 11.12 degrees
# 3 777.6 14.99 degrees
# 4 656.1 19.12 degrees
# 5 530.4 24.28 degrees
# 6 8.5 124.67 degrees
# 7 1018.2 8.44 degrees
# 8 1108.9 3 . 10 m/s
05-09-
-1994
00:42 :27
DC VALUE
# 1 981.5 9.33 degrees
# 2 904.3 11.32 degrees
# 3 762.8 15.46 degrees
# 4 628.7 20.15 degrees
# 5 522.1 24.67 degrees
# 6 8.5 124.67 degrees
# 7 1021.2 8.37 degrees
# 8 476.1 1.33 m/s
05-09--1994
00:44 :27
DC VALUE
# 1 976.7 9.45 degrees
# 2 898.9 11.47 degrees
# 3 754.6 15.72 degrees
# 4 611.3 20.83 degrees
# 5 513.8 25.05 degrees
# 6 6.6 13 0.82 degrees
# 7 1018.0 8.45 degrees
# 8 1144.7 3 .20 m/s
oS-09-lK
00:46:27
DC VALUE
H 971.7 9.58 degrees
12 893.4 11.62 degrees
13 751.8 15.81 degrees
H 635.4 19.90 degrees
15 513.2 25.08 degrees
16 6.8 130.09 degrees
17 1014.2 8.54 degrees
(8 483.4 1.35 m/s
05-09-1994
00:48:28
DC VALUE
11 974.5 9.51 degrees
12 902.8 11.36 degrees
13 769.9 15.23 degrees
14 666.5 18.73 degrees
15 526.5 24.46 degrees
16 11.3 117.76 degrees
(7 1014.9 8 . 52 degrees
f 8 1099.2 3.07 m/s
05-09-1994
00:50:28
DC VALUE
1 1 982.7 9.30 degrees
12 919.2 10.93 degrees
13 799.5 14.32 degrees
14 699.4 17 .56 degrees
15 544.8 23.63 degrees
1 6 19.6 104.38 degrees
17 1014.7 8.53 degrees
1 8 1051.4 2.93 m/s
15-09-1994
10:52:28
DC VALUE
1 1 986.8 9.20 degrees
12 927.2 10.72 degrees
13 806.2 14.11 degrees
14 708.3 17.26 degrees
15 565.7 22.72 degrees
16 24.0 99.46 degrees
17 1014.4 8 . 53 degrees
18 937.5 2.62 m/s
15-09-1994
00:54:28
DC VALUE
11 992.8 9.06 degrees
12 943.5 10.29 degrees
13 830.6 13.3 9 degrees
14 740.6 16 . 17 degrees
15 591.5 21.63 degrees
16 29.4 94 . 54 degrees
17 1016.0 8.50 degrees
18 896.8 2.50 m/s
05-09- 1994
00:56: 28
DC VALUE
# 1 1001.3 8.85 degrees
# 2 949.7 10 . 13 degrees
# 3 840.3 13 . 11 degrees
# 4 748.7 15.91 degrees
# 5 607.5 20.99 degrees
# 6 38.5 87.99 degrees
# 7 1019.9 8.40 degrees
# 8 1042.2 2.91 m/s
05-09--1994
00:58 :28
DC VALUE
# 1 1011.8 8.60 degrees
# 2 963.4 9.79 degrees
# 3 860.5 12.53 degrees
# 4 766.4 15.34 degrees
# 5 625.7 20.27 degrees
# 6 46.0 83 . 66 degrees
# 7 1025.4 8.27 degrees
# 8 727.2 2 .03 m/s
05-09--1994
01:00 :29
DC VALUE
# 1 1017.0 8.47 degrees
# 2 972.7 9.55 degrees
# 3 875.2 12 . 12 degrees
# 4 755.7 15.68 degrees
# 5 650.5 19.32 degrees
# 6 57.4 78.2 9 degrees
# 7 1028.3 8.2 0 degrees
# 8 973.6 2 .72 m/s
05-09 -1994
01:02 :29
DC VALUE
# 1 1024.7 8.29 degrees
# 2 982.5 9.31 degrees
# 3 892.4 11.65 degrees
# 4 777.9 14.98 degrees
# 5 672.6 18.51 degrees
# 6 64.8 75.34 degrees
# 7 1025.7 8.26 degrees
# 8 507.2 1.42 m/s
05-09--1994
01:04 :29
DC VALUE
# 1 1029.3 8.18 degrees
# 2 995.1 9.00 degrees
# 3 913.1 11.09 degrees
# 4 811.5 13 . 95 degrees
# 5 693.7 17.76 degrees
# 6 77.1 71.12 degrees
# 7 1019.8 8.4 0 degrees
# 8 892.3 2 .49 m/s
15-09-1994
11:06:29
DC VALUE
fl 1039.4 7.94 degrees
12 1005.3 8.75 degrees
|3 922.1 10.85 degrees
M 817.1 13 . 79 degrees
|5 712.1 17 . 13 degrees
|6 86.0 68.47 degrees
H 1029.6 8 . 17 degrees
18 907.1 2.53 m/s
15-09-1994
11:08:29
DC VALUE
11 1046.9 7.77 degrees
12 1014.9 8.52 degrees
13 938.1 10.43 degrees
14 836.9 13 .21 degrees
15 72 8.4 16.58 degrees
16 99.8 64.85 degrees
17 1030.2 8.16 degrees
18 618.8 1.73 m/s
15-09-1994
11:10:29
DC VALUE
11 1047.1 7.76 degrees
12 1020.2 8.40 degrees
13 948.3 10.17 degrees
14 848.0 12 .89 degrees
15 747.6 15.95 degrees
16 110.6 62.3 6 degrees
17 1018.8 8 . 43 degrees
18 809.4 2.26 m/s
15-09-1994
11:12:30
DC VALUE
11 1055.6 7.57 degrees
12 1031.7 8 . 12 degrees
13 958.5 9.91 degrees
>4 857.0 12 . 63 degrees
5 764.3 15.41 degrees
6 123.0 59.78 degrees
7 1026.6 8.24 degrees
8 1109.6 3 .10 m/s
5-09-1994
1:14:30
DC VALUE
11 1060.1 7.46 degrees
12 1036.6 8.01 degrees
13 970.6 9.61 degrees
14 872.7 12 .19 degrees
15 778.3 14 . 97 degrees
16 135.7 57.39 degrees
17 1029.9 8 . 17 degrees
18 592.1 1.65 m/s
05-09- 1994
01:16: 30
DC VALUE
# 1 1068.1 7.2 8 degrees
# 2 1044.6 7 . 82 degrees
# 3 980.7 9.3 5 degrees
# 4 895.6 11.56 degrees
# 5 792.2 14.54 degrees
# 6 151.7 54.68 degrees
# 7 1032.5 8.10 degrees
# 8 873.9 2 .44 m/s
05-09--1994
01:18 :30
DC VALUE
# 1 1071.7 7.20 degrees
# 2 1052.9 7 . 63 degrees
# 3 994.6 9.01 degrees
# 4 911.2 11.14 degrees
# 5 807.9 14 . 06 degrees
# 6 165.4 52.58 degrees
# 7 1032.1 8.11 degrees
# 8 746.0 2.08 m/s
05-09 -1994
01:20 :30
DC VALUE
# 1 1077.8 7.06 degrees
# 2 1057.9 7.51 degrees
# 3 1000.2 8.88 degrees
# 4 917.9 10.96 degrees
# 5 823.2 13 .61 degrees
# 6 180.4 50.47 degrees
# 7 1027.9 8.21 degrees
# 8 917.2 2.56 m/s
05-09 -1994
01:22 :30
DC VALUE
# 1 1081.2 6.98 degrees
* 2 1064.6 7.36 degrees
# 3 1008.5 8.68 degrees
# 4 934.2 10.53 degrees
# 5 834.2 13.28 degrees
# 6 196.1 48.45 degrees
# 7 1028.6 8.20 degrees
# 8 1120.2 3 .13 m/s
05-09--1994
01:24 :31
DC VALUE
# 1 1089.0 6.81 degrees
# 2 1072.3 7.19 degrees
# 3 1016.6 8.48 degrees
# 4 943.8 10.29 degrees
# 5 848.5 12.87 degrees
# 6 213.2 46.42 degrees
# 7 1033.9 8 . 07 degrees
# 8 818.0 2.28 m/s
15-09 -ISSXi
11:26 :31
DC VALUE
U 1097.6 6 . 62 degrees
12 1082.9 6.95 degrees
13 1024.2 8.30 degrees
M 956.7 9.96 degrees
15 859.2 12.57 degrees
16 228.5 44.73 degrees
17 1034.4 8.06 degrees
IB 993.8 2.77 m/s
05-09 -1994
11:28 :31
DC VALUE
11 1101.7 6.53 degrees
12 1086.4 6 . 87 degrees
13 1033.0 8.09 degrees
H 965.4 9.74 degrees
15 870.8 12.24 degrees
16 244.5 43 . 09 degrees
17 1028.4 8.20 degrees
1 8 806.9 2 .25 m/s
15-09 -1994
01:30 31
DC VALUE
11 1097.8 6.61 degrees
12 1083.0 6 . 94 degrees
13 1035.6 8 . 03 degrees
14 959.4 9.89 degrees
15 881.5 11.94 degrees
16 258.3 41.76 degrees
17 1022.9 8.33 degrees
1 8 873.9 2 .44 m/s
15-09--1994
11:32 31
DC VALUE
11 1099.5 6.58 degrees
12 1089.4 6.80 degrees
13 1041.5 7.89 degrees
14 985.7 9.23 degrees
15 891.5 11.67 degrees
16 275.4 40.20 degrees
17 1030.0 8 . 16 degrees
18 709.8 1.98 m/s
15-09-1994
11:34: 32
DC VALUE
11 1102.1 6 . 52 degrees
12 1092.7 6.73 degrees
13 1048.8 7.72 degrees
14 992.7 9.06 degrees
15 904.4 11.32 degrees
16 292.4 38.75 degrees
17 1030.3 8.16 degrees
1 8 938.6 2.62 m/s
05-09--1994
01:36;:32
DC VALUE
# 1 1114.0 6.2 6 degrees
# 2 1103.7 6.4 8 degrees
# 3 1055.4 7.57 degrees
# 4 1000.0 8.88 degrees
# 5 911.5 11.13 degrees
# 6 307.5 37.52 degrees
# 7 1042.7 7 . 87 degrees
# 8 859.9 2 .40 m/s
05-09--1994
01:38 :32
DC VALUE
# 1 1108.3 6.38 degrees
# 2 1096.6 6.64 degrees
# 3 1053.1 7.62 degrees
# 4 990.7 9.11 degrees
# 5 921.0 10.88 degrees
# 6 323.7 3 6.28 degrees
# 7 1035.4 8.04 degrees
# 8 940.1 2.62 m/s
05-09--1994
01:40 :32
DC VALUE
# 1 1111.6 6.31 degrees
# 2 1102.4 6.51 degrees
# 3 1060.1 7.46 degrees
# 4 1009.2 8.66 degrees
# 5 931.0 10.62 degrees
# 6 340.8 35.03 degrees
# 7 1035.7 8 . 03 degrees
# 8 989.8 2.76 m/s
05-09--1994
01:42 :32
DC VALUE
# 1 1111.2 6.32 degrees
# 2 1101.5 6 . 53 degrees
# 3 1061.9 7 . 42 degrees
# 4 1013.0 8.57 degrees
# 5 932.2 10.59 degrees
# 6 359.9 33.70 degrees
# 7 1028.6 8.2 0 degrees
# 8 723.2 2.02 m/s
05-09--1994
01:44 :32
DC VALUE
# 1 1109.1 6.37 degrees
# 2 1101.4 6 . 54 degrees
# 3 1064.9 7.3 5 degrees
# 4 1010.1 8.64 degrees
# 5 939.8 10.3 9 degrees
# 6 372.9 32.84 degrees
# 7 1029.1 8.18 degrees
# 8 678.6 1.89 m/s
05-09-1994
01:46:32
DC VALUE
ll 1105.0 6.46 degrees
12 1097.5 6 . 62 degrees
(3 1061.4 7.43 degrees
H 1018.2 8.44 degrees
15 943.0 10.31 degrees
16 386.4 31.98 degrees
17 1027.0 8.23 degrees
IB 1001.9 2.80 m/s
15-09-1994
[1:48:33
DC VALUE
11 1104.9 6.46 degrees
12 1102.4 6.51 degrees
13 1068.1 7.2 8 degrees
14 1022.6 8.34 degrees
15 951.6 10.09 degrees
It 6 404.8 30.85 degrees
17 1026.0 8.26 degrees
18 832.5 2.32 m/s
15-09-1994
11:50:33
DC VALUE
11 1110.0 6.35 degrees
12 1104.5 6.47 degrees
13 1073.9 7 . 15 degrees
14 1029.3 8 . 18 degrees
15 956.2 9 . 97 degrees
16 421.8 29.85 degrees
17 1023.7 8.31 degrees
18 845.7 2 .36 m/s
15-09-1994
11:52:33
DC VALUE
11 1108.2 6.3 9 degrees
12 1109.1 6.37 degrees
13 1076.4 7.09 degrees
14 1032.7 8.10 degrees
15 965.2 9.74 degrees
16 435.5 2 9.07 degrees
17 1022.3 8.3 5 degrees
18 1070.8 2 .99 m/s
B-09-1994
1:54:33
DC VALUE
1 1109.0 6.37 degrees
2 1109.2 6.36 degrees
3 1081.4 6.98 degrees
4 1039.6 7 . 94 degrees
5 968.7 9.65 degrees
6 452.5 28.14 degrees
7 1033.9 8 . 07 degrees
8 632.6 1.77 m/s
05-09--1994
01:56::33
DC VALUE
# 1 1107.3 6.41 degrees
# 2 1106.8 6.42 degrees
# 3 1080.1 7.01 degrees
tt 4 1039.8 7 . 93 degrees
# 5 971.2 9.59 degrees
# 6 464.6 27.50 degrees
# 7 1028.1 8.21 degrees
# 8 278.4 0.78 m/s
05-09--1994
01:58 :33
DC VALUE
# 1 1111.5 6.31 degrees
# 2 1114.9 6.24 degrees
# 3 1088.0 6.83 degrees
# 4 1051.6 7.66 degrees
# 5 978.1 9.42 degrees
# 6 482.9 2 6.56 degrees
# 7 1028.3 8.2 0 degrees
# 8 464.8 1.30 m/s
05-09-1994
02:00:33
DC VALUE
# 1 1109.6 6.36 degrees
# 2 1112.2 6.30 degrees
# 3 1089.5 6.80 degrees
# 4 1051.1 7.67 degrees
# 5 984.4 9.26 degrees
#6 4 97.6 25.83 degrees
# 7 1026.1 8.26 degrees
# 8 815.3 2.28 m/s
Appendix E WeatherData
Weather Data obtained from Greater Rochester International Airport, May 08, 1994
and May 09, 1994.
lir J I Oct U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE. MUArt
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE
Station: WSO ROCHESTER NV
Surface Weather Observations Date: HAY 09. 1994 'I'd convert
LSI'
to UTC: 5
I.PE- limp Skv&Ceiling VsMMUbsns S)p/lrap/Dp/Wnd/Asi/ ReurksttSupp)MentalCodedData
Eft 0850 UR 15 836/48/36/2487/978/ 883 63 (ID 05:521)
5/5/? 32574 82487 18889 28822 39883 48886 56803 333 18172 20872 78114 555 98906= ITD05:532>
-* SA 8150 UR 15 080/49/36/2806/977 UD 86:512)
-, sft 8250 cir 15 vmvw/mim! 9B2t7.no 07-502)
-* SA 6350 UR 15 079/47/ 36/2806/976/FEH CI/ 607 1001 UD 88:511)
-=, Sfi 8450 E250 BWJ 20 879/48/36/2086/976 (10 09:5l2)
*
,-,. -
- Sfi 8558 LTfl OVC 28 078,'49/38/2085/976/FEW SC llU SPTS IOVC HO 10:58Z)
-> Eh P,s58 E25B OVC 20 078/51/4O/2007/976/FEH BC/ 408 1587 46 28814 UD 1U51Z)
!2529 32880 82807 10166 20044 39876 40078 54080 81507 333 10172 28078 70036 555 90912= (1011:532)
-7?i! 8-51 E250 OWC 20 B/8/56/43.'2389/976/l_K IE1P 4B <P0 J2:522)
-. Sfi 0353 E258 OVC 20 077/58.' 45/2809/975 IPO 13:542) '. ,
=-& ti:51 48 SCI 65- SCI E250 OVC 20 876/6i/46/22li/975/ 702 1577 (PO 14:522)
--*Sfi 1858 40 SCI 65 SCI 250 -BKH 28 074/63/46/2320G28/975 (PO 15:51 Z)
Sfi 1152 1145 OKI) 55 IWC 20 875/61/46/2520827/975 (PO l6:54Z)
- SA 1253 47 SCI 1155 OVC 20RW- 077/57/46/2624632/976/PK WND 2536/1714 RB45/ 58080 15// 46 (PO 17:542)
rr.W 11680 82674 18139 28878 39875 '40877 55880 6990J 78822 885// 333 18183 28078 90910 555 58918= (P017:562)
--, SA 1351 30 SCI H58 CT-'C TRW- 083/53/47/2513/977 IPO 18:52Z) -
-=~ Sfi 145/ E55 OVC 7RB- 880/53/49/2289/976/FEW S1FRA H (Ft) 19:53Z)
ST' 1537 m ail 55 OVC 7P.H- 2416/977 (HI 20:422)
""'>'
_^,Eft ISS |i,<p l*H 55 OVC 7 079/56/50/2428627/976/RE44/ 80288 17// IBN 20:512)
-? SA 1650 f!20 OVC 7RH- 088,'56/49/2521G27/978/RB38 (BN 21:522)
SF 1/18 20 BCI 55- SCI 11180 Hdl 7 2413/979 (BN 22:J92) :-
SF l.;43 1123 IW1 55 BBf 100 GWC 12 272flG26/983/DARK BK-NH IBH 22:452)
-^ Eft l/c,8 1123 t*H 55 M iti OVC 12 107/52/46/3821638/9B4/REB8 6RADL NSHF1 (EN ?2:54Z>
SF |A>:l 23 SCI IH> M 80 OVC 6RH- 2713G20/984 IBM 23:232)
_*Sfi 1858 55 SCI 1188 OVC 8RH- 101/49/45/230B/982/RB10/ 02085 157/ 65 IBM 23:532)
i.
u:-/l UM 82363 18094 "20072 39897 48101 50020 6001 J 76082 8357/ 333 10183 20078 70013 90915 555 91060= (8123:562)
_^
SA 1950 55 SCI 88 SCI E130 OVC 12 107/49/45/23B6/984/RE06 (BN 80:512)
-> Sfi im H78 8M 138 BWJ 15 110/49/46/2304/985 (Bli 01:512)
-SA 2158 1190 BKM VM- 116/49/46/2285/987/RB45 PCFM VRY I.GI/ 81788 1070 (BN 02:512)
Sfi 2251 UR 15 122/45/44/2306/989/RE07 IBN 83:532)
"f"'' ~
-^Sfi /35P UR 15 129/44/43/2407/991 110 04:522)
11-181: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE. HOAn
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE
Station: WSO ROCHES I ER NY
Surf aire Weather Odeervat i Dns Date: MAY 09, 1994 To convert
V<5ft tpi essurel
Station Dry Met tend- net Preci
life Pressure Bulb Bulb ency chu pitation
Vt 17- 18- -19- -37- -38- -48-
Mlfl, 29.185
ctfei- e B03 Vo
"'"
058 i) 29.170 ^%Xr^L_
Z.1
ra & 27.165 <\vt~W ^%;
pll 29.165 ^X_ - 6 007
fffl S 29.165
8B0
|Ffi' 29.165
CT $ 1 29. 165 'I -4
J3I ^)
>'
BSVtfl.iiB W^X----.
BI IT 29.160
'
X."--- 7? 882
W^ 27.155 <?"<b~lX-5 -.
IW 31
"" '
X,.,-.
IP! 3V <UVX-. -5 088 I
|K|y, 29.775 ^X%1 t
l So 29.1657 4$3XlX 8.02
IS6 4| " . . fl 002
- 1 t
ItfiU 1
l;rfl ^ 25.245 <TfoXs;.V ' B.ai
CT Hi 29.225 f&t&Z.I- 028 0.82
'
ranr 27.245
"
T
'M % 29.255 X^O.^a1
'
;'
a* fl 29.275 <? 1 1
"
0 817
V
T
Kl If 29.290 <H[:tf77
"
"T
.''i
LST to LUC: *5
t CLOUD LAYERS PHD OBSCURING FHEMJBW 1
I FIRST } [ SECOND 1 t THIRD 3 I FOURTH 3 I FIFTH 1 t SIXTH 3
lot. 1st. 2nd. 3rd. 4th lot.
IwSbfel Kpe ||gt fit Type Hot Sub Ant Type Kgt Sua tot Type Hgt Sum tot Type Hot Sim tot lype Hyt Opq.
14- . 2122- -23- -24- -25- -26- -27-23- -29- -30- -31-32- -33- -34- -35- -34-
m e
n 0
n e
m a e CI 250
ffl 1 1 CI E250
f'fl ifl 0 SC 65 10 CI E250 10 r
trfl in -p sc 65 10 CS E250 10
Bi IB |0 cs E258
J IB 10 cs E250
tti| ie 4 sc 48 1 AC 65 5 5 CS E250 10
* 8 2 ru 40 1 fiC 65 3 5 CI 258 8
"V IB 6 sc 1145 4 SC 55 10
18 4 sc 47 6 SC 1155 18
m ig i sc 30 7 SC H50 18
m? ip 0 SIFRft 15 10 SC E55 10
M in n WtifWF -T ST n Itr
6
6
10
9
8
4
10'
10
18
10
Id
:<*) Ifl bl 65 IB Cl , ;E250 IB
0650 18 0 SC 65 10 E250 18
0751 18 10 CS E258 : 18
P953 18 10 CS E258 9
0V51 |0 4 SC 48 1 AC 65 5 5 CS E250 10 8
ip.50 e 2 ru 40 1 AC 65 3 5 CI 258 8 4
1J52 10 6 sc 1145 4 SC 55 10 10
1253 10 4 sc 47 6 SC H55 10 10
1351 18 1 sc 30 9 SC H50 10 10
1452 IP 8 SIFRfl 15 10 EC E55 18 10
1-7 IB 111 ri *.m)\m y - sc . 55 |0 .,- - :. _.. -.~, ,. - _^ . . 10 ..
a: lis lo im-RA 1120 IP
l;50 18 6 CUFRA H23 1 CU 55 7 3 AC 100 10 10
Itf'fl 10 4 SC 55 6 AC IUJ0 10 10
I9T0 ](1 1 SC 55 3 AC 80 4 6 AC E130 10 10
2058 B 6 At (170 2 AC 130 8 8
2I5R 6 ii AC H90 6
W51 0 0
i!350 0 0
Synoptic [hservations
Snow Snow Max. Min. State Soil [Station Pressure]
lirw Ho. F tecip. Fall Depth leup Temp of Temp [ftmput-iit ions] 1
ti.sn lins.) (ins. ) (ins.) IF) IF) Grnd. ( P) Barograph Corr.
42- 43 44 - 45 - 46 - -47 -- 48 --50 --56- -64 -65-
liw.l lr. ,
00-1^ 0.00 0.8 49 48
804'? 1 0.00 0.0 0 59 48 29.190 -0.885
0649 ;' 0.00 0.0 0 51 46 29.170 -0.005
1250 3 1 0.0 0 65 51 29.160 0.808
18-17 4 0.B5 0.0 0
'
58 49 29.240 -0.815
Hid. 1 0.0 0
,
50 44
Sumnary ol Dav (Midnight to sidnioht)
24-hr
HEirS) 24-hr Snow Snow t Peak Hind 3 [ Sky Cover ] Hater Sun- Sun- lotal I [Fastest Hind]
11=.;: Hin Piecip Unaltd Depth Spd Dir. Time SR-SS Mid-Hid Equiv. Rise Set Sun Psbl Spd Dir. line
in IF) lins.) lins.) (ins.) (Us.) (LSI) lins.) " Inph) (LSI)
66- -67- -68- -69- -70-
-71 72 73- -78- -79- -80-
65 44 0.85 0.0 8 36 H 1214 10 7 8454 1928 251 29 28 26 1253
iMhei V Obstruction to Vision
Klip began end
8,:- -83- -B4-
RW 1245 1544
FH 16-38 1788
RH 1818 1706
FH 2145 2207
90. Remarks, Notes %. Miscellaneous Phenonena
thai acJ.fi* of Sunrise: CLEAR Character of Sunset: CLOUDY
liar. Chech 1325/','/
y ^a
NF1-10A U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, NOAA
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE
Station: WSO ROCHESTER NY
Surface? Weather Observations Date: MAY 08,, 1994 To convert LST to UTC: +5
Iff! liiB Sky&Cei ling VsbyJHi&Obsns Slp/Teip/Dp/Vnd/Asi/ ReiarhlSuppleienlalCodedData
jM32f-X 2 SCT H35 OVC 1R-F\B485/97B/R84VR6B+ F2 (ID B5:35Z)
if 8842 -X 112 BKH 32 OVC 1R-F B311/969/R84VR6B+ F2 (TD 85:452)
SlfflSB -X H2 BKH 24 OVC 1R-F B57/4B/47/B407/?69/fl4VlM8t^2^-fl92-H^-6Htrf5TS3J7-
m 11H' 8B4B7 1BBB9 2BBB3 39854 40857 57819 4BB51 76164 8572/ 333 18156 2B839 7B853 98973 555 96886= (TDB5:542)
if 8132 H2 BKH 15 OVC 2R-F B313/968 (TD 86:342]
it 1158 H2 BUN 21 OVC 2R-P 849/49/49/B41B/967 (TD 84:522)
SJB258 H2 BKH 15 OVC 2RF B49/47/46/821B/967/ 98452 (TD 87:512)
if 8338 H3 BKH 15 OVC 21/2RF B211/944 (TD B8:4B2)
5(8358 H3 BKH IB OVC 21/2RF B47/47/44/B213/964/ 41B26 172/ (TD BB:532) -
SP8MI HI 0VC2R-F 8313/967 (TD 89:432)
it MB HI OVC 2R-F B49/44/45/B318/967 (TD B9:5B2)
if 8153 HI OVC 1R-F B317G21/967/RB4VR6B* (TD 18:8B2)
5H55B HI OVC 1R-F B56/45/45/BZ17G22/969/RB4VR6B* (TD 1B:5B2|
SF 8622 H3 OVC 1R-F 8217/97B/R84VR6B* SFC VSBY 2 (TD 11:232)
if 862? H3 OVC 2R-F B214/978 (TD 11:382)
St 8658 H3 OVC 2R-F 861/47/46/8312/978/ 31431 17// 45 28852 (TD 11:512)
72529 11232 BB312 18883 2BB78 39858 4BB61 53B14 4BBB1 76144 887// 333 18154 2B072 7B132 9B9B3 555 93312= (ID11:532)
St B75B H3 OVC 2R-F 066/4B/47/3515/972/LK TEHP 39 (RC 12:582)
SP 8889 H7 OVC 2R-F 3416/973/SFC VSBY 21/2 (RC 13:182)
RS 6351 H7 BKH 15 OVC 3R-P B77/49/4B/3611/975 (RC 13:522)
,U B95B H7 BKH 15 OVC 3R-F BBB/5B/4B/33B9/976/ 21911 17// (RC 14:582)
St 1852 H7 BKH 15 OVC 5R-F 883/51/5B/3311/977 (RC 15:532)
SP 112? HI3 BKH 48 OVC 6F 3315/978 (RC 14:312)
St 1158 R13 BKH 4B OVC 7 B84/54/5B/3311/978/RE19 BIHOVC (RC 16:5BZ)
SP 1281 H15 BKH 48 OVC 7 3311/978 (RC 17:B22)
St 1252 H17 BKH 49 OVC IB BB2/5B/5B/3112/977/ BB314 17// 45 (RC 17:522)
72529 11466 33112 1B144 2B1BB 39B8B 4BB82 5BB83 4BB41 7B162 887// 333 18144 2BB72 7814B 98983 555
98818= (RC17:532)
SP 1318 17 SCT H46 BKH IB 3212/977 (RC 18:112)
?51 1351 31 SCI H4B BKH IB 088/68/47/3112/976 (RC 18:522)
* St 1458 3B SCT H55 BKH 85 BKH 15 879/62/48/3111/974 (RC 1?:5BZ)
>Sfi 155B 48 SCT H55 BKH 12B OVC 15W- B77/68/46/32B8/975/RB4B/ 7B5BB 157/ (BH 28:5B2)
> St 1458 55 SCT H8B OVC 15 879/61/46/31B8/976/RE82 FED 1IHOVC (BH 21:512)
rSt 1758 H75 OVC 25 B79/61/44/38B7/976/FEH B1H0VC (BH 22:512)
*! 1858 H75 OVC 2B B82/59/46/2512/977/FE8 BIHOVC/ 285B8 187/ 63 (BH 23:512)
72529 11888 82512 111 SI 2BB78 3988B 4BBB2 52BB5 699B1 78282 8BB7/ 333 18172 28B72 7B16B 98938 555
9B9B8= (BH23:522)
sSt 1958 H75 BKH 15 BB4/56/42/26B8/97B (BH 88:582)
' St 28.58 75 SCT 15 BB6/53/42/24B9/97B (BH B1:5BZ)
"S 2!5:B CLR 15 B9B/52/4B/24B8/979/FEH AC/ 2B7 1B7B (BH B2:5B2)
-St 2258 CLR 15 B92/51/4B/24B9/98B (BH B3:51Z)
St 2358 CLR 15 B92/49/38/24B8/9BB (TD 84:582)
MF1-1BB U S
DFPARTI1ENT OF COMMERCE, NOAA
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE
Surface Weather Observations
Station: WSO ROCHESTER NY
Date: MAY 08, 1994 To convert LSI to
UTL: +
[pressure]
Station Dry M tend- net Preci
Tite Pressure Btilb Bulb ency cbg pitation
-16- -17- -18- -19- -37- -38- -48-
l RB58 29.188 ^XHHZ 7 lif 8.83 .
"= 8158 29l7XX^-5^ B 82
4 8258 29.B7_5_XSXl>c\* B 15
'
835B 29.878 ^XXl 6 BIB 8 89
b 8458 29.B7TXXX93X 8 B4
7 8558 29.B95___S^-^X^- 8 81
x 8658 29.118 ^XAL 3 814 8 82
'
* B75B 29.125 9XXf\ 8 84
'0 8851 2?. 155 XX-X^i 8 B4
f i 8959 29.165"XXX^- 2 81? 8 .82
11852 29.175 XXKX 8 .82
rl 1158 29.185 ^VcMi
.",'1252 llMl ^"XX B 883
c-1351 29.178
"
'XXX
/ 1458 Xf!.(X.
7 1558 2?. 148 \^H3.^Dil ,BB5 T
,1658 XXtX} I
.o 1758 2?. 165 X - '
-
>1B5B 2?. 175
"
^^c,Xl2 BB5
'- 1958 29.188 XXX
X 2053 29.185 Xc--~:
Xl58 2?.1?5^II3-^5X2 BB7
'i W225B 29.288 l^I.'Cl '
9 2358 5X--S--S
[ CLOUD LAYERS AHD OBSCURIHG PHENOMENA ]
[ THIRD ] [ FOURTH ] [ FIFTH ]
lot. 1st. 2nd. 3rd. 4th Tot.
lise Sky Ail Type Hgt Ait Type Hgt Soi Ait Type Hq t Sm Ait Type Hgt Sua Ait Type Hgt Sui Ait Type Hgt Opq.
-14- -21-22- -23- -24- -25- -26- -27--2B- -29- -38- -31-32- -33- -34- -35- -36-
FIRST-] [ SECOHD ] t SIXTH ]
8858 18 2 F B i STFRA H2 7
8156 IB 9 STFRA H2 HS 21 18
8258 18 9 SIFRA H2 HS 15 IB
8358 18 ? STFRA H3 HS 18 18
8458 IB IB STFRA HI
8558 IB IB STFRA HI
8653 18 18 STFRA H3
8758 IB 18 STFRA H3
B851 18 8 STFRA H7 ;' SC 15 IB
895B 18 8 STFRA H7 ! SC 15 18
1852 18 8 STFRA H7 ;! SC 15 18
1158 18 8 STFRA 113 I SC 48 18
1252 18 6 STFRA H17 <1 sc 49 IB
1351 9 3 STFRA 31 ; sc H48 9
145B 7 2 SC 38 > sc H55 7
mo 10 7 cr (10 t pp yet /
3 H5 24 IB
8 AC B5 7
tin i a
UR 18 STFRA H13 2 SC 48 18
02 IB <> STFRA H17 4 SC 49 18
liil 1 3 STFRA 31 6 SC H48 9
1(51 ? 2 SC 38 5 sc 855 7 8 AC 85 7
IS58 18 3 SC 48 3 sc H55 6 4 AC 128 18
IJ5I IB 1 SC 55 9 AC HBB 18
1758 IB 18 AC H75
I!!! IB IB AC H75
11H 1 ? AC H75
1)58 1 1 AC 75
.m B 1 AC 75
B B
18
18
9
7
18
18
9
9
9
1
Synoptic Observations
Sno Snoii Mai. Hin. Stale Soil [Station Pressure]
Tin Ho. Precip. Fall Depth Teip Teip of Teip [Coiputations]
(LSI) (ins.) (ins.) (ins.) ( F) ( F) Ernd. ( F) Barograph Corr.
(2- -43- - 44 - - 45 - - 46 - - 47 - 48 - - 58 - - 54 - - 44 -65 -
lid to
114? 8.83
IM? 1 8.21
tW 2 8.31
1251 3 8.14
131? 4 T
58 48
51 48 29.898 +B.B1B
4? 45 29.118 8.888
58 47 29.188 -B.BB5
63 57 - 29.1B8 -B.8B5
5? 49
Sunary of Day (Midnight to lidnight)
24-hr
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Appendix F Inframetric SpectralResponse Curves
Curve 1 Typical System Response Curve
Curve 2 - 8-12|j.m Filter Transmission
Obtained from Inframetrics, Inc.
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Appendix G DIRSIG Input Files
This appendix contains a sample of the necessary files needed to run DIRSIG2.6
1. Batch File
2. Percentage File
3. Sensor File
4. Card Deck with Radiosonde Data
5. Geometric Database
6. 7-14(im Radiance File
7. Scene node File
8. AutoCAD dview file
9. May 0994 Weather File
10. Materials File
Batch File for 00:44 am
#!/bin/csh
# Sec up environment based on machine architecture
if ($HOSTARCH == aux) then
setenv TIMER /bin/ time
else if ($HOSTARCH == alpha) then
setenv TIMER /bin/ time
else if ($H0STARCH == mips) then
setenv TIMER /usr/bin/time
else if ($HOSTARCH == paragon) then
setenv TIMER /usr/bin/time
else if ($HOSTARCH == sun4 ) then
setenv TIMER /bin/time
else if (SHOSTARCH == sgi) then
setenv TIMER /bin/time
else
echo " "
echo "Unsupported architecture for dirsig2.5"
echo ' "
exit
endif
endif
***************************************************************************
# Current run information
^**************************************************************************
setenv DIRSIG_EMISSIVITY /dirs/dirsig/misc/data/emissivity /2 . 5
setenv DIRSIG_TEXTURE /dirs/dirsig/misc/data/texture
setenv DIRSIG_TEXTURE_MIN_WAVELENGTH 0.4
setenv DIRSIG_TEXTURE_MAX_WAVELENGTH 0.7
setenv DIRSIG_WEATHER_DATA_HOURS 0.733
setenv DIRSIG_WEATHER_MINUTE_INCREMENT 2.0
$TIMER /cis/home/jds6961/dirsig/2 . 6/src/dirsig2 .6 -c\
adv_thesis \
snd_0044 \
. . /weather/may0994_sun .wth \
. . /mat \
gdb_box_l_facet \
rad \
box_sen \
/dirs/dirs3/ jds6961/synthetic/box_0044_test .dat \
>& log_0044_test
SGP Percentage file for 00:44am
119
0.000000 0.000000
0.250000 0.000000
0.500000 0.000000
0.750000 0.000000
1.000000 0.000000
1.250000 0.000000
1.500000 0. 000000
1.750000 0. 000000
2.000000 0. 000000
2.250000 0. 000000
2.500000 0. 000000
2.750000 0. 000000
3.000000 0. 000000
3.250000 0. 000000
3.500000 0. 000000
3.750000 0. 000000
4.000000 0. 000000
4.250000 0. 000000
4.500000 0. 000000
4.750000 0. 000000
5.000000 0. 000000
5.250000 0. 000000
5.500000 0. 000000
5.750000 0. 000000
6.000000 0. 000000
6.250000 0. 000000
6.500000 0. 000000
6.750000 0. 000000
7.000000 0. 000000
7.250000 0. 000000
7.500000 0. 000000
7.750000 0. oooo-oo
8.000000 0. 000000
8.250000 0. 000000
8.500000 0. 000000
8.750000 0. 000000
9.000000 0. 000000
9.250000 0. 000000
9.500000 0. 000000
9.750000 0. 000000
10.000000 C1.000000
10.250000 Ci.OOOOOO
10.500000 Ci.OOOOOO
10.750000 Ci.OOOOOO
11.000000 Ci.OOOOOO
11.250000 Ci.OOOOOO
11.500000 Ci.OOOOOO
11.750000 Ci.OOOOOO
12.000000 C'.000000
12.250000 C .000000
12.500000 C .000000
12.750000 0 .000000
13.000000 0 .000000
13.250000 0 .000000
13.500000 0 .000000
13.750000 0 .000000
14.000000 0 .000000
14.250000 0 .000000
14.500000 0 .000000
14.750000 0 .000000
15.000000 0 .000000
15.250000 0 .000000
15.500000 0 .000000
15.750000 0 .000000
16.000000 0 .000000
16.250000 0 .000000
16.500000 0.000000
16.750000 0.000000
17.000000 0.000000
17.250000 0.000000
17.500000 0.000000
17.750000 0.000000
18.000000 0.000000
18.250000 0.000000
18.500000 0.000000
18.750000 0.000000
19.000000 0.000000
19.250000 0.000000
19.500000 0.000000
19.750000 0.000000
20.000000 0.000000
20.250000 0.000000
20.500000 0.000000
20.750000 0.000000
21.000000 0.000000
21.250000 0.000000
21.500000 0.000000
21.750000 0.000000
22.000000 0.000000
22.250000 0.000000
22.500000 0.000000
22.750000 0.000000
23.000000 0.000000
23.250000 0.000000
23.500000 0.000000
23.750000 0.000000
24 .000000 1 .000000
24 .033333 1 .000000
24 .066666 1 .000000
24 .099998 1 .000000
24 .133331 1 .000000
24 .166664 1 .000000
24 .199997 1 .000000
24 .233330 1 .000000
24 .266663 1 .000000
24 .299995 1 .000000
24 .333328 1 .000000
24 .366661 1 .000000
24 .399994 1 .000000
24 ,433327 1 ,000000
24 .466660 1,,000000
24 ,499992 1,,000000
24 ,533325 1,,000000
24 . 566658 1. 000000
24 .599991 1. 000000
24. 633324 1, 000000
24. 666656 1. 000000
24. 699989 1. 000000
24. 733333 1 . 000000
Sensor file for Box
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.592
0.6132
0.8277
0.8099
0.6375
0.2856
0.0
Card Deck with Radiosonde Data
7 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 110 0.000 1.00
1 1 0 1 0 0 23 .000 0.000 0.000 0 ,000 0.218
33 0 0BUFFALO
0 .298 0 . 988E+03 0 .880E+01 0 .600E+01 0 .000E+O0 0 . 000E+00ABG
0 .329 0 .796E+03 0 .880E+01 0 600E+01 0 .000E+O0 0 . OOOE+OOABG
0 .491 0 .950E+03 0 650E+01 0 .500E+01 0 .000E+00 0 . 000E+00ABG
0 .560 0 .942E+03 0 .310E+01 0 .300E+01 0 .000E+00 0 .OOOE+OOABG
0 .930 0 .900E+03 0 .500E+00 0 . OOOE+OO 0 .OOOE+00 0 .OOOE+OOABG
1 .111 0 .880E+03 0 .100E+00 -0 .700E+00 0 .000E+O0 0 .OOOE+OOABG
1 .388 0 .850E+03-0 -0 .280E+01 0 .00OE+00 0 .OOOE+OOABG
1 .869 0 .800E+03-0 -0 .890E+01 0 . OOOE+OO 0 .OOOE+OOABG
1 .898 0 .797E+03-0 -0 .930E+01 0 OOOE+00 0 OOOE+OOABG
2 .374 0 .750E+03-0 -0 .107E+02 0 .OOOE+00 0 .OOOE+OOABG
2 .908 0 .700E+03-0 -0,, 123E+02 0 .OOOE+OO 0,.OOOE+OOABG
3 .463 0 .651E+03-0 . 137E+02--0 .149E+02 0 .OOOE+00 0 .OOOE+OOABG
3 .475 0 .650E+03-0. -0,, 150E+02 0 , OOOE+00 0,.OOOE+OOABG
3 .979 0 .608E+03-0 -0., 198E+02 0 .OOOE+00 0..OOOE+OOABG
4 ,078 0 .600E+03-0, 188E+02--0,.233E+02 0 .OOOE+00 0,.OOOE+OOABG
4 ,103 0 .598E+03-0. -0,.242E+02 0 .OOOE+00 0. OOOE+OOABG
4 .,720 0 .550E+03-0. 236E+02-0,.331E+02 0. OOOE+00 0. OOOE+OOABG
4,,827 0..542E+03-0. 245E+02--0. 347E+02 0..OOOE+OO 0, OOOE+OOABG
5.410 0.500E+03-0.287E+02-0.367E+02 0. OOOE+00 0. OOOE+OOABG
6.155 0.450E+03-0.347E+02-0.419E+02 0. OOOE+00 0. OOOE+OOABG
6.682 0.417E+03-0.392E+02-0.458E+02 0. OOOE+00 0. OOOE+OOABG
6.815 0.409E+03-0.398E+02-0.488E+02 0. OOOE+00 0. OOOE+OOABG
6.967 0.400E+03-0.407E+02-0.488E+02 0. OOOE+00 0. OOOE+OOABG
7.870 0.350E+03-0.452E+02-0.488E+02 0. OOOE+00 0. OOOE+OOABG
8.022 0.342E+03-0.460E+02-0.488E+02 0. OOOE+00 0. OOOE+OOABG
8.896 0.300E+03-0.449E+02-0.488E+02 0. OOOE+00 0. OOOE+OOABG
9.383 0.279E+03-0.432E+02-0.488E+02 0. OOOE+00 0. OOOE+OOABG
10.122 0.250E+03-0.432E+02-0.488E+02 0. OOOE+00 0. OOOE+OOABG
11.619 0.200E+03-0.450E+02-0.488E+02 0. OOOE+00 0. OOOE+OOABG
12.246 0.182E+03-0.472E+02-0.488E+02 0. OOOE+00 0. OOOE+OOABG
12.506 0.175E+03-0.472E+02-0.488E+02 0. OOOE+00 0. OOOE+OOABG
13 .527 0.150E+03-0.4 69E+02-0.4 88E+02
14 .726 0.125E+03-0 .46915+02
2 .237 0.218 163 .000
1 2 252 0
43 .083 77.667 0 .000
714 ,286 1250.000 5..357
0
0. OOOE+00 0. OOOE+OOABG
0. OOOE+OO 0. OOOE+OOABG
0.000 0.0000.000
0.000 5.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Geometric Database
OBJECT
GROUND_OBJ
1-0-0
PART
GROUND_ATTS
1-1-0
FACE
GROUND_l
1-1-1
concrete
6
ground
-1
40
0
1
null
null
null
4
-1.000000e+05 -1 . 000000e+05 0.000000e+00
1.000000e+05 -1 . 000000e+05 0.000000e+00
1.000000e+05 1.000000e+05 0.000000e+00
-1.000000e+05 1.000000e+05 0.000000e+00
0.00000000000000000000e+00 0 . 00000000000000000000e+00 3 . 99999999999999770000e+10
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
5.000000e-01
OBJECT
BOX_OBJ
2-0-0
PART
BOX_ATTS
2-1-0
FACE
BOX_l
2-1-1
painted_steel
1
thesis_box
-1
0.1
0
-1
null
null
null
4
0.000000e+00 3.302000e+01 0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00
8.026500e+01 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00
8.026500e+01 3.302000e+01 0.000000e+00
-0.00000000000000000000e+00 -0 . 00000000000000000000e+00 -2 . 6603 502 9999999920000e+03
1.800000e+02
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
FACE
B0X_2
2-1-2
painted_steel
1
thesis_box
-1
0.1
0
-1
null
null
null
4
0.000000e+00 3.302000e+01 2.667000e+01
0.000000e+00 3.302000e+01 0.000000e+00
8.026500e+01 3.302000e+01 0.000000e+00
8.026500e+01 3.302000e+01 2.667000e+01
-0.00000000000000000000e+00 2 . 14 066754 999999970000e+03 -0 . 00000000000000000000e+00
9.000000e+01
2.700000e+02
2.500000e-01
FACE
BOX_3
2-1-3
painted_steel
1
thesis_box
-1
0.1
0
-1
null
null
null
4
8.026500e+01 3.302000e+01 0.000000e+00
8.026500e+01 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00
8.026500e+01 0.000000e+00 2.fa67000e+01
8.026500e+01 3.302000e+01 2.667000e+01
8. 806433 9999999993 0000e+02 -0.00000000000000000000e+00 -0 . 00000000000000000000e+00
9.000000e+01
0.000000e+00
2.500000e-01
FACE
BOX_4
2-1-4
painted_steel
1
thesis_box
-1
0.1
0
-1
null
null
null
4
8.026500e+01 0.000000e+00 2.667000e+01
8.026500e+01 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00 0 . 000000e+00 0 . 000000e+00
0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 2.667000e+01
-0. 0000000000000000000 0e+ 0 0 -2.14066754999999970000e+03 -0.00000000000000000000e+00
9.000000e+01
9.000000e+01
2.500000e-01
FACE
BOX_5
2-1-5
painted_steel
1
thesis_box
-1
0.1
0
-1
null
null
null
4
0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 2.667000e+01
0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00 3.302000e+01 0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00 3.302000e+01 2,bfa7000e+01
-8.80643399999999930000e+02 -0 . 000000000000 00000000e+00 -0 . 00000000000000000000e+00
9.000000e+01
1.800000e+02
2.500000e-01
FACE
BOX_6
2-1-6
painted_steel
1
thesis_box
-1
0.1
0
-1
null
null
null
4
8.026500e+01 3.302000e+01 2.667000e+01
8.026500e+01 0.000000e+00 2.667000e+01
0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 2.667000e+01
0.000000e+00 3.302000e+01 2.667000e+01
-0.00000000000000000000e+00 0 . 00000000000000000000e+00 2 . 6503502 999999992 0000e+03
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
5.000000e-01
FACE
BOX_7
2-1-7
painted_steel
1
thesis_box
-1
0.5
5
-1
box . sgp
50
null
4
3.076600e+01 7.144000e+00 1.390500e+01
4.822850e+01 7.I44000e+00 1.390500e+01
4.822850e+01 2.460650e+01 1.390500e+01
3.076600e+01 2.460650e+01 1.390500e+01
0.00000000000000000000e+00 0.00000000000000000000e+00 3 . 0493 890624 999977 0000e+02
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
5.000000e-01
END
Radiance File
0.236000
7.000007
13.999916
714.290000
1428.570000
100.000000
8.000000
92.000000
84.000000
999.000000
2
7.002801 1428.000000 9. 233477e-05 0.000000
7.530120 1328.000000 6.912438e-05 0.000000
8.143322 1228.000000 5.051484e-05 0.000000
8.865248 1128.000000 3.589140e-05 0.000000
9.727626 1028.000000 2.462457e-05 0.000000
10.775862 928.000000 1.626832e-05 0.000000
12.077295 828.000000 1.026592e-05 0.000000
13.736264 728.000000 6.080677e-06 0.000000
8.000000 0.018177
1.0 0.0 0.000000e+00
1.0 0.0 0.000000e+00
1.0 0.0 0.000000e+00
1.0 0.0 0.000000e+00
1.0 0.0 0.000000e+00
1.0 0.0 0.000000e+00
1.0 0.0 0.000000e+00
1.0 0.0 0.000000e+00
92.000000 13.528672
1.0 0.0 0.000000e+00
1.0 0.0 0.000000e+00
1.0 0.0 0.000000e+00
1.0 0.0 0.000000e+00
1.0 0.0 0.000000e+00
1.0 0.0 0.000000e+00
1.0 0.0 0.000000e+00
1.0 0.0 0.000000e+00
3.328239e-04 0.000000e+00
3.441744e-04 0.000000e+00
2.943511e-04 0.000000e+00
2.668587e-04 0.000000e+00
2 .965855e-04
3.657155e-04
4.188623e-04
3.643009e-04
0.000000 0.0
3.248789e-04
3 .568215e-04
2.538493e-04
2 .138972e-04
2.390421e-O4
3 .150839e-04
3 .927714e-04
3.897566e-04
0.000000 30.
3.248789e-04
3.568215e-04
2.538493e-04
2.138972e-04
2 .390421e-04
3.150839e-04
3.927714e-04
3.897566e-04
0.000000 60.
3.248789e-04
3 ,568215e-04
2.538493e-04
2.138972e-04
2.390421e-04
3.150839e-04
3 .927714e-04
3.897566e-04
0.000000 90.
3.248789e-04
3.568215e-04
2.538493e-04
2.138972e-04
2.390421e-04
3 .150839e-04
3 .927714e-04
3.897566e-04
0.000000 120
3 .248789e-04
3 .568215e-04
2.538493e-04
2.138972e-04
2.390421e-04
3.150839e-04
3.927714e-04
3.897566e-04
0.000000 150
3 .248789e-04
3.568215e-04
2.538493e-04
2.138972e-04
2.390421e-04
3.150839e-04
3.927714e-04
3.897566e-04
0.000000 180
3.248789e-04
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
00000
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0 .000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
000000
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
000000
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
000000
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
.000000
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
.000000
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
.000000
0.000000e+00
3.568215e-04 0.000000e+00
2.538493e-04 0.000000e+00
2.138972e-04 0.000000e+00
2.390421e-04 0.000000e+00
3.150839e-04 0.000000e+00
3.927714e-04 0.000000e+00
3.897566e-04 0.000000e+00
0.000000 210.000000
3.248789e-04 0.000000e+00
3.568215e-04 0.000000e+00
2.538493e-04 0.000000e+00
2.138972e-04 0.000000e+00
2.390421e-04 0.000000e+00
3.150839e-04 0.000000e+00
3.927714e-04 0.000000e+00
3.897566e-04 0.000000e+00
0.000000 240.000000
3.248789e-04 0.000000e+00
3.568215e-04 0.000000e+00
2.538493e-04 0.000000e+00
2.138972e-04 0.000000e+00
2.390421e-04 0.000000e+00
3.150839e-04 0.000000e+00
3.927714e-04 0.000000e+00
3.897566e-04 0.000000e+00
0.000000 270.000000
3.248789e-04 0.000000e+00
3.568215e-04 0.000000e+00
2.538493e-04 0.000000e+00
2.138972e-04 0.000000e+00
2.390421e-04 0.000000e+00
3.150839e-04 0.000000e+00
3.927714e-04 0.000000e+00
3.897566e-04 0.000000e+00
0.000000 300.000000
3.248789e-04 0.000000e+00
3.568215e-04 0.000000e+00
2.538493e-04 0.000000e+00
2.138972e-04 0.000000e+00
2.390421e-04 0.000000e+00
3.150839e-04 0.000000e+00
3.927714e-04 0.000000e+00
3.897566e-04 0.000000e+00
0.000000 330.000000
3.248789e-04 0.000000e+00
3.568215e-04 0.000000e+00
2.538493e-04 0.000000e+00
2.138972e-04 0.000000e+00
2.390421e-04 0.000000e+00
3.150839e-04 0.000000e+00
3.927714e-04 0.000000e+00
3.897566e-04 0.000000e+00
0.000000 360.000000
3.248789e-04 0.000000e+00
3.568215e-04 0.000000e+00
2.538493e-04 0.000000e+00
2.138972e-04 0.000000e+00
2.390421e-04 0.000000e+00
3.150839e-04 0.000000e+00
3.927714e-04 0.000000e+00
3.897566e-
15 .000000
2.044410e-
.185165e-
.922503e
,331977e
15.000000
2.044410e
.210120e
.486537e
.151233e
.424892e
,185165e
,922503e
.331977e
15.000000
2.044410e
.210120e
.486537e
,151233e
.424892e
.185165e
.922503e
.331977e
15.000000
2 .044410e
,210120e
,486537e
.151233e
,424892e
.185165e
,922503e
.331977e
15.000000
2.044410e
,210120e
.486537e
,151233e
.424892e
,185165e
,922503e
3.331977e
15.000000
2.044410e
.210120e
.486537e
.151233e
.424892e
.185165e
.922503e
.331977e
15.000000
2.044410e
3.210120e
2.486537e
2.151233e
04 0.000000e+00
0.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
30.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
60.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
90.000000
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
120.000000
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
150.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
180.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
2.424892e-
3.185165e-
3.922503e-
3.331977e-
15.000000
2.044410e-
210120e-
486537e-
151233e-
424892e'
185165e
922503e
331977e
15.000000
2.044410e
3.210120e
2.486537e
2.151233e
2.424892e
3.185165e
3.922503e
3.331977e
15.000000
2.044410e
3.210120e
2.486537e
2.151233e
2.424892e
3.185165e
3.922503e
3.331977e
15.000000
2 .044410e
210120e
486537e
151233e
424892e
185165e
922503e
331977e
15.000000
2.044410e
3.210120e
2.486537e
2.151233e
424892e
185165e
922503e
331977e
15.000000
2.044410e
210120e
486537e
151233e
424892e
185165e
922503e
331977e
30.000000
3.329902e
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
210 .000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 O.OOOOOOe+UO
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
240.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
270.000000
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
300.000000
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
330.000000
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
360.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
0.000000
04 0.000000e+00
587528e-
698608e-
321704e-
595168e-
357688e-
071686e-
859819e-
30.000000
3.329902e
587528e
698608e
321704e
595168e
357688e
071686e
859819e
30.000000
3 .329902e
3.587528e
698608e
321704e
595168e
357688e
071686e
859819e
30.000000
3.329902e
587528e
698608e
321704e
595168e
357688e
071686e
859819e
30.000000
3.329902e
587528e
698608e
321704e
595168e
357688e
071686e
859819e
30.000000
3.329902e
587528e
698608e
321704e
595168e
357688e
071686e'
859819e
30.000000
3.329902e
587528e
698608e
321704e-
595168e-
357688e-
071686e-
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
30.000000
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
60.000000
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
90.000000
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
120.000000
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
150.000000
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
180.000000
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
3 .859819e
30 .000000
3 .329902e
3.587528e
2.698608e
2.321704e
2.595168e
3 .357688e
4.071686e
3.859819e
30.000000
3.329902e
3.587528e
2.698608e
2.321704e
2.595168e
3.357688e
4.071686e
3.859819e
30.000000
3.329902e
3.587528e
2.698608e
2.321704e
2.595168e
3.357688e
4.071686e
3.859819e
30.000000
3.329902e
.587528e
,698608e
.321704e
.595168e
.357688e
.071686e
.859819e
30.000000
3.329902e
3.587528e
2.698608e
2.321704e
.595168e
.357688e
.071686e
.859819e
30.000000
3.329902e
45.000000
3.464243e-
3.598335e-
2.921110e-
2.585621e-
04 0.000000e+00
210.000000
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
240.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
270.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
300.000000
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
330.000000
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
360.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
0.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
2.886186e-
3.634938e-
4.250380e-
3 .807329e-
45.000000
3
.598335e-
45.000000
3
.598335e-
3.634938e-
4.250380e-
3.807329e-
45.000000
3.464243e-
45.000000
3.464243e-
45.000000
3.464243e-
4.250380e-
3.807329e-
45.000000
3.464243e-
45.000000
3.464243e-
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
30.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
60.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
90.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
120.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
150.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
180.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.0000006+00
04 0.000000e+00
210.000000
04 0.000000e+00
3.598335e-04 0.000000e+00
2.921110e-04 0.000000e+00
2.585621e-04 0.000000e+00
2.886186e-04 0.000000e+00
3.634938e-04 0.000000e+00
4.250380e-04 0.000000e+00
3.807329e-04 0.000000e+00
45.000000 240.000000
3.464243e-04 0.000000e+00
3.598335e-04 0.000000e+00
2.921110e-04 0.000000e+00
2.585621e-04 0.000000e+00
2.886186e-04 0.000000e+00
3.634938e-04 0.000000e+00
4.250380e-04 0.000000e+00
3.807329e-04 0.000000e+00
45.000000 270.000000
3.464243e-04 0.000000e+00
3.598335e-04 0.000000e+00
2.921110e-04 0.000000e+00
2.585621e-04 0.000000e+00
2.886186e-04 0.000000e+00
3.634938e-04 0.000000e+00
4.250380e-04 0.000000e+00
3.807329e-04 0.000000e+00
45.000000 300.000000
3.464243e-04 0.000000e+00
3.598335e-04 0.000000e+00
2.921110e-04 0.000000e+00
2.585621e-04 0.000000e+00
2.886186e-04 0.000000e+00
3.634938e-04 0.000000e+00
4.250380e-04 0.000000e+00
3.807329e-04 0.000000e+00
45.000000 330.000000
3.464243e-04 0.000000e+00
3.598335e-04 0.000000e+00
2.921110e-04 0.000000e+00
2.585621e-04 0.000000e+00
2.886186e-04 0.000000e+00
3.634938e-04 0.000000e+00
4.250380e-04 0.000000e+00
3.807329e-04 0.000000e+00
45.000000 360.000000
3.464243e-04 0.000000e+00
3.598335e-04 0.000000e+00
2.921110e-04 0.000000e+00
2.585621e-04 0.000000e+00
2.886186e-04 0.000000e+00
3.634938e-04 0.000000e+00
4.250380e-04 0.000000e+00
3.807329e-04 0.000000e+00
60.000000 0.000000
3.729540e-04 0.000000e+00
3.578359e-04 0.000000e+00
3.278045e-04 0.000000e+00
3.035956e-04 0.000000e+00
3.368516e-04 0.000000e+00
4.055504e-04 0.000000e+00
4.493154e-04 0.000000e+00
3.732223e-04 0.000000e+00
60.000000 30.000000
3.7295406-04 0.000000e+00
3.578359e-04 0.000000e+00
3.278045e-04 O.OOOOOOe+UO
3.035956e-04 0.000000e+00
3.368516e-04 0.000000e+00
4.055504e-04 0.000000e+00
4.493154e-04 0.000000e+00
3.732223e-04 0.000000e+00
60.000000 60.000000
3.729540e-04 0.000000e+00
3.578359e-04 0.000000e+00
3.278045e-04 0.000000e+00
3.035956e-04 0.000000e+00
3.368516e-04 0.000000e+00
4.055504e-04 0.000000e+00
4.493154e-04 0.000000e+00
3.732223e-04 0.000000e+00
60.000000 90.000000
3.729540e-04 0.000000e+00
3.578359e-04 0.000000e+00
3.278045e-04 0.000000e+00
3.035956e-04 0.000000e+00
3.368516e-04 0.000000e+00
4.055504e-04 0.000000e+00
4.493154e-04 0.000000e+00
3.732223e-04 0.000000e+00
60.000000 120.000000
3.729540e-04 0.000000e+00
3.578359e-04 0.000000e+00
3.278045e-04 0.000000e+00
3.035956e-04 0.000000e+00
3.368516e-04 0.000000e+00
4.055504e-04 0.000000e+00
4.493154e-04 0.000000e+00
3.732223e-04 0.000000e+00
60.000000 150.000000
3.729540e-04 0.000000e+00
3.578359e-04 0.000000e+00
3.278045e-04 0.000000e+00
3.035956e-04 0.000000e+00
3.368516e-04 0.000000e+00
4.055504e-04 0.000000e+00
4.493154e-04 0.000000e+00
3.732223e-04 0.000000e+00
60.000000 180.000000
3.729540e-04 0.000000e+00
3.578359e-04 0.000000e+00
3.278045e-04 0.000000e+00
3.035956e-04 0.000000e+00
3.368516e-04 0.000000e+00
4.055504e-04 0.000000e+00
4.493154e-04 0.000000e+00
3.732223e-04 0.000000e+00
60.000000 210.000000
3.729540e-04 0.000000e+00
3.578359e-04 0.000000e+00
3.278045e-04 0.000000e+00
3.035956e-04 0.000000e+00
3.368516e
4.055504e
4.493154e
3.732223e
60.000000
3.729540e
5783596
278045e
035956e
368516e
055504e
493154e
732223e
60.000000
3.729540e
3.578359e
3.278045e
3.035956e
368516e
055504e
493154e
732223e
60.000000
3.729540e
578359e
278045e
035956e
368516e
055504e
493154e
732223e
60.000000
3.729540e
3.578359e
3.278045e
3.035956e
3.368516e
4.055504e
4.493154e
3.732223e
60.000000
3.729540e
3.578359e
278045e
035956e
368516e
055504e
4.493154e
3.732223e
75.000000
4.225663e
3.474516e
3.806145e
3.784291e
130796e-
643543e
740721e-
734103e-
75.000000
4.225663e-
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
240.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
270.000000
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
300.000000
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
330.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
360.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
0.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 O.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
30.000000
04 0.000000e+00
33.806145e-
3
4.130796e-
4.643543e-
4.740721e-
3.734103e-
75.000000
4.225663e-
3
.130796e
,643543e
4.740721e
3 .734103e
75.000000
4 .225663e
3.474516e
3.806145e
3.784291e
4.130796e
4 .643543e
4 .740721e
3.734103e
75.000000
4.225663e
3.474516e
3.806145e
3.784291e
4.130796e
4.643543e
4.740721e
3.734103e
75.000000
4.225663e
3.474516e
.806145e
.784291e
.130796e
.643543e
.740721e
.734103e
75.000000
4.225663e
3 .474516e
.806145e
.784291e
.130796e
.643543e
.7407216
3.734103e
75.000000
4.225663e
.474516e
.806145e
.784291e
,130796e
.643543e
.740721e
04 0.0000006+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
60.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
90.000000
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
120.000000
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
150.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
180.000000
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
210.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
3.734103e-04 0.000000e+00
75.000000 240.000000
4.225663e-04 0.000000e+00
3.474516e-04 0.000000e+00
3.806145e-04 0.000000e+00
3.784291e-04 0.000000e+00
4.130796e-04 0.000000e+00
4.643543e-04 0.000000e+00
4.740721e-04 0.000000e+00
3.734103e-04 0.000000e+00
75.000000 270.000000
4.225663e-04 0.000000e+00
3.474516e-04 0.000000e+00
3.806145e-04 0.000000e+00
3.784291e-04 0.000000e+00
4.130796e-04 0.000000e+00
4.643543e-04 0.000000e+00
4.740721e-04 0.000000e+00
3.734103e-04 0.000000e+00
75.000000 300.000000
4.225663e-04 0.000000e+00
3.474516e-04 0.000000e+00
3.806145e-04 0.000000e+00
3.784291e-04 0.000000e+00
4.130796e-04 0.000000e+00
4.643543e-04 0.000000e+00
4.740721e-04 0.000000e+00
3.734103e-04 0.000000e+00
75.000000 330.000000
4.225663e-04 0.000000e+00
3.474516e-04 0.000000e+00
3.806145e-04 0.000000e+00
3.784291e-04 0.000000e+00
4.130796e-04 0.000000e+00
4.643543e-04 0.000000e+00
4.740721e-04 0.000000e+00
3.734103e-04 0.000000e+00
75.000000 360.000000
4.225663e-04 0.000000e+00
3.474516e-04 0.000000e+00
3.806145e-04 0.000000e+00
3.784291e-04 0.000000e+00
4.130796e-04 0.000000e+00
4.643543e-04 0.000000e+00
4.740721e-04 0.000000e+00
3.734103e-04 0.000000e+00
90.000000 0.000000
4.225663e-04 0.000000e+00
3.474516e-04 0.000000e+00
3.806145e-04 0.000000e+00
3.784291e-04 0.000000e+00
4.130796e-04 0.000000e+00
4.643543e-04 0.000000e+00
4.740721e-04 0.000000e+00
3.734103e-04 0.000000e+00
90.000000 30.000000
4.225663e-04 0.000000e+00
3.474516e-04 0.000000e+00
3.806145e-04 0.000000e+00
3.784291e-04 0.000000e+00
4 .130796e
4 .643543e
4.740721e
3 .734103e
90.000000
4 .225663e
3.474516e
3.806145e
3.784291e
.130796e
,643543e
.740721e
.734103e
90.000000
4.225663e
,474516e
.806145e
.784291e
.130796e
.643543e
.740721e
.734103e
90.000000
4.225663e
3.474516e
3 .806145e
.784291e
,130796e
.643543e
.740721e
.734103e
90.000000
4 .225663e
.474516e
.806145e
.784291e
.130796e
.643543e
.740721e
.734103e
90.000000
4.225663e
3.474516e
3.806145e
3.784291e
4.130796e
4.643543e
4.740721e
3.734103e
90.000000
4.225663e
3.4745166
3.806145e
3.784291e
4.130796e-
4.643543e-
4.740721e-
3.734103e-
90.000000
4.225663e-
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
60.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
90.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
120.000000
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
-04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
150.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
180.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
210.000000
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.0000006+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
04 0.000000e+00
240.000000
04 0.000000e+00
3.474516e-04 0.000000e+00
3.806145e-04 0.000000e+00
3.784291e-04 0.000000e+00
4.130796e-04 0.000000e+00
4.643543e-04 0.000000e+00
4.740721e-04 0.000000e+00
3.734103e-04 0.000000e+00
90.000000 270.000000
4.225663e-04 0.000000e+00
3.474516e-04 0.000000e+00
3.806145e-04 0.000000e+00
3.784291e-04 0.000000e+00
4.130796e-04 0.000000e+00
4.643543e-04 0.000000e+00
4.740721e-04 0.000000e+00
3.734103e-04 0.000000e+00
90.000000 300.000000
4.225663e-04 0.000000e+00
3.474516e-04 0.000000e+00
3.806145e-04 0.000000e+00
3.784291e-04 0.000000e+00
4.130796e-04 0.000000e+00
4.643543e-04 0.000000e+00
4.740721e-04 0.000000e+00
3.734103e-04 0.000000e+00
90.000000 330.000000
4.225663e-04
3.474516e-04
3.806145e-04
.784291e-04
.130796e-04
.000000e+00
.000000e+00
.000000e+00
.000000e+00
.000000e+00
643543e-04 0.000000e+00
740721e-04 0.000000e+00
734103e-04 0.000000e+00
90.000000 360.000000
4.225663e-04 0.000000e+00
474516e-04 0.000000e+00
806145e-04 O.000000e+00
,784291e-04 0.000000e+00
,130796e-04 0.000000e+00
0.000000e+004.643543e-04
4.740721e-04 0.000000e+00
3.734103e-04 0.000000e+00
33
0.298000 279.049988
0.329000 279.049988
0.491000 277.850006
0.560000 277.250000
0.930000 274.649994
1.111000 273.250000
1.388000 271.250000
1.869000 268.949982
1.898000 268.750000
2.374000 265.649994
2.908000 261.949982
3.463000 259.449982
3.475000 259.449982
3 .979000 255.049988
4.078000 254.349991
4.103000 254 .149994
4.720000 249.549988
4 .827000 248.649994
5.410000 244 .449997
6.155000 238.449997
6.682000 233.949997
6.815000 233 .349991
6.967000 232.449997
7.870000 227.949997
8.022000 227.149994
8.896000 228.250000
9.383000 229.949997
10.122000 229.949997
11.619000 228.149994
12.246000 225.949997
12.506000 225.949997
13.527000 226.250000
14.726000 222.649994
Scene Node file
0.23600
1
714 .29 1428.57 100.0
8.0 92.0 1.0
5 9 94
5.733
43.08333 77.66667
AutoCAD Dview File
39.5 15.5 26.67
131.053 146.25 160.606
40.0 55.0 0
67.0
100 100
Weather File May0994
193 ().2500
0.00 8.33 985 .44 -1 .00 8 ,33 3 .13 0 ,00 0 .00 0 ,40 2 .00 0 00 0. 0 0 0 00
0.25 8.33 985 .44 -1 .00 8 ,33 3 ,13 0 .00 0 ,00 0 ,40 2 .00 0 00 0 00 0. 00
0.50 8.33 985 .44 -1 .00 8 ,33 3 .13 0 ,00 0 ,00 0 ,40 2 .00 0 00 0 00 0 00
0.75 8.33 985 .44 -1 .00 8 .33 3 .13 0 .00 0 ,00 0 40 2 .00 0 00 0 00 0 00
1.00 8.33 985 .44 -1 .00 8 .33 3 .13 0 .00 0 ,00 0 40 2 .00 0 00 0 ,00 0 00
1.25 8.33 985 .44 -1 .00 8 .33 3 .13 0 ,00 0 ,00 0 40 2 .00 0 ,00 0 ,00 0 00
1.50 8.33 985 .44 -1 .00 8 .33 3 .13 0 ,00 0 ,00 0 40 2 .00 0 ,00 0 ,00 0 00
1.75 8.33 985 ,44 -1 ,00 8 .33 3 .13 0 .00 0 .00 0 ,40 2 .00 0 ,00 0 ,00 0 .00
2.00 8.33 985 .44 -1 .00 8 .33 3 .13 0 .00 0 .00 0 ,40 2 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 00
2.25 8.61 985 .23 -1 .00 8 .61 3 .46 0 ,00 0 .00 0 ,40 2 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00
2.50 8.89 985 .02 -1 .00 8 .89 3 .80 0 .00 0 .00 0 ,40 2 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00
2.75 9.17 984 .81 -1 .00 9 .17 4 .14 0 .00 0 .00 0 ,40 2 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00
3.00 9.44 984 .60 -1 .00 9 .44 4 .47 0 .00 0 .00 0 .40 2 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00
3.25 9.44 984 .60 -1 ,00 9 .03 4 .47 0 .00 0 .00 0 .40 2 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00
3.50 9.44 984 .60 -1 ,00 8 .61 4 .47 0 .00 0 .00 0 .40 2 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00
3.75 9.44 984 .60 -1 00 8 .19 4 .47 0 .00 (1 .00 0 .40 2 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00
4.00 9.44 984 .60 -1 ,00 7 .78 4 .47 0 .00 0 .00 0 .40 2 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00
4.25 9.17 984 .55 -1 ,00 7 .78 4 .80 0 .00 0 .00 0 .40 2 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00
4.50 8.89 984 .51 -1 .00 7
4.75 8.61 984.47 -1.00 7
5.00 8.33 984 .43 -1.00 7
5.25 8.19 984.47 -1.00 7
5.50 8.06 984.51 -1.00 7
5.75 7.92 984.55 -1.00 7
6.00 7.78 984.60 -1.00 7
6.25 7 .64 984 .77 -1 .00 7
6.50 7 .50 984 .93 -1.00 7
6.75 7.36 985.10 -1.00 7
7.00 7.22 985.27 -1.00 7
7.25 7 .50 985.40 -1.00 7
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
1.00
1 .00
1.00
1.00
-1 .00
7.50 7.78 985.53 -1
7.75 8.06 985.65 -1
8.00 8.33 985.78 -1
8.25 8.47 985.91 -1
8.50 8.61 986.03 -1
8.75 8.75 986.16 -1
9.00 8.89 986.29 -1
9.25 9.03 986.54 -1
9.50 9.17 986.80 -1
9.75 9.31 987.05 -1
10.00 9.44 987.30
10.25 9.58 987.39
10.50 9.72 987.47
10.75 9.86 987.56
11.00 10.00 987.64
11.25 10.14 987.73 -1
11.50 10.28 987.81 -1
11.75 10.42 987.90 -1
12.00 10.56 987.98 -1
12.25 10.97 988.07 -1
12.50 11.39 988.15 -1
12.75 11.81 988.24 -1
13.00 12.22 988.32 -1
13.25 12.78 988.24 -1
13.50 13.33 988.15
13.75 13.89 988.07
14.00 14.44 987.98
14.25 14.72 987.94 -1
14.50 15.00 987.90 -1
14.75 15.28 987.85 -1
15.00 15.56 987.81 -1
15.25 15.83 987.77 -1
15.50 16.11 987.73 -1
15.75 16.39 987.69
16.00 16.67 987.64
16.25 16.39 987.69 -1.00
16.50 16.11 987.73 -1
16.75 15.83 987.77 -1
17.00 15.56 987.81 -1
17.25 15.69 987.77 -1
17.50 15.83 987.73 -1.00
17.75 15.97 987.69 -1
18.00 16.11 987.64 -1
18.25 16.11 987.64 -1
18.50 16.11 987.64 -1
18.75 16.11 987.64 -1
19.00 16.11 987.64 -1
19.25 15.83 987.73 -1
7 8
78
.78
.64
.50
.36
.22
.22
.22
.22
.22
.36
.50
.64
.78
.92
.06
.19
.33
.47
.61
.75
8.89 4
14 0.00 0.00 0.40 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
48 0.00 0.00 0.40 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
81 0.00 0.00 0.40 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
48 0.00 0.00 0.70 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
14 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
80 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0047 0.00 0.
25 0.00 0,
00
00 0.95 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
03 0.00 0.00 0.97 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
82 0.00 0.00 0.98 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
00 0.00 0.98 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
34 0.00 0.98 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
60
U4
48
92
36
70
03 13.76
37 17.20
70 21.67
26 25.46
81 29.58
36 33.02
.92 6.46
69 0.77
06 1.54
85 2.31
63 2.31 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
08
08
47
85
85
00 0.
00 0.
00
00
00
00
00
53 1.00 0.
24 0.98 2.
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
-1.00
-1 .00
-1.00
00
,00
00
,00
00
00
-1.00
-1.00 8.89
,00
.00
.00
,00
00 0.00 0.00 0.00
00 0.00 0.00 0.00
00 0.00 0.00 0.00
00 0.00 0.00
00 0.00 0.00
00 0.00 0.00 0.00
00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8.89 4.69 39.04 4.24 0.98 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8.89 4.47 42.31 4.24 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8.89 4.25 45.41 4.62 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8.89 4.02 47.82 4.24 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
9.17 4.25 50.22 4.62 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
9.44 4.47 52.29 4.62 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
9.72 4.69 54.01 4.62 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
10.00 4.92 54.70 4.62 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
10.00 4.92 56.07 4.62 0.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
10.00 4.92 56.76 5.02 0.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
10.00 4.92 57.79 10.02 0.90 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
10.00 4.92 50.57 6.93 0.80 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
10.00 5.03 41.62 8.48 0.85 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
10.00 5.14 55.73 10.40 0.85 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
10.00 5.25 56.07 5.78 0.90 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
10.00 5.36 54.35 5.01 0.95 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
9.58 5.36 53.32 4.62 0.95 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
9.17 5.36 51.60 5.01 0.95 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8.75 5.36 43.34 6.93 0.95 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8.33 5.36 45.41 6.93 0.95 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8.47 5.25 49.19 10.02 0.90 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8.61 5.14 43.00 5.39 0.93 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8.75 5.03 41.97 7.32 0.70 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
92 38.18 6.55 0.70 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
58 22.36 12.33 0.30 5.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
25 11.70 10.79 0.30
91 23.39 13.48 0.30
6.93 0.20 3.
32 0.15 3.
78 0.10 3.
01 0.20 3.00
24 0.30 3.
85 0.50
78 3
78
7.78
7.78
7.78
7.78
7.78
7.78
58 6.88
58 7.22
58 5.85
58 5.50
58 6.19
46 4.47
3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00
00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00
00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00
35 2.58 1.93 0.60
24 0.34 0.00 0.70
13 0.00 0.00 0.70
69 0.00 0.00 0.80
00 0.00 0.00
00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 .00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
19. 50 15.56 987 .81 -1.00 7 .78 4 .25 0.00 0.00 0.85 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
19. 75 15.28 987.90 -1.00 7 .78 4 .80 0.00 0.00 0.86 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20. 00 15.00 987 .98 -1.00 7 .78 5 .36 0.00 0.00 0.90 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20. 25 14.58 988.02 -1.00 7 .22 4 .92 0.00 0.00 0.95 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20. 50 14.17 988.07 -1.00 6 .67 4 ,47 0.00 0.00 0.95 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20. 75 13.75 988.11 -1.00 6 .11 4 .02 0.00 0.00 0.95 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
21. 00 13.33 988.15 -1.00 5 .56 3 .58 0.00 0.00 0.95 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
21. 25 12 .92 988 . 19 -1.00 5 .56 3 .69 0.00 0.00 0.90 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
21. 50 12.50 988.24 -1.00 5 .56 3 .80 0.00 0.00 0.95 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
21. 75 12.08 988.28 -1 .00 5 .56 3 .91 0.00 0.00 0.80 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
22 , 00 11.67 988.32 -1 .00 5 .56 4 .02 0.00 0.00 0.80 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
22 , 25 11.53 988.41 -1.00 5 .28 3 .91 0.00 0.00 0.80 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
22,.50 11.39 988.49 -1.00 5 .00 3 .80 0.00 0.00 0.80 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
22 ,75 11.25 988.57 -1.00 4 .72 3 .69 0.00 0.00 0.80 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
23 ,00 11.11 988.66 -1 .00 4 .44 3 .58 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
23 .25 10.97 988 .70 -1 .00 4 .44 3 .69 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
23 .50 10.83 988.74 -1.00 4 .44 3 .80 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
23 .75 10 .69 988.79 -1.00 4 .44 3 .91 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
24 .00 9.23 988.83 -1.00 4. 44 4 . 02 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
24 .25 9.20 988.83 -1.00 4. 17 3. 91 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
24 .50 8.81 988.83 --1.00 3 . 89 3. 80 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
24 .75 8.50 988.83 -1.00 3 . 61 3. 69 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
25 .00 8.20 988.83 -1.00 3. 33 3. 58 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
25 .25 8.15 988.83 -1.00 3. 19 3. 58 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
25 .50 8.33 988.83 -1.00 3. 06 3. 58 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
25 .75 8.20 988.83 -1.00 2 . 92 3 . 58 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
26 .00 8.26 988.83 -1.00 2. 78 3. 58 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
26 .25 9.44 988.71 -1.00 2 . 64 3 . 35 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
26 .50 9.44 988.59 -1.00 2 . 50 3 . 13 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
26 .75 9.44 988.47 -1.00 2 . 36 2 . 9 0 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
27 .00 9.44 988.35 -1.00 2 . 22 2. 68 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
27 .25 9.17 988.17 -1.00 2 . 22 2. b8 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
27 .50 8.89 988.00 --1.00 2 . 22 2. 68 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
27 .75 8.61 987.82 --1.00 2 . 22 2 . 68 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
28 .00 8.33 987.64 -1.00 2 . 22 2. 68 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
28 .25 8.33 987.64 -1 .00 2 . 22 2. 68 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
28 .50 8.33 987.64 -1.00 2. 22 2 . 68 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
28 .75 8.33 987.64 -1.00 2. 22 2. 68 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
29 .00 8.33 987.64 -1.00 2. 22 2 . b8 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
29 .25 8.47 987.64 -1.00 2 . 22 2 . bH 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
29 .50 8.61 987.64 -1.00 2. 22 2. bM 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
29 .75 8.75 987.64 -1 .00 2. 22 2. 68 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 .00 8.89 987.64 -1 .00 2 . 22 2 . 68 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 0 .25 9.03 987.64 -1 .00 2 . 50 2 . 57 0.00 0.00 0.90 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 .60 9.17 987.64 -1 .00 2 . 78 2 . 4 6 0.00 0.00 0.95 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 .75 9.31 987.64 -1.00 3 . 06 2. 35 0.00 0.00 0.90 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
31 .00 9.44 987.64 -1.00 3. 33 2. 23 0.00 0.00 0.95 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
31 .25 9.72 987.64 -1.00 3 . 61 2 . 46 0.00 0.00 0.95 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
31 .50 10.00 987.64 -1.00 3 .89 2 .66 0.34 0.38 0.90 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
31 .75 10.28 987.64 -1.00 4 .17 2 .90 1.38 1.54 0.95 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
32 .00 10.56 987.64 -1.00 4 .44 3 .13 4.13 1.93 0.90 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
32 .25 11.25 987.64 -1 .00 4 .86 3 .35 8.26 3.08 0.90 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
32,,50 11.94 987.64 -1.00 5 .28 3 .58 11.35 3.08 0.95 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
32 75 12.64 987.64 -1.00 5 .69 3 .80 16.17 3.85 0.95 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
33,,00 13.33 987 .64 -1.00 6 .11 4 .02 19.95 4.62 0.97 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
33. 25 13 .61 987 .60 -1.00 6 .39 4 .02 23.06 4,b2 0.97 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
33. 50 13.89 987.56 -1.00 b .67 4 .02 27.52 4.24 0.97 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
33, 75 14.17 987.52 -1.00 b .94 4 .02 31.65 5.01 0.97 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
34. 00 14 .44 987.47 -1.00 7 .22 4 .02 8.34 6.01 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
34 . 25 14 .86 987.47 -1.00 7 .36 4 .25 37.50 5.01 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
34 .50 15.28 987.47 -1.00 7 .50 4 .47 40. 59 4 . 62 1.00 0. 00 0. 00 0 . 00 0 . 00
34 .75 15.69 987.47 -1 .00 7.b4 4 .69 43 . 34 5. 01 1 .00 0. 00 0. 00 0 .00 0 .00
35 .00 16.11 987 .47 -1.00 7.78 4 .92 45. 75 4. 62 1.00 0. 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
35 .25 16.39 987.43 -1.00 7.78 5.92 48. 16 5. 01 1.00 0. 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
35 .50 16.67 987.39 -1 .00 7.78 6.93 50. 57 5. 01 1.00 0. 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
35 .75 16.94 987.35 -1.00 7.78 7.93 51. 94 5. 01 1.00 0. 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
36 .00 17.22 987.30 -1.00 7.78 8.94 53. 32 5. 39 1.00 0. 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
36 .25 16.94 987.30 -1.00 7.78 8.94 54. 70 5. 01 0.99 1. 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
36 .50 16.67 987.30 -1.00 7.78 8.94 55. 38 6. 16 0.97 1. 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
36 .75 16.39 987.30 -1.00 7.78 8.94 55. 73 6. 55 0.95 6. 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
37 .00 16.11 987.30 -1.00 7.78 8.94 54. 70 6. 93 0.90 6. 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
37 .25 15.56 987.35 -1.00 7.78 9.39 55. 73 6. 55 0.85 6. 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
37 .50 15.00 987.39 -1.00 7.78 9.83 56. 07 6. 55 0.85 6. 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
37 .75 14.44 987.43 -1.00 7.78 10.28 56 .42 6 .55 0.90 6 .00 0 .00 0.00 0.00
38 .00 13.89 987.47 -1 .00 7.78 10.73 54 .70 6 .55 0.85 6 .00 0 .00 0.00 0.00
38 .25 13.33 987.60 -1.00 7.92 9.50 56. 04 8. 48 0.80 6. 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
38 .50 12 .78 987 .73 -1 .00 8 .06 8.27 51. 94 7 . 32 0.85 1. 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
38 .75 12.22 987.85 -1.00 8.19 7.04 49. 88 6. 55 0.80 1. 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
39 .00 11.67 987 .98 -1.00 8.33 5.81 46. 10 7. 71 0.85 1. 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
39 .25 11.67 987.90 -1.00 8.61 5.36 43. 69 6. 16 0.85 1. 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
39 .50 11.67 987.81 -1.00 8.89 4.92 41. 28 5. 39 0.90 1. 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
39 .75 11.67 987.73 -1.00 9.17 4.47 38 , 53 5. 78 0.90 1. 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
40 .00 11.67 987 .64 -1.00 9.44 4 .02 35. 43 5. 01 0.90 1, 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
40 .25 12.08 987.64 -1.00 9.58 5.25 32. 34 5. 01 0.90 1. 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
40 .50 12.50 987.64 -1.00 9.72 6.48 28. 21 4. 62 0.95 1. 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
40 .75 12.92 987.64 -1.00 9.86 7 71 25. 11 4. 24 0.95 1. 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
41 .00 13.33 987.64 -1 .00 10. OC1 8.94 2C .98 4 .24 0.95 1 .00 0 .00 0.00 0.00
41 .25 13.33 987.85 -1.00 9.86 9.05 17. 54 3. 85 0.95 1. 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
41 .50 13.33 988.07 -1.00 9.72 9.16 13. 76 3. 08 0.95 1. 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
41 .75 13.33 988.28 -1.00 9.58 9.27 10. 32 3 . 08 0.95 1. 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
42 .00 13.33 988.49 -1.00 9.44 9.39 6.88 2.31 0.95 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
42 .25 12.78 988.96 -1.00 9.03 9.39 3.78 1.93 0.95 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
42 .50 12.22 989.42 -1.00 8.61 9.39 1.38 0.77 0.95 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
42 .75 11.67 989.89 -1.00 8.19 9.39 0.00 0.00 0.95 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
43 .00 11.11 990.35 -1 .00 7.78 9.39 0.00 0.00 0.95 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
43 .25 10.69 990.18 -1.00 7 .64 7.93 0.00 0.00 0.95 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
43 .50 10.28 990.01 -1.00 7.50 6.48 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
43 .75 9.86 '989.84 - -1.00
"
'.36 E..03 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
44 .00 9.44 '589.67 - -1 .oo ;'.22 3 .58 0.00 0.00 1 .00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
44 .25 9.44 '989.84 - -1.00 7'.22 3 .35 0.00 0.00 1 .00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
44 .50 9.44 '990.01 - -1.00 7 .22 3 .13 0.00 0.00 0.80 1 .00 0.00 0.00 0.00
44 .75 9.44 '990.18 - -1.00
"
'.22 2 .90 0 .00 0.00 0.80 1 .00 0.00 0.00 0.00
45 ,00 9.44 !990.35 - -1.00 1 .22 2 .68 0.00 0.00 0.95 1 .00 0.00 0.00 0.00
45,,25 9.44 !990.44 - -1.00 1'.36 2 .46 0.00 0.00 0.95 1 .00 0.00 0.00 0.00
45, 50 9.44 '990.52 -1.00 7'.50 2 .23 0.00 0.00 0.97 1.00 0.00 0.00 0 .00
45,,75 9.44 !990.61 - -1.00 7 .64 2 .01 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
46..00 9.44 '.990.69 -1.00 7
'
.78 1 .79 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
46 25 9.44 !990.86 -1.00 7 .78 1 .90 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
46, 50 9.44 991.03 -1.00 7 .78 2 .01 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
46. 75 9.44 991.20 -1.00 7 .78 2 .12 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
47. 00 9.44 991.37 - 1.00 7 .78 2 .23 0.00 0.00 0.90 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
47. 25 8.89 991.50 - 1.00 7 .50 2 .35 0.00 0.00 0.85 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
47. 50 8.33 991.62 -1.00 7 .22 2 .46 0.00 0.00 0.90 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
47. 75 7.78 991.75 - 1.00 6 .94 2 .57 0.00 0.00 0.90 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
48. 00 7.22 991.88 - 1.00 6 .67 2 .68 0.00 0.00 0.95 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Appendix H Creating AutoCADIDIRSIG Internal Heat Source
The user should follow the guidelines in creating a DIRSIG part in AutoCAD
using the DIRSIG User's Guide. If an internal heat source was to be included within a
part, the user would construct a box/facet/series of facets that represents the heat source
inside the part. All of the steps, such as filter, donorms, doatts are exactly as laid out in the
User's Guide. When the doatts command is complete, the user must manually select the
heat source facets one at a time using the pick command. By selecting each heat source
facet, the user must manually change:
1. Self-Generated Power (>0)
2. SGP filename (ex. box.sgp)
3. Surrounding Material Code (ex. 50 for air, see materials section ofUser's Guide for a
complete list of supported materials)
and can also change the thickness and the material if desired.
The usermust decide when creating the attribute list to globally assign the attribute list
containing self-generated power values of zero and then picking the heat source facets to
manually change, or assigning globally an attribute template.dwg that represents the heat
source facets andmanually changing the surrounding facets to have zero self-generated
power values. The choice is dependent on the fewer number of facets to change, i.e. assign
the template according to the most facet types. If the part has more sgp facets than
surrounding facets (for complicated heat sources) then modify the attribute template to
reflect the sgp facets andmanually pick the surrounding facets.
All remaining steps, purge, insert part to object, insert object to scene, translate, and
dirsigfmt are the same.
Once the user has a geometric database, a scene node, and a weather file, the sgp files can
be created using the create_sgp_files command. This creates the required files that
represent the heat source percentage values. The user will need to manually edit the files to
put the correct percentage of power values (0->l) in at the appropriate time. Before this
command is executed, the usermust define the two environmental variables,
D IRS IG_WEATHER_DATA_HOURS and DIRS IG_WEATHER MINUTE INCREMENT
in order to properly represent the correct time and increments in the files to be created.
The next step is to make sure that the two environmental variables
DIRSIG_WEATHER_DATA_HOURS and DIRSIG_WEATHER_MINUTE_INCREMENT , if
defined in the batch file to run dirsig2.6 match the ones used to create the sgp files. If so,
then a scene is ready to be created. If not, the usermust redefine these variables to match
the files or vice-versa.
Appendix I Creating a Weather File
Using a program titled, forecast_weather, a user can create a weather file.
The program creates a file that can be used as an input to DIRSIG. The layout of the file is:
# lines in file Time increment (hr)
The following 13 columns are:
1 . Relative Time (hr)
2. Temp (C)
3. Pressure (mbars)
4. Relative humidity as a fraction (if -1, dew point is used)
5. Dew pt. (C) (if -1, relative humidity is used)
6. Wind speed (m/s)
7. Direct Insolation (Langley/hr, lW/m2 = 0.086 L/hr)
8. Diffuse Insolation (L/hr)
9. Sky exposure as a fraction (0 = cloudy, 1 = clear)
10. Cloud type 0 None
1 Cirrus
2 Cirrostratus
3 Altocumulus
4 Altostratus
5 Stratocumulus
6 Status
7 Nimbostratus
8 Fog
1 1. Precipitation type (0 = no rain, 1 = rain)
12. Precipitation rate (cm/hr)
13. Precipitation temp (C)
This code which is a part of the THERM code only generates 24 hours ofweather
history. In order to properly use a weather file in DIRSIG, 48 hours are required in a
single weather file. This can be accomplished by concatenating two runs of this program
together. The code may be simply modified to create two days of history by placing a loop
around the front end to ask for two days. An example of the program usage follows.
forecast_weather
Weather filename to create: forecast. wth
Enter latitude (-90,90): 43.083
Enter longitude (-180,180): 77.676
Enter month (1,12): 6
Enter day (1,31) : 2
Enter year (00,99): 94
Enter offset from GMT (-12,12): 5
Enter time increment to create (0,4): .25
Enter peak insolation (0,100) (-1 to compute): -1
Enter average transmission (0,1): .95
Enter diffuse insolation (0,1): 1
Enter air temperature at sunrise (-20,50): 15
Enter peak air temperature (-20,50): 30
Enter local time of peak air temperature (0,24): 13
Enter air pressure (800,1200): 984
Enter dew point temperature (-20,50): 10
Enter wind speed (0,50): 1.80
Enter sky exposure factor (0,1): .95
Enter cloud type (0,8): 0
Enter precipitation type (0,1): 0
Enter precipitation rate (0,10)- 0
Enter precipitation temperature (-20,50): 0
forecast .wth
97 0 .250000
0.00 15.08 984 .00 0.71 10 .00 1 .80 0 .00 0 .00 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0 ,00
0.25 15.07 984 .00 0.71 10 .00 1 .80 0 .00 0 .00 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0 .00
0.50 15.06 984 .00 0.71 10 .00 1 .80 0 .00 0 .00 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0 ,00
0.75 15.04 984 .00 0.71 10 .00 1 .80 0 .00 0 .00 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0. 00
1.00 15.04 984 .00 0.71 10 .00 1 .80 0 .00 0 .00 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0,,00
1.25 15.03 984 .00 0.71 10 .00 1 .80 0 .00 0 .00 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0,,00
1.50 15.02 984 .00 0.71 10 .00 1 .80 0 .00 0 .00 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0. 00
1.75 15.02 984 .00 0.71 10 .00 1 .80 0 .00 0 .00 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0 00
2.00 15.01 984 .00 0.71 10 .00 1 .80 0 .00 0 .00 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0.,00
2.25 15.01 984 .00 0.71 10 .00 1 .80 0 .00 0 .00 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0 ,00
2.50 15.01 984 .00 0.71 10 .00 1 .80 0 .00 0 .00 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0 .00
2.75 15.01 984 .00 0.71 10 .00 1 .80 0 .00 0 .00 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0,,00
3.00 15.00 984 .00 0.71 10 .00 1 .80 0 .00 0 .00 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0 ,00
3.25 15.00 984 .00 0.71 10 .00 1 .80 0 .00 0 .00 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0 00
3.50 15.00 984 .00 0.71 10 .00 1 .80 0 .00 0 .00 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0 ,00
3.75 15.00 984 .00 0.71 10 .00 1 .80 0 .00 0 .00 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0 ,00
4.00 15.00 984 .00 0.71 10 .00 1 .80 0 .00 0 .00 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0 ,00
4.25 15.00 984 .00 0.71 10 .00 1 .80 0 .00 0 ,00 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0 00
4.50 15.08 984 .00 0.71 10 ,00 1 .80 49 .71 0 ,28 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0 00
4.75 15.29 984 ,00 0.70 10 ,00 1 .80 60 .17 0 ,75 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0.,00
5.00 15.61 984. 00 0.69 10,,00 1 .80 65 .52 1.,24 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0 ,00
5.25 16.02 984..00 0.67 10..00 1 ,80 69 .17 1,,73 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0 ,00
5.50 16.50 984 , 00 0.65 10, 00 1..80 71 .96 2..20 0 ,95 0 0 0 ,00 0 ,00
5.75 17.03 984 . 00 0.63 10 00 1 . 80 74 .25 2 .65 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0 00
6.00 17.60 984. 00 0.60 10. 00 1,,80 76 ,21 3,,07 0 ,95 0 0 0 .00 0 ,00
6.25 18.21 984. 00 0.58 10. 00 1. 80 77 .92 3,.47 0 ,95 0 0 0 .00 0 ,00
6.50 18.84 984. 00 0.56 10. 00 1. 80 79 ,45 3,,82 0 ,95 0 0 0 .00 0 .00
6.75 19.49 984. 00 0.54 10. 00 1. 80 80,,83 4 , 14 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0 .00
7.00 20.14 984 . 00 0.52 10. 00 1. 80 82 .10 4 . 42 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0 .00
7.25 20.80 984. 00 0.49 10. 00 1. 80 83,.26 4 ,66 0 ,95 0 0 0 .00 0 .00
7.50 21.46 984. 00 0.48 10. 00 1. 80 84,,33 4 , 87 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0 .00
7.75 22.11 984. 00 0.46 10. 00 1. 80 85 .32 5,.04 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0 .00
8.00 22.76 984. 00 0.44 10. 00 1. 80 86 23 5, 17 0 ,95 0 0 0 .00 0 .00
8.25 23 .39 984 .00 0.42 :10 . 00 1.80 87.08 5.27 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
8.50 24.00 984 .00 0.41 :L0.O0 1.80 87.86 5.35 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
8.75 24 .60 984 .00 0.39 :L0.00 1.80 88.58 5.39 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
9.00 25.17 984 .00 0.38 :10.00 1.80 89.24 5.42 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
9.25 25.72 984.00 0.37 :L0.00 1.80 89.84 5.42 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
9.50 26.24 984 .00 0.36 :L0.00 1.80 90.38 5.42 3.95 0 0 0 .00 0.00
9.75 26.74 984 .00 0.35 :L0.00 1.80 90.86 5.39 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
10.00 27.20 984 .00 0.34 10.00 1.80 91.29 5.37 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
10.25 27.63 984.00 0.33 10.00 1.80 91 .66 5.33 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
10.50 28.03 984 .00 0.32 10.00 1 .80 91.98 5.30 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
10.75 28.40 984.00 0.31 10.00 1 .80 92.24 5.27 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
11.00 28.73 984.00 0.31 10.00 1.80 92.44 5.24 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
11.25 29.03 984.00 0.30 10.00 1.80 92.59 5.22 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
11.50 29.28 984.00 0.30 10.00 1.80 92.68 5.20 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
11.75 29.50 984 .00 0.29 10.00 1.80 92.71 5.20 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
12.00 29.68 984 .00 0.29 10.00 1.80 92.69 5.20 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
12.25 29.82 984 .00 0.29 10.00 1.80 92.62 5.21 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
12.50 29.92 984 .00 0.29 10.00 1 .80 92.48 5.23 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
12.75 29.98 984.00 0.29 10.00 1.80 92.30 5.26 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
13.00 30.00 984.00 0.29 10 .00 1.80 92.05 5.29 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
13.25 29.98 984.00 0.29 10.00 1.80 91.75 5.32 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
13.50 29.92 984 .00 0.29 10.00 1.80 91.40 5.36 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
13.75 29.82 984 .00 0.29 10.00 1.80 90.98 5.39 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
14.00 29.67 984.00 0.29 10.00 1.80 90.51 5.41 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
14.25 29.49 984.00 0.29 10.00 1.80 89.99 5.42 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
14.50 29.27 984.00 0.30 10.00 1.80 89.40 5.42 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
14.75 29.01 984.00 0.30 10.00 1.80 88.76 5.40 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
15.00 28.72 984.00 0.31 10.00 1.80 88.06 5.36 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
15.25 28.38 984.00 0.31 10.00 1 .80 87 .30 5.30 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
15.50 28.01 984 .00 0.32 10.00 1.80 86.47 5.20 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
15.75 27.60 984.00 0.33 10.00 1.80 85.57 5.08 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
16.00 27.16 984 .00 0.34 10.00 1.80 84 .60 4.92 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
16.25 26.69 984 .00 0.35 10.00 1.80 83 .56 4.72 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
16.50 26.19 984 .00 0.36 10.00 1.80 82.42 4 .49 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
16.75 25.65 984 .00 0.37 10.00 1.80 81 .19 4.22 0.96 0 0 0.00 0.00
17.00 25.09 984 .00 0.38 10.00 1.80 79.86 3 .92 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
17.25 24.50 984 .00 0.40 10.00 1.80 78.36 3.57 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
17.50 23.88 984.00 0.41 10.00 1 .80 76.71 3.19 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
17.75 23.24 984.00 0.43 10.00 1.80 74.83 2.78 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
18.00 22.58 984 .00 0.44 10.00 1.80 72.65 2.33 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
18.25 21.89 984.00 0.46 10.00 1.80 70.03 1 .87 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
18.50 21.19 984 .00 0.48 10.00 1.80 66.69 1.38 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
18.75 20.47 984.00 0.50 10.00 1.80 62 .00 0.89 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
19.00 19.74 984.00 0.53 10.00 1.80 53.87 0.41 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
19.25 18.99 984 .00 0.55 10.00 1.80 21.93 0.01 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
19.50 18.27 984 .00 0.58 10.00 1.80 0.00 0.00 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
19.75 17.67 984.00 0.60 10.00 1.80 0.00 0.00 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
20.00 17.18 984.00 0.62 10.00 1.80 0.00 0.00 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
20.25 16.79 984.00 0.64 10.00 1.80 0.00 0.00 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
20.50 16.46 984.00 0.65 10.00 1.80 0.00 0.00 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
20.75 16.19 984 .00 0.66 10.00 1.80 0.00 0.00 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
21.00 15.97 984.00 0.67 10.00 1.80 0.00 0.00 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
21.25 15.80 984.00 0.68 10.00 1.80 0.00 0.00 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
21.50 15.65 984.00 0.68 10.00 1.80 0.00 0.00 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
21.75 15.53 984 .00 0.69 10.00 1.80 0.00 0.00 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
22.00 15.43 984.00 0.69 10.00 1.80 0.00 0.00 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
22.25 15.35 984 .00 0.70 10.00 1.80 0.00 0.00 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
22.50 15.29 984 .00 0.70 10.00 1.80 0.00 0.00 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
22.75 15.24 984.00 0.70 10.00 1 .80 0.00 0.00 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
23.00 15.19 984.00 0.70 10.00 1.80 0.00 0.00 0.95 0 0 0.00 0.00
23.25 15.16 984.00 0.71 10.00 1.80
23.50 15.13 984.00 0.71 10.00 1.80
23.75 15.10 984.00 0.71 10.00 1.80
24.00 15.08 984.00 0.71 10.00 1.80
0 . 00 0 .00 0 .95 0 0 0 .00 0 .00
0 .00 0.00 0 .95 0 0 0.00 0.00
0 . 00 0 .00 0 .95 0 0 0 . 00 0 .00
0 .00 0.00 0,95 0 0 0 .00 0.00
